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Abstract

The aim of  this  project  is  to  investigate  into  the growth mechanism occurring in  a

pulsed pressure MOCVD deposition technique using aluminium oxide films on silicon

substrates. Another objective of the study is to look into the effect of the precursor-

solvent interaction on the droplet vaporisation mechanism. Commonly used aluminium

oxide  precursors  (aluminium isopropoxide,  aluminium sec  butoxide,  aluminium tert

butoxide and aluminium acetylacetonate) and solvents (hexane and toluene) are used to

deposit  aluminum  oxide  films  and  their  properties  (film  composition,  surface

morphology,  surface  roughness,  growth  rate  and  surface  bonds)  are  studied.  The

deposition variables, besides the choice of precursors and solvents, includes precursor

concentration,  deposition  temperature,  presence  of  a  shield  over  the  substrate,  and

external  heat  to  the  droplets  through  a  heat  tape.  The  shield  is  used  to  test  the

effectiveness of the precursor-solvent droplet to vaporise and also ensures that aerosols

or surviving droplets do not contribute to the film deposition. 

A model  simulating the droplet  behaviour  and the  reactor  conditions,  developed by

Boichot  et  al.  is  used  to  study  the  aluminium  oxide  deposition  to  corroborate  the

experimental observations. According to the model, external heat assists in the droplet

vaporisation process, though the minimum temperature at which any significant effect is

observed is 220oC. At such high temperatures, it is likely that the precursors would be

decomposed in the gas phase and arrive at the substrate as homogeneous particles. The

enthalpy of vaporisation and the specific heat capacity of the solvents is crucial during

the  droplet  evaporation.  Solvents  with  a  higher  vapour  pressure  (lower  enthalpy  of

vaporisation) release more material into the vapour phase during the flash vaporisation

xvii



stage.  Following the flash vaporisation,  the droplets experience a process of solvent

evaporation  and  precursor  evaporation  as  it  approaches  the  deposition  zone.  The

droplets would arrive at the substrate either as aerosols or as a liquid droplet, with the

latter being less likely to occur considering the high deposition temperature (>400oC).

It is also possible that the decomposition of the precursors has already occurred in the

gas phase, resulting in the precursors to arrive at the surface as dried up particles.

A crucial pre-requisite condition is the solubility of the precursor in the solvent, either

instantly or by continuous stirring. All the deposited films are found to be oxygen-rich

with a considerable amount of carbon due to the absence of any oxidants, such as O2 or

water vapour to react with the carbon and eliminate them. XRD for the films deposited

using aluminium sec-butoxide reveals micro/nano-crystalline peaks, which coupled with

the FTIR peaks suggest the presence of κ-Al2O3. The growth rate is affected by the

precursor concentration,  the choice of the precursor-solvent  and the presence of  the

shield. The growth rate increases with an increase in concentration as more precursors

are available for deposition. A higher growth rate is observed for the films deposited

without the shield as the substrate is exposed to more precursor flux. The deposited

films are smoother and uniformly distributed with nano-sized particles in the presence of

the shield as the aerosols gets filtered out. 

Aluminium sec-butoxide is found to the best precursor among the four investigated in

this  study, primarily because it  is a liquid at  room temperature,  thereby being more

compatible with organic solvent and allowing higher concentration deposition. Films

deposited  using  aluminium sec-butoxide  deposition  had O:  Al  values  closest  to  the

stoichiometric  ones.  Overall,  the  precursors  can  thus  be  ranked  based  on  their

xviii



performance  (growth  rate,  stoichiometry,  surface  roughness)  as  sec-butoxide  >  tert-

butoxide > acetylacetonate > isopropoxide. This ranking, however, also depends on the

solvent used, with tert butoxide performing better than sec butoxide when dissolved in

toluene.  

Hexane performs better  than toluene in  terms of deposition from the vapour phase,

determined  by  the  growth  rate  of  the  films  under  the  shield.  It,  however,  fails  in

chemical  compatibility  with  several  of  the  precursors  particularly  at  high

concentrations.  The key reason for hexane showing a better  performance is  its  high

vapour pressure, which causes more material to be released into the vapour phase during

the flash vaporisation stage. 

A condensation model has been proposed for the deposition of thin films in a pulse

pressure  MOCVD.  It  is  proposed  that  there  are  5  different  mechanisms  that  are

occurring inside the deposition chamber which affects  the film morphology.  Vapour

phase deposition is observed under conditions of low arrival rate (low concentration or

high concentration-presence of shield) resulting in a uniform film with spherical particles

which is typical for aluminum oxide. For high concentrations and in the absence of the

shield, the substrate experience a high localised flux of the precursors resulting in a

Liedenfrost  aerosol  deposition  mechanism  forming  clusters/agglomerates  on  the

surface.  The  above  mentioned  growth  mechanisms  are  desirable  if  the  process  is

controlled leading to the formation of a solid film on the substrate. Other process that

also occur inside the chamber, but are undesirable, are homogeneous particle formation

and direct liquid impingement. The former occurs due to the heat from the surroundings

which causes the solvent to evaporate and decomposes the precursor before it arrives at
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the substrate resulting in a powder formation. The direct liquid impingement is caused

by a large solvent droplet arriving at the substrate, evaporating at the spot and leaving

the decomposed particles in a circular pattern. The film morphology can be controlled

by  controlling  the  process  parameters  such  as  concentration,  solvent  choice  and

presence of a shield. 

Future  work  would  include  improving  the  crystallinity  of  the  film,  optimising  the

process  to  yield  stoichiometric  aluminium  oxide  film  and  a  detailed  study  on  the

possibility of conformal coating on nanoscale patterns. 
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Chapter 1- Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter aims to present an introduction to the research conducted. The chapter has

been arranged into 3 sections - 

1.1 Research motivation

1.2 Research objectives

1.3 Thesis layout

1.1 Research motivation

Aluminium dioxide (Al2O3) has been extensively used as industrial  coatings  [1], as a

passivating layer in photovoltaics [2] and as an insulating material in semiconductor gate

dielectric devices [3]. The properties of Al2O3 thin films deposited by various deposition

techniques,  such  as  atomic  layer  deposition  (ALD)  [4],  physical  vapour  deposition

(PVD), chemical vapour deposition (CVD)  [5], metal organic CVD (MOCVD)  [6] has

been extensively studied. MOCVD is, however, the most preferred deposition route due to

its several advantages, such as [7]-

1. Film uniformity, 

2. Process reproducibility, 

3. Ability for mass production, 
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4. Adherent films, 

5. High deposition rates,

6. Ability to deposit on complex shapes,

7. Low deposition temperature.

MOCVD is an integrated approach starting with the proper selection of the precursors

with an understanding of the thermodynamics, kinetics and reaction mechanism coupled

with  the  optimisation  of  the  engineering  process  [8].  Precursors  undergo  thermal

decomposition and it is crucial to control the precursor reaction pathway for thin film

deposition. The choice of the precursor affects the composition and microstructure of the

film [9]. The general criteria for the selection of the precursors are [10] – 

1. Stability at room temperature, 

2. Decompose easily, 

3. Volatile, 

4. High degree of purity, and 

5. Ability to react to form the desired material without toxic by-products. 

Metal halides were among the first precursors used in MOCVD but had a high deposition

temperature  due to  the  strong metal-halide  bonds  [11].  The traditional  precursors  for

MOCVD thin films include alkyl derivatives of the central elements (AlEt3, GaEt3, InEt3,

etc.) and the hydrides of Group V-VI elements (AsH3). The main requirement is the purity

and reactivity of the precursor, while the excess carbon is removed by a low deposition

temperature and the high use of hydrides. Additional requirements for the early precursors
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was that the different precursors should have the same thermal stability and should not

react with each other in the gas phase. Ligands attached to the compounds reduce gas

phase nucleations, but this resulted in films of poor quality. The nature of ligands and the

type of metal-ligand bond determined the decomposition pathway. The development of

single source precursors (SSPs) containing all the elements desired in the final product led

to rapid advances in the field of thin film deposition. SSPs are preferred for thin film

deposition  due  to  the  advantages  they  offer  over  control  on  film stoichiometry,  low

deposition temperature, simplified process and uniformity. The downside of using SSPs is

its low vapour pressures and possibility of carbon contamination  [12]. The structure of

SSPs are configured such that  the core resembles  the final  elements  that  need to be

deposited  on  the  substrate  with  the  bond  strength  between  the  core  elements  being

stronger than that between the core and the organic ligands.  Non-selective decomposition

occurs if the bond strength between the core and organic ligands is equal or greater than

that of the core elements.

New variations developed in MOCVD utilise liquid precursors which are carried to the

deposition zone as either vapour or as droplets. Liquid precursors offer the advantages of

a higher vapour pressure  [13] resulting in a more uniform deposition and faster growth

rate. Evaporation of precursor droplets is commonly used in aerosol assisted CVD (AA-

CVD) which uses liquid-gas aerosols to transport the precursors to the heated substrate

with  the  aid  of  a  carrier  gas  [14].  Volatility  is  not  a  requirement  in  AA-CVD  and

designing precursors for AA-CVD lifts the restrictions on the volatility and stability [12].

For a direct liquid injection (DLI) MOCVD system, the liquid is placed in a bubbler and
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transported to the reaction zone using a carrier gas where the solvent evaporates either in

the heated feed lines or near to the heated substrate [15]. Alternate methods of the DLI is

the injection of the liquid droplets into an evaporator where they are flash volatilised and

then transferred to the deposition zone using a carrier gas [16]. Pulse pressure MOCVD

(PP-MOCVD) is a variant of MOCVD, developed by R.Raj et al.  [17], where a known

volume of  metal-organic  precursor  solution  is  injected into  an evacuated chamber  in

discrete  pulses.  An ultrasonic  atomizer  converts  the  injected  solution  to  a  mist.  The

sudden exposure of the droplets to a vacuum causes flash vaporisation resulting in a spike

in the  reactor  pressure.  The spike causes  the  mass  transport  to  be dominated by the

expansion of the gas rather than viscous flow. The flash vaporisation is followed by a

pump down during which the precursor vapour diffuses to the substrate [18]. 

Precursor chemistry has not been given required importance as the precursors are required

to arrive intact on the surface following which surface reactions would form the required

thin film [19], [20]. Efforts have been made to design precursors based on the mechanism

of thin film formation on the surface. Conventional CVD utilise bubblers and evaporators

to vaporise the precursors and a close understanding of the molecular complexity and

volatility is required  [21]. The design of precursors is a challenge with respect to tailoring

the properties to facilitate vapour transport and decomposition at the surface. The vapour

transport depends on the ligand interaction and the vapour pressure of the complex. Early

precursor  studies  were  based  on  precursor  volatility  [22] and  efforts  were  made  to

improve  it  by  different  means,  such  as  larger  alkyl  group,  fluorinating  ligands,  etc.

Improvements in the volatility can also be brought about by minimizing the polarizability
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and intermolecular interactions. For non-polar compounds, reduced size results in higher

vapour pressure while for polar compounds, an increased shielding of the core atom by

substituting the terminal H- atom with methyl groups results in higher vapour pressure.

The  solvent,  type  of  salts  and  concentration  influence  the  physical  and  chemical

properties of the precursor solution [23]. For PP-MOCVD, flash vaporisation is a key step

which separates it  from other MOCVD techniques.  The flash vaporisation causes the

liquid-gas phase change introducing an unsteady flow inside the chamber resulting in

higher deposition rate.  The interaction between the precursors and solvent affects  the

droplet  behaviour  when  injected  into  the  chamber.  The  morphology  of  the  particles

depends on the nature of the precursor, evaporation rate of the solvent, solubility of the

precursor  in  the  solvent  and precursor  concentration  [24].  The film morphology also

depends on the stage of the thin film deposition as reported by M.H. Jin et al. [25]. The

droplet containing the volatile precursor and solvent can evaporate partially or completely

before reaching the hot substrate and forming the nuclei  for future film growth. The

complete  evaporation  is  the  ideal  case  resulting  in  vapour  deposition.  A complicated

alternative is the partial evaporation of the droplet, followed by the impingement of the

liquid droplet at the substrate. Another possibility is the evaporation of the droplet just

above the heated substrate as seen in aerosol-based deposition process resulting in aerosol

formation above the substrate and forming the film. Homogeneous particle formation also

occurs if the surrounding temperature is high enough for the solvent to evaporate and

decompose the precursors in the gas phase. According to H Song et al [26], the deposition

mechanism in a DLI process depends on the deposition temperature and the nature of the
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droplets. They have proposed 3 different mechanisms occurring during the deposition

process, given below:

1. Liquid  droplets  splash  onto  the  surface,  the  solvent  evaporates  leaving  the

precursors as a dry precipitate on the surface.  The precursors decompose into

oxides while the volatile products are burn away. The oxide nucleate and starts

forming an oxide film, though the films usually have cracks in them.

2. The  solvent  evaporates  during  the  droplet  flight,  while  the  precursor  gets

decomposed in the gas phase. The dry precipitate impinges on the substrate, melts

and decomposes into oxides, which nucleate and grow into an oxide film.

3. The solvent and the precursor vaporise to gas species and diffuse to the substrate

to form a solid film.

The deposition temperature plays a crucial role in the first 2 deposition mechanisms- if it

is not high enough, the nucleation and growth reactions would proceed incompletely on

the substrate. For the third deposition mechanism, a narrow temperature range is available

for the process to operate as the nucleation and growth reactions occurs in the gas phase. 

Bedoya et al. [27] have reported on the importance of O2 during the MOCVD process as

it helps in the decomposition of the precursors to its oxide form. According to Bohac and

Gauckler [28], the droplet size is very critical for a spray deposition-like process. A large

droplet would form cracked film with poor adherence. A rough film is formed if there is

preferential evaporation of the solvent before it arrives on the surface, while a dense and

uniform film is formed if both the solvent and the precursor gets vaporised completely.

However, if the droplet size is too small, then they vaporise far away from the substrate
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forming porous and powdered precipitates. Enhanced deposition rates are observed for

components  with  higher  vapour  pressures  than  anhydrous  precursors  [29] with  the

presence of water vapour assisting in the initial nucleation rate of the deposited films. A

low temperature deposition gives a surface controlled regime, while an increase in the

deposition temperature, the surface reactions are rapid and the supply of the reactants is

the rate limiting reaction  [30]. Epitaxial growth is observed under conditions of slight

supersaturation while nucleations occurs at higher temperatures and higher degrees of

supersaturation.  M  P Shankar  and  Shivashankar  [6] have  proposed  the  presence  of

spherulitic features to be formed by the melting of the precursor clusters on the surface.

The exposure of the precursor laden vapour into the chamber causes sudden expansion of

the vapours and its condenses to form vapour clusters.  The high arrival speed of the

vapour  clusters  as  they  land  on  the  heated  substrate  cause  a  sudden  increase  in  its

temperature leading to its melting. The melting process is also the cause for the presence

of high carbon contents in the deposited film. The presence of the vapour clusters is

possible  only  when  the  vapour  is  exposed  to  a  low pressure  system and  hence  this

mechanism is not observed in an atmospheric pressure MOCVD set-up.

Fig 1.1 shows the different possible mechanisms for thin film deposition from a precursor

droplet. The droplet behaviour is influenced by the properties of the precursor and solvent

as well  as the nature of the interaction between them. Precursor- solvent volatility is

crucial in PP-MOCVD in order to undergo flash vaporisation and this is measured in

terms of the vapour pressure of the individual components as well as the solution as a

whole. It is important to understand the precursor-solvent interaction and its affects on the
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overall vapour pressure of the solution and the morphology of the deposited film.  

Fig 1.1- Different mechanism that a precursor-solvent droplet can undergo depending on their
properties,  interaction, and the reactor condition.

The liquid droplets that do not flash vaporise can lead to a thin film formation following

two different routes- one is a liquid/gas/solid synthesis and the other is a liquid/solid

phase synthesis. The difference between the two lies in the phase that the reactions occur

[31]. In the gas phase synthesis, the precursors are introduced into the chamber as droplets

in a suitable solvent. The solvent and the precursors evaporate with time and undergo

thermal decomposition. Gas-phase nucleation occurs which subsequently gets deposited

onto the substrate. The liquid/solid phase mechanism is similar except that the reactions

occur on the substrate, as seen in spray pyrolysis. As the droplet travels down the reactor
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chamber, there is a reduction in its diameter causing a precursor concentration gradient

inside  the  droplet.  When  the  precursor  concentration  exceeds  the  solubility  limit,  it

precipitates on the droplet surface provided the surface temperature is low. Solid particles

are formed for low reactor temperature and high precursor concentration, while hollow

particles are formed for larger droplet diameter or low concentration. The size of droplets

plays an important role- a smaller droplet size implies a smaller diffusion distance for the

solute leading to a more uniform concentration distribution within the droplet. Reactor

temperature and deposition temperature also affects the arrival of the droplet onto the

surface.  The  deposition  of  the  thin  films  can  be  classified  based  on  the  substrate

temperatures as below [32]:

Case Tsubstrate Droplet behaviour

1. Low Precursor droplet would splash on the surface and decompose. 

2. Moderate Solvent evaporates before reaching the substrate and decomposes

on the surface.

3. High Solvent  as  well  as  the  precursor  vaporises  before  reaching  the

substrate leading to gas phase nucleations.

4. Extremely high Precursors undergo gas phase reactions to form powders which get

deposited on the surface. These films are highly non-adherent and

of inferior quality.

Precursor design has been studied before [31], [33], [34] but those relate to the precursors

alone by modifying their structure, developing novel precursors with donor functionalised

ligands  with  improved  volatility  and stability  [35].  No precursor  droplet  evaporation
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studies using available precursors and commonly used solvents has yet been done and the

objective of this project is to study the droplet vaporisation and its effect on the film

morphology using the PP-MOCVD of aluminium oxide thin films. It is proposed that the

nature of the film morphology can be controlled by controlling the droplet behaviour

achieved by a proper selection of the precursor-solvent and by varying the experimental

parameters – concentration, deposition temperature and controlling the arrival rate of the

precursor flux. A shield is placed over the substrate which acts as an umbrella to the

underlying substrate preventing rogue droplets and aerosols formed from the droplets that

survived the flash vaporisation from getting deposited. 

An understanding of the nature of the interaction between the precursor-solvent and how

the  film  morphology  can  be  controlled  will  facilitate  the  knowledge  in  solid  film

deposition by PP-MOCVD. The different mechanisms leading to the formation of thin

film is proposed and the parameters that control the various deposition mechanisms is

presented.

1.2 Research objectives

The aim of this project is to understand the mechanism for the deposition of aluminium

oxide  films  by  droplet  vaporisation  in  PP-MOCVD.  Film  characteristics  are  highly

dependent  on  the  arrival  mechanism and arrival  rate  of  the  precursors  to  the  heated

substrate. The film characteristics and properties considered in this study includes surface

morphology, film thickness, surface roughness, film composition and surface bonding.

The  primary  process  control  variables  are  the  deposition  temperature  and  precursor

10
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concentration. Further investigation is also done using a shield over the substrate and

investigating the influence of the shield on the deposited film. A droplet vaporisation

model developed Boichot and Krumdieck [36] is used to model the droplet behaviour and

reactor  conditions  using  titanium  isopropoxide.  The  model  modified  accordingly  for

aluminium precursors is included to explain the experimental observations.

All depositions are made on silicon substrates which have been chemically cleaned and

stored  in  a  dust-free  container.  4  precursors  are  used  in  this  study  –  aluminium

isopropoxide  (AIP),  aluminium  tert-butoxide  (ATB),  aluminium  acetylacetonate

(Al(acac)3)  and  aluminium  tri-sec-butoxide/aluminium  sec-butoxide  (ASB).  These

precursors  have  different  degrees  of  polymerisation  and  thus,  would  have  different

interactions with the solvents. AIP melt is a trimer with partially dimeric species while

isopropoxide  vapour  is  tetrameric  [37],  ASB is  a  trimer,  ATB is  dimeric  [38] while

Al(acac)3 is a coordination complex. Hexane (160 hPa) and toluene (29 hPa) are used as

the solvent of choice as they represent the extreme ends of the vapour pressure spectrum

(hexane: 160 hPa, toluene: 29 hPa). Most of the commonly used solvents have a vapour

pressure  which  lies  in  between  these  two  values,  such  as,  methanol  (128  hPa),

trichloroethylene (22.5 hPa), ethanol (59 hPa), 2-propanol (44 hPa) and benzene (101

hPa)  [39].  An understanding of  the  dependence  of  the  deposition  mechanism on the

process variables is studied systematically with the results from this study presenting a

processing map for the deposition of thin film oxides by PP-MOCVD. 

To summarise, the objectives of this research are given below:

1. To understand the droplet evaporation for different precursor-solvent pairs, using
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four different precursors and two solvents.

2. To understand the deposition mechanism for aluminium oxide thin films.

3. To determine the most compatible precursor among the four for aluminium oxide

deposition by PP-MOCVD based on a scientific and systematic approach.

4. Develop a framework for precursor-solvent selection in PP-MOCVD. 

1.3 Thesis layout

Chapter 1 Introduction This chapter provides the motivation for the

project,  aims, objectives and an outline of

the  thesis.  The  introduction  includes  the

background  on  MOCVD  precursor  study,

droplet  arrival  mechanism  and  the

characteristics  of  PP-MOCVD.  The

variables, film characteristics and properties

are stated to give an indication of the way

the research objectives are met. 

Chapter 2 Background This chapter provides a background on PP-

MOCVD  and  its  operating  principle.  An

experimental design is provided along with

an  overview  of  the  characterisation

techniques used in this study.
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Chapter 3 Precursor screening This chapter describes the approach for the

precursor  selection,  the  key  selection

criteria  and  the  preliminary  experimental

results  necessary  for  filtering  the  data  for

subsequent  detailed  analysis.  The  key

results from the droplet vaporisation model

are  discussed  along  with  the  potential

growth mechanism. 

Chapter 4 Aluminium isopropoxide as

precursor 

This  chapter  provides  an  introduction  of

thin film deposition using AIP, experimental

design and discusses the properties  of the

deposited film in terms of their morphology,

growth  rate,  surface  roughness,  film

composition  and  surface  bonds  are

presented. 

Chapter 5 Aluminium tert-butoxide  as

precursor 

This  chapter  presents  the results,  analysis,

and  discussion  for  the  deposition  of

aluminium oxide thin  films  using  ATB as

the  precursor.  The  film  morphology,

thickness,  surface  roughness,  film

composition  and  surface  bonds  are

presented.
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Chapter 6 Aluminium  acetylacetonate

as precursor 

This  chapter  presents  the results,  analysis,

and  discussion  for  the  deposition  of

aluminium oxide thin films using Al(acac)3

as  the  precursor.  The  film  morphology,

thickness,  surface  roughness,  film

composition  and  surface  bonds  are

presented.

Chapter 7 Aluminium sec-butoxide  as

precursor 

This  chapter  presents  the results,  analysis,

and  discussion  for  the  deposition  of

aluminium oxide thin films using ASB as

the  precursor.  The  film  morphology,

thickness,  surface  roughness,  film

composition  and  surface  bonds  are

presented. 

Chapter 8 Growth mechanism This chapter presents the proposed growth

mechanism  for  the  thin  film  deposition

using pulse pressure MOCVD, based on the

evidence  obtained  from  the  depositions

using different precursors.

Chapter 9 Conclusion The  work  presented  in  this  project  is

summarised  including  the  research

objective,  experiments,  findings,  results,
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and discussion.

Chapter 10 Future work Recommendations  for  prospective  future

work is provided.
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Chapter 2

Background

Chapter  2  provides  a  background  on  PP-MOCVD,  its  working  principle  and  the

experimental set-up. The characterization techniques used for analysis is put forth with

a specific focus on how the technique is relevant to the project.  The outline of this

chapter can be summarised as:

2.1 Scanning electron microscope

2.2 Electron diffraction spectroscopy

2.3 Atomic force microscopy

2.4 Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy

2.5 X-ray diffraction

2.6 Substrate cleaning

2.7 Materials 

2.8 PP-MOCVD

2.9 Experimental set-up

2.1 Scanning Electron Microscope

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) derives  its  name from the manner  in  which a

focused electron  beam scans  across  a  surface  in  a  raster  pattern,  and an  associated

cathode  ray  tube  (CRT)  provides  the  positional  correspondence  with  the  specimen

surface  [1] [2]. The advantage of using SEM over conventional transmission electron
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microscopy (TEM) is the lack of a tedious sample preparation process [3] while it can

provide a magnification 10 times that of an optical microscope [4]. 

2.1.1 Components

Fig 2.1 shows the schematics of SEM and Fig 2.2 shows the JEOL 7000F FE-SEM used

in this project. 

Fig 2.1: Schematics of the working of a scanning electron microscope
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Fig 2.2: JEOL 7000F FE-SEM used in this project fitted with a Gatan 
Cathodoluminescence and EDS detector.

The various components of an SEM are:

1. Electron gun: 

The electron gun generates an electron beam either by thermionic emission

or field emission (FE). The thermo electrons are emitted from the filament

(tungsten) heated to a very high temperature (~2500oC). The electron gun is

mostly a tungsten wire filament with a diameter of 100 μm and bent in the

form of a hairpin [5]. The electrons are gathered as an electron beam by the

application of a  positive voltage to  the anode,  while  a  negatively biased

electrode (Wehnelt  electrode)  placed between the  cathode and the anode

controls  the  current  of  the  beam.  The  difference  between  FE-SEM  and

conventional  SEM  is  that  the  FE-SEM  generates  electrons  by  the

application  of  a  negative  voltage  to  a  very  sharp  metal  point,  while  for
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conventional SEM, the electrons are generated by thermionic emission (high

temperature). A voltage of 3000 V is applied between the FE tip and the first

anode which controls the emission current while the voltage between the tip

and  the  second  anode  determines  the  final  energy  in  the  beam.  The

drawbacks  of  the  FE-SEM  are  the  stringent  requirements  on  vacuum

conditions (<10-8 Pa) and the instability of the cathode tips. 

2. Lens: 

The  lens  effect  in  SEM is  achieved  by  passing  a  direct  electric  current

through a coil-wound electric wire. A rotational symmetric magnetic field is

formed resulting in a lens action on the electron beam. The strength of the

lens can be changed by changing the current passing through the coil. There

are 2 types of lens found in the SEM set-up [6]:

1. Condenser lens: These are placed below the electron beam

and adjust the electron beam diameter to a few Å.

2. Objective lens: These are used for focusing the electron

beam  onto  the  surface  and  determines  the  final  beam

diameter at the specimen.

The condenser lens determines the beam current while the objective lens

determines the final beam diameter. 
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3. Specimen stage:

The  specimen  stage  provides  a  stable  support  to  the  specimen  to  move

smoothly, either in the horizontal, vertical, rotational or tilt direction.

4.  Secondary electron detector: 

The detector is used for detecting the secondary electrons emitted from the

specimen surface. A fluorescent substance, called the scintillator is coated on

the  tip  of  the  detector  and a  high voltage  is  applied  to  it.  The  electrons

emitted  from the  surface  produce  light  when  they  strike  the  scintillator,

which is then converted to an electrical signal. A supplementary electrode

(collector) placed before the scintillator controls the number of secondary

electrons collected by the scintillator. 

 

5. Image display and recording: 

The output signals from the secondary electron detector are amplified and

displayed on a display unit. The SEM image is formed due to the brightness

variation as the secondary electrons are collected by the detector. 

 

6. Vacuum system: 

The operation of the SEM is carried out under high vacuum conditions of the

order of 10-3 -10-4 Pa.
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2.1.2 Specimen interaction

The interaction between the electron beam and the specimen under investigation results

in  a  large  number  of  signals  emitted  from the  specimen  as  shown in  Fig  2.3.  The

emission volumes are a strong function of the electron beam energy and the atomic

number of the specimen. The interactions between the specimen and the electron beam

can be classified into 2 categories –

1. Elastic scattering, where there is no change in the electron beam energy after

interacting  with  the  specimen.  This  occurs  when the  electron  beam interacts

significantly  with  the  nucleus  resulting  in  significant  deviations  from  the

incident beam direction. 

2. Inelastic scattering, where there is an exchange of energy between the specimen

and the electrons, leading to the generation of secondary electrons and X-rays.

This  is  caused by the  interaction  between the  electron  beam with  either  the

atomic nucleus or the bound electrons.
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Fig 2.3: Electron beam interaction with specimen generates 
various signals which provide information on the morphology
and composition of the material under investigation. 

Source: nanoScience Instruments.

The signals that are emitted from the specimen during elastic or inelastic scattering are:

1. Secondary electrons (SE) – 

These are the most  widely used low energy (< 50 eV) signals  providing

high-resolution topographic information of the surface. These electrons are

released when the inelastic scattering occurs between the electron beam and

the loosely bound outer electrons. SE have a higher probability of escaping

from the surface if they are released from close to the surface while those

generated at greater depths (> 100 Å) are absorbed by the specimen itself.
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All  materials  generate  secondary  electrons,  but  non-conducting  specimen

produce a distorted image with bright flashes due to charging effects and

hence are coated with a thin layer of conducting material, such as, gold and

carbon.  Secondary  electron  imaging (SEI)  is  the  most  common mode  of

operation in SEM, as these are:

a) Easy to collect.

b) Contains information about the surface topography.

c) Easy to interpret.

d) The image can  be  obtained at  a  spatial  resolution  of  1  nm under

properly optimised condition.

2. Backscattered electrons (BSE) – 

Elastic scattering by the nucleus causes large-angle scattering mechanism

and occurs  in  two parts-  Rutherford  scattering,  where  a  single  scattering

cause a large angle deflection (> 90o). The other is multiple scattering where

small-angle scattering events cause a large-scale electron deflection and it

escapes from the surface. The backscattering process depends on the atomic

number (Z) of the specimen- for low Z elements, the electrons penetrate to a

great depth before undergoing deflections greater than 90o and are absorbed

by the sample, while for high Z elements, the probability of generation of

BSE on the surface is higher. The number of BSE is also dependent on the

angle  between the  incident  beam and the  specimen,  and the  direction  of

emergence. BSE presents the compositional details of the specimen surface. 
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3. Absorbed electrons –

The number of electrons incident on a specimen is always greater than the

number of SE and BSE. The excess electrons are dissipated by earthing the

sample and if a sensitive current amplifier is connected to the sample, these

electrons can be used to generate an image. These electrons are mostly used

in the study of semiconductor materials since the contrast can occur due to

the effects induced by the electron beam.

4. X-rays –

X-rays are generated either due to core scattering or inner shell ionisation.

The excitation of the inner shell electrons from their orbitals leaves the atom

in an  excited  state.  The  atom returns  to  the  ground state  by  an  electron

transition  from  a  higher  energy  level  to  the  vacancy  created.  This  is

accompanied by the release of energy in the form of x-rays, which is directly

proportional to the energy difference between the two states of the atom.

Thus,  for  a  specific  atom,  the  wavelength  of  the  emitted  radiation  is

characteristic  of  the  specimen and used to  obtain  the  composition  of  the

sample.  This  principle  is  used  in  electron  diffraction  x-ray  spectroscopy

(EDS), explained in detail in the following subsection.

5. Auger electrons-

The incident electron beam ionizes the atom forming vacancies in the inner

electron  shells.  The  atom  gets  stabilised  by  filling  the  vacancy  with  an
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electron from lower energy shell emitting energy as a result of the transition.

Some of the energy is released in the form of x-rays, while some are released

by emitting an electron of a specific energy (Auger effect). The energy of the

x-ray  photon  or  Auger  electron  is  characteristic  of  the  emitting  element.

Auger electrons are generated from less than 10 Å depth of material and

hence are very sensitive to contamination of the specimen.

6. Cathodoluminescence –

Some materials exhibit phosphorescence when an electron beam is incident

on it. The emitted radiation (cathodoluminescence) can be used for imaging

using an appropriate sensor and is useful for mineralogical investigations. 

2.1.3 SEM imaging process

The electron gun accelerates electrons by a potential up to 20 kV depending on the

nature of specimen under investigation. The electron beam is accelerated between the

grid cap and anode, while two magnetic electron lens (condenser lens, objective lens)

reduce the size of the electron beam in the gun to a few Å at the specimen surface. The

interaction of the primary electron beam with the specimen generate a variety of signals

which are detected by a positively charged scintillator to obtain an image by modulating

the  brightness  of  a  CRT  scanned  in  a  1-to-1  synchronism.  The  beam-specimen

interaction is affected by the microstructure of the specimen, composition, crystallinity,
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etc. resulting in a difference in the brightness of the CRT screen producing the desired

image of the specimen surface. 

 

2.1.4 Factors affecting SEM images

1. Beam Energy:

The depth of the interaction volume between the incident electron beam and

the  specimen  is  a  strong  function  of  the  electron  energy.  The  area  of

interaction decreases with a decrease in the accelerating voltage. The depth

of penetration depends on the thickness of the specimen under consideration,

composition of the film and energy of the incident beam.

 

2. Tilt Angle:

As  the  angle  of  tilt  increases,  the  interaction  area  of  the  electron  beam

becomes  smaller.  At  normal  incidence  (0o tilt),  the  electrons  tend  to

propagate down into the specimen by forward scattering, and as the angle of

tilt increases, the forward scattering causes the electrons to propagate near to

the surface of the sample with a reduced depth dimension of the interaction

volume. 
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2.1.5 Considerations during image acquisition

SEM  imaging  process  in-spite  of  its  ability  to  obtain  highly  magnified  images  of

materials  are  subjected  to  several  defects  [7].  Some  of  the  factors  that  should  be

considered before and during image acquisition is given below:

1. Contamination:

The  effect  of  specimen  contamination  is  observed  as  a  “scan  square”.

Contrast arises in such an image due to a change in the secondary electron

coefficient caused by the foreign particle. It can be avoided by taking images

at  different  magnifications  as  a  function  of  increasing  magnification,

ensuring a proper cleaning and handling of the samples is followed, use of

anti-contamination  plates,  cooling  the  specimen  and/or  mildly  heating  to

remove the carbon deposited.

2. Charging:

As  the  electron  beam  interacts  with  the  specimen,  the  electrons  remain

trapped in the sample as they lose all their energy. These captured electrons

flow to the ground if the specimen is conductive and a connection exists.

Charge accumulation occurs in the specimen if the specimen is an insulator,

increasing the surface potential. Gradually, it becomes high enough for the

surface to act as an electron mirror reflecting the electron beam to the walls.

One way to reduce charging is to proceed with BSE imaging which is not
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affected by the surface charges. For severe charging, a conductive coating of

gold/carbon  is  preferred  or  scanning  the  sample  at  a  low  accelerating

voltage. 

3. Astigmatism:

It is assumed that the magnetic lens has perfect symmetry, but practically, it

suffers from several machining errors or contamination effects. This leads to

a  loss  of  symmetry  and  it  becomes  elliptical.  The  electrons  would  get

focused  on  two  separate  line  foci  leading  to  an  enlarged  electron  probe

diameter.  Most  advanced  microscopes  are  fitted  with  automatic

stigmatisation  control  consisting  of  2  major  parts  –  one  to  correct  the

magnitude of the asymmetry and the other to correct the direction of the

asymmetry. 

2.1.6 Applications of SEM

1. Film thickness:

The samples are cut cross-sectionally and mounted on a substrate holder

shown  in  Fig  2.4.  The  thickness  measurement  is  done  using  an  inbuilt

software or image processing software, such as ImageJ. 
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Fig 2.4: Substrate holder to analyse
the sample cross-sectionally for 
thickness measurement

2. Surface morphology:

The main application of the SEM in this project is to observe the film

morphology. The accelerating voltage is maintained at 5 keV to reduce

charging effects. The samples are sputter coated with gold for 2 min with

a sputtering current of 25 mA. Magnifications as high as 120000 times

has been achieved under certain conditions with the images taken from

different locations across the sample at different magnifications to give a

representative surface topography. 
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2.2 Electron diffraction spectroscopy

Electron  diffraction  spectroscopy  (EDS),  also  known  energy  dispersive  x-ray

spectroscopy (EDX) is an important attachment to the SEM which provides the atomic

qualitative and quantitative information from the specimen [8], [9]. 

2.2.1 Principle of operation

The electrons are revolving around the nucleus in fixed paths of fixed energy (orbits).

When an electron is removed from the lower energy shells, the atom is ionised and it

returns to the ground state by the transition of an electron from a higher energy level to

the void created. The electron transition from a higher energy shell to the lower level

releases  energy  in  the  form  of  x-rays  whose  energy  is  equivalent  to  the  energy

difference between the two energy shells. Fig 2.5 shows the generation of x-rays when

the incident electron beam interacts with the atoms of the specimen. The rate at which

the energy of the electron (E) decreases as it penetrates into the sample (x) is given as

[10]:

dE
dx

=−7 .85×10−4 Z
ρ

( AEm )
ln(1 . 66

E
J )keV /cm ---- (1)

where, Em is the mean energy of the incident electrons, Z is the atomic number, A is the

atomic weight, J is the mean ionisation potential of the elements in the sample, and ρ is

the density. 

Three  analysis  mode  are  possible-  point  analysis,  area  analysis  (mapping)  and  line

analysis.  The x-ray signals  are  collected by a thin beryllium window into a  reverse
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biased p-i-n detector and passed to a multichannel analyser (MCA), where the electrical

pulses are sorted by voltage and the voltage distribution is displayed on a monitor.

Fig 2.5: EDS X-ray generation - the incident electron beam excites the inner shell electrons to 
higher energy and causes them to release characteristic x-rays.

2.2.2 EDS quantitative and qualitative analysis

1. Qualitative analysis:

The first stage in the analysis of an unknown sample is

the  identification  of  elements  (qualitative  analysis).  An

element is said to be major if its atomic weight% exceeds

10,  minor  if  it  lies  between 1-10 and trace  if  it  is  <1.
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Generally, the Kα, Lα, and Mα peaks are considered with

a minimum energy of 3 keV. Only the peaks which are

statistically  significant  are  taken into  consideration  and

the  minimum  size  of  the  peak  after  background

subtraction should be 3 times the standard deviation of the

background at the peak position. The ‘dead time’ during

the  acquisition  of  the  data  is  kept  below 30% since  at

higher count rate, the system becomes susceptible to the

introduction  of  artefacts  and  error  peaks.  The

spectrometer  needs  to  be  calibrated  so  that  the  peak is

detected within 10 eV from the tabulated values. Higher

beam energy (>10 keV) results in the masking of lighter

elements  by  electron  absorption  and deeper  penetration

into the sample and hence beam energy in the range of 5-

10 keV is used to detect lighter elements.

2. Quantitative analysis:

To  determine  the  composition  of  the  film,  the  x-ray

spectrum of  the  specimen  and  the  standard  is  obtained

under the same conditions. The assumption made is that

the measurements for all elements in the specimen and the

standard  are  performed  with  identical  spectrometer

response, electron energy and dose. The standard used in
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microanalysis  should  have  the  same composition  as  the

specimen and must be homogeneous.  The intensities  (I)

are  proportional  to  the  respective  mass  fractions  of  the

emitting  element.  If  the  absorption  and other  correction

errors are low, then the measured intensity ratios between

the specimen and standard are roughly equal to the weight

% of the elements, known as the first approximation:

C i

C std

=
I i

I std

=k
---- (2)

In most  cases,  the measured intensities  of the specimen

and  the  standard  must  be  corrected  for  differences  in

backscattering, density and energy loss also known as the

matrix effects.  The matrix effects  are divided into those

due  to  atomic  number  (Z),  absorption  (A)  and

fluorescence(F) and hence named the ZAF correction. The

common form of correction equation is given as:

C i

C std

=ZAF i×
I i

I std

=ZAF i×k i
         ---- (3)

In  modern  SEM,  the  ZAF  corrections  are  taken  into

account  during  the  determination  of  the  elemental

composition in EDS.
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3. Standard-less analysis:

The standard-less analysis is the simplest of the correction

procedures.  The  spectrum  of  the  unknown  is  recorded

irrespective of the electron dose as long as the dead time is

acceptable.  The  underlying  assumption  of  standard-less

analysis  is  that  the  intensity  of  the  standards  can  be

calculated with accuracy based on certain properties of the

spectrum obtained from the unknown. 

The  foundation  for  accurate  analysis  depends  on  the

measuring  the  element  in  the  unknown  with  the  same

element  in  the  standard  under  identical  operating

conditions  of  beam  energy,  dose  (current  x  live  time),

spectrometer  efficiency  and  choice  of  x-rays.  There  are

several  drawbacks  of  standard-less  analysis  in  that  the

absence  of  independent  confirmation  of  the  composition

could lead to errors. The convenience of the standard-less

approach is not advised by experts as the levels of errors

would be large and the analysis would be incorrect.

4. Light element analysis:

Quantitative analysis of light elements (Z= 1-9) are difficult

in EDS and the correction models cannot be applied since a

large absorption correction is required. The mass absorption
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coefficients for low energy x-rays are very large and still

unknown. The absorption effects are reduced by analysing

at high take-off angle and low electron beam energies. The

higher take-off angle results in lower path length and the

lower energy implies a decreased penetration and the x-rays

are generated from the surface only. Light element analysis

is  done  between  8-15  keV,  within  which  the  critical

excitation potential  is exceeded. For lower electron beam

energies,  the  x-rays  generated  could  be  affected  by  the

surface contamination. 

5. Standard alumina film as reference:

The  surface  composition  of  the  deposited  film  is

determined by normalising the O: Al stoichiometry with the

values  obtained  from  EDS  analysis  of  standard  alumina

samples. The ratio R is defined as:

R=
(O / Al)sample

(O / Al)reference

         ---- (4)

where, (O/Al)sample is the ratio of oxygen and aluminium in

the sample under investigation and (O/Al)reference is the ratio

of oxygen and aluminium from a standard specimen. Fig

2.6 shows the EDS spectrum for the reference alumina at 5

kV  with  a  dead  time  of  35%  acquired  over  100  sec,

showing an (O/Al)reference of 1.88. The EDS from the films
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are  normalised  with  1.88  and  presented  in  this  project.

Stoichiometric  films  would  have  R=1,  while  R  >  1  for

oxygen-rich films.
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Element        (keV)   mass%  Error%     At%  K
 O K           0.525   52.54    0.09   65.12  224.8899
Al K           1.486   47.46    0.20   34.88  181.4420
Total                 100.00          100.00

Acquisition Parameter
Instrument   : 7000F
Acc. Voltage : 5.0 kV
Probe Current: 0.59000 nA
PHA mode     : T3
Real Time    : 156.28 sec
Live Time    : 100.00 sec
Dead Time    : 35 %
Counting Rate: 8105 cps
Energy Range :  0 - 20 keV

Fig 2.6: EDS spectrum obtained from a standard alumina. 
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2.3 Atomic force microscope

Atomic force microscope (AFM), also called the scanning probe microscope (SPM) is a

variant of the scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) [11]. STM are based on the elastic

deformation of springs by the application of electric field, magnetic field, optical waves

or x-rays [12], [13]. AFM, on the other hand, measures the motion of a cantilever with

an ultra-small mass  [14], [15] using force, instead of current, for imaging the surface

topography. 

2.3.1 Components

Fig  2.7  shows  the  schematics  of  the  working  of  an  AFM  and  Fig  2.8  shows  the

Nanoscope III used in this project. The key components of an AFM are given below:

1. AFM stage:

The stage holds the probe and the sample holders. There is a coarse approach

mechanism which  moves the  stage  under  the  scanner.  It  supports  all  the

components of the AFM and prevents any external vibrations to disturb the

readings. The design of the AFM can be divided into either probe-scanning

or sample-scanning configurations. The sample-scanning configuration has

the sample scanned with force sensor held in one place while for the latter,

the sample is held fixed and the probe is scanned. 
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2. Cantilever:

The spring/cantilever is one of the important component of the AFM. The

spring must be as soft as possible to provide the maximum deflection for a

given force.  The spring  constant  (k)  for  a  given rectangular  cantilever  of

length ‘L’, width 'w' and thickness ‘t’ is given as [16]: 

k=
Ywt3

4 L3             ---- (5)

where, Y is the Young's modulus. Typical spring constants for the cantilever

are of the order of 0.001-100 N/m [17]. 

Additionally,  the  cantilever  should  have  a  high  resonant  frequency  to

minimise the effect of noise in the system [18]. The resonant frequency (fo) of

a spring system is given by:

f o=
1

2π √ k
mo

---- (6)

where, mo is the effective mass that loads the spring. 

As  the  spring  constant  for  a  soft  spring  is  low,  it  is  loaded  with  a  low

effective mass to keep the resonant frequency as high as possible. Typical

dimensions for a Si lever with fo=138 kHz and k= 0.42 N/m are of the order

of 1×10×100μ m3 . 

The cantilever is mostly made from SiO2 or Si3N4 with a typical radius of

curvature of 10-30 nm. The back face is coated with a thin metallic layer to

enhance the reflection of the laser beam [19]. 
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3. Tip: 

The tip is mounted on a piezoelectric device to maintain constant current

through it. Viton spacers are used to dampen the vibrations and to decouple

the tip, cantilever and the specimen. The tip is brought close to the specimen

by squeezing the Viton layers.  The radius of the tip  is  made as small  as

possible (<10 nm) to reduce the forces between the tip and the cantilever.

The normal force between the tip and the specimen is of the order of 10-11-

10-6 N. 

4. Piezoelectric scanners:

The  most  commonly  used  piezoelectric  scanners  used  in  AFM  are

manufactured from lead barium titanate or lead zirconate titanate. These are

electromechanical transducers that convert electric potential to mechanical

motion  by  the  change  in  its  geometry  on  the  application  of  an  external

voltage. The expansion coefficient of a typical piezoelectric crystal is of the

order of 0.1 nm/V which gives it the ability to accurately control the tiny

movements of the AFM.
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Fig 2.7: Schematics of an AFM – the stage holds the sample and a laser beam gets reflected from 
the back of a cantilever holding a tip to map the surface.

Fig 2.8: Nanoscope AFM equipment used in the project with the stage, camera and control system
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2.3.2 Working principle 

The  working  principle  of  the  AFM  is  based  on  the  measurement  of  the  forces  or

interactions between a sharp tip on a cantilever and the specimen surface. The cantilever

scans over the specimen surface by progressively moving in a raster fashion while a

piezoelectric crystal raises or lowers the cantilever to maintain a constant bending. The

forces exerted on the tip varies with the surface topology leading to the bending of the

cantilever. The force is kept small and constant by a control feedback mechanism. A

laser beam gets constantly reflected from the top of the cantilever towards a position-

sensitive photodetector which detects the cantilever bending, calculates its position and

displays a 3-D image of the surface topography under a constant applied force. Ideally,

the photodetector should have a sensitivity of sub Å, detect cantilever deflection on the

order of 0.1 Å and exert a negligible force on the cantilever. Most AFM sensors are

based on optical detection which is divided into 2 basic types- interferometry and beam

deflection. In the beam deflection method, the laser beam is focused on the back of the

cantilever  and  the  reflected  beam  is  detected  by  the  position  sensors.  In  the

interferometric  method,  the  laser  beam  focused  on  the  cantilever  interferes  with  a

reference beam and the deflection is measured in terms of beam intensity variation. 

AFM are extremely sensitive and should be free from external vibrations which would

cause unwanted motion of the tip. The AFM achieves a high resolution when the tip is

in contact with the surface due to the small loading force on the tip (10 -7-10-11N) making

the area of contact exceedingly small. The force and distance between the probe and the

sample depend on the spring constant (k) of the cantilever, described by Hooke's law, 
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F=−k δx ---- (7)

where, F is the force and δx is the cantilever deflection.

The force between the tip and the specimen is measured by a force transducer which

ensures that the tip-sample distance is maintained. When the tip is far from the surface,

the cantilever has zero deflection and as it approaches the surface, it  experiences an

attractive force until  it  crosses  the  threshold  value and jumps into contact  with  the

surface. The tip now experiences a repulsive force as the cantilever moves across the

surface.  The AFM can measure  the  force  between the  tip  of  the  cantilever  and the

surface separated by a distance as low as 0.1-100 nm. 

2.3.3 Operating modes

1. Contact mode:

The  contact  mode,  repulsive  mode  or  the  constant  force  mode  involves

sideways  scanning of  the  surface  by  the  tip.  This  mode is  based  on the

cantilever  deflection  being  kept  at  a  certain  set  point  determined  by the

operator. The cantilever is held at a distance of a few Å from the specimen.

The tip makes soft physical contact with the surface and gently traces the

surface causing the cantilever to bend according to the surface topography.

The tip is constantly adjusted to maintain a constant deflection and height

above the specimen.  The tip  could be damaged during the process if  the

surface is hard and the technique is sensitive to the nature of the material

being analysed. 
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2. Non-Contact mode:

The non-contact mode AFM operates with increased tip-sample separation

without coming in contact with each other. The cantilever oscillates over the

surface  with  a  small  amplitude  at  a  frequency  which  is  larger  than  its

resonance  frequency.  The  non-contact  mode  has  increased  sensitivity

compared to tapping mode AFM and is useful for the analysis of biological

samples.  The  main  limitations  in  resolution  during  non-contact  mode

imaging are the thermal fluctuations, which increase in the attractive regime

and decrease in the repulsive regime. The spring constant must always be

kept above 1-10 N/m to avoid changing the mode to contact mode at higher

separation. 

3. Tapping mode:

Tapping  mode  or  the  intermittent  mode  is  the  most  preferred  mode  of

operation for AFM for high-resolution imaging of the surface topography

and for imaging soft and delicate biological samples. The tapping mode can

be done either using air or fluid as a medium between the substrate and the

tip. The tip oscillates vertically at an amplitude of 20-100 Hz tapping on the

surface during scanning. When the tip comes close to the surface, the various

forces,  including  Van  der  Walls,  dipole-dipole  interactions,  electrostatic

forces, etc. act on the cantilever leading to a decrease in the amplitude of

oscillation.  The image is obtained by imaging the force of the oscillating
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contacts of the cantilever tip with the surface. The advantage of the tapping

mode is its high sensitivity with decreased tip-sample force.

 

Fig 2.9: Operating modes of AFM -(a) Contact mode, (b) Non-contact mode, and (c) Tapping 
mode.

2.3.4 AFM analysis

Several  open  source  and  commercial  software  are  available  for  the  AFM  image

processing and data capture. Nanoscope® is a commercial software that comes along

with  the  hardware  for  image processing and other  functions.  Gwyddion is  an  open

source  project  supported  by  the  Department  of  Nanometrology,  Czech  Metrology

Institute to analyse AFM data. It is a modular program for SPM data visualisation and

analysis [20] and can be downloaded for free from http://www.gwyddion.net/ . 
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2.3.5 Advantages

1.  High-resolution 3D-images can be obtained.

2. The images are free of any artefacts and require neither a vacuum environment

nor any sample preparation.

3. Enables quantitative surface measurement.

4. Provides more accurate topographic contrast compared to SEM.

2.3.6 Applications

Several  applications  of  AFM have been reported  in  the  literature,  such as  hardness

measurements  [21],  [22],  atomic  resolution  imaging  of  crystal  structures  [23],

nanoparticle-DNA interactions  [24],  electrical  measurements  of  nanostructures  [25],

biomolecule imaging [26] among several others. 

1. Surface roughness measurement:

The surface roughness measurement is one of the important amplitude

parameters for characterising the surface topography [27]. It includes the

average/mean  measurements  and  the  root  mean  square  (RMS)

measurements,  with  RMS values  preferred  due  to  their  sensitivity  to

large deviations. Fig 2.10 shows the AFM image along with the average

surface roughness and the RMS roughness. 
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Fig 2.10: Measurement of the surface roughness using the Gwyddion software. The measurement 
can be done over a line or area.

2. Particle size determination:

AFM is also used for determining the particle size of the thin film 

deposition. The particle height distributions are given by [28], [29]:

X̄=
1
N
∑
i=1

i=N

X i

X rms=√ 1
N−1

∑
i=1

i=N

( X i−X̄ )
2

---- (9)

where, Xi is the height of each particle and N is the number of measured 

points. 

3. Depth profile analysis/ profile extraction:

AFM is used to profile the surface of patterned substrates and is useful in

determining their periodicity and obtaining their depth profile. Fig 2.11
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shows an AFM image of a patterned surface with its 3-D representation

and the depth profile analysis showing a depth ~ 450 nm.

Fig 2.11: Depth profile measurement using Gwyddion providing depth profile information.

2.4 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 

Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR) is a time-resolved technique to study

materials in terms of molecular interactions by the absorption of infrared (IR) signals

[30]. The absorbance of IR radiation introduces changes in the bonds  [31] which can

involve either a change in the bond length (stretching), bond angle (bending/scissoring),

in-phase stretching (symmetric) or out-of-phase stretching (asymmetric) as shown in

Fig  2.12.  FTIR  probe  the  molecular  vibrations  where  the  IR  absorption  bands

correspond to the fundamental vibrations of the functional groups  [32].  An IR-active
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molecule undergoes changes in the dipole moment of the molecule during the vibration.

The molecule absorbs IR radiation if the incoming radiation is of the same frequency as

one of the fundamental modes of vibration of the molecule. The vibration frequency

depends on the bond strength (higher frequencies for double and triple bonds) and the

mass of the atoms involved.

Fig 2.12: Vibrational modes in a molecule- the absorbance of infrared light affected 
the dipole moment associated with the various functional groups in the film, which are 
reflected by the bending, stretching and rotational vibrations in the molecule
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2.4.1 Working

Fig 2.13 shows the schematic working of an FTIR spectrometer. These are based on the

interference  of  the  radiation  between  two incident  beams  to  yield  an  interferogram

produced as a function of the change in the path length between the two beams which is

converted  to  a  frequency  domain  by  Fourier  transform  [12],  [33],  [34].  The  most

common type of FTIR spectrometer is the Michelson interferometer, consisting of two

perpendicular plane mirrors, one of which travels in a direction perpendicular to the

plane. A semi-reflecting film (beam-splitter) bisects the plane of the mirrors. The beam-

splitter allows 50% of the incident light to pass through and reflects the other 50% to

the mirrors. The beams are reflected from the mirrors and return to the beam-splitter

where they recombine to form an interference pattern. The transmitted beam emerge

from the interferometer at an angle of 90o to the input beam. The moving mirror forms

an optical path difference between the two arms of the interferometer. The two beams

interfere destructively due to a path difference of in case of the transmitted beam and

constructively for the reflected beam and forms an interference pattern.

Reflectance  methods  are  used  in  this  project  since  the  transmission  method  is  not

feasible for non-transparent samples. Attenuated total reflectance spectroscopy (ATR)

utilises the total internal reflectance, where the incident beam undergoes total internal

reflection and occurs when the incident angle is greater than a critical value which is a

function of the refractive index between the two media. The beam penetrates a fraction

of  wavelength  beyond  the  reflecting  surface  and  loses  energy  by  absorption.  The

resulting attenuated radiation is measured and plotted against the wavenumber giving

rise to absorption spectral characteristics. 
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Fig 2.13: FTIR Spectroscopy schematics -constructive or destructive interference between the 
light from the sample and the specimen is used to provide information on the various functional 
groups

2.4.2 Components

1. IR source:

FTIR spectrometers use a Globar or Nerst source for generating the IR

waves in the mid-IR region while a high-pressure Hg lamp is used to

generate IR in the far IR-region. Tungsten-halogen are used for the near-

IR region. 
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2. Mirrors:

The moving mirrors are a crucial component of the FTIR set-up and have

to be aligned accurately. The high efficiency of the FTIR spectrometers

is due to the Jacquinot advantage where the optical output is not limited

by  the  narrow  monochromator  slit.  The  interferometers  have  circular

apertures  whose  diameter  depend  on  the  desired  spectral  resolution.

Another advantage is their frequency accuracy (Connes advantage) due

to the precise and stable collection of the interferogram signal. The third

advantage is the high speed and high sensitivity of the device. 

3. Beam splitter:

The  beam  splitters  split  and  recombine  the  IR  signals  in  the

interferogram  [35].  These  are  made  of  semi-IR  transparent  materials

(Ge) sandwiched between IR transparent substrates (quartz, KBr, CaF2). 

4. Detector:

Detectors  convert  the  IR  signal  to  an  electrical  signal.  In  general,  a

pyroelectric  device  incorporating  deuterium  triglycerine  sulfate  in  a

temperature resistant alkali halide window is used as the detector. For the

far-IR  region,  Ge  or  In-antimony  detectors  are  used  operating  at  liquid

helium temperatures. PbS detectors are used for the near-IR regions. 
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2.4.3 Spectra

The FTIR spectra is obtained by passing IR signals through the sample and determining

the fraction of incident radiation which has been absorbed in a particular energy. The

energy  at  which  the  peaks  appear  in  the  absorption  spectrum  corresponds  to  the

frequency of the vibration of the molecule.  The FTIR spectra can be divided into 3

regions - 

1. Far-IR (<400 cm-1):

The far-IR region (400-100 cm-1) is more limited for spectra-structure

correlations and provides information regarding heavy atom vibrations,

molecular  skeletal  vibrations,  and  crystal  lattice  vibrations.  Intra-

molecular stretching modes are useful for characterising organometallic

compounds.  Skeletal  bending  modes  involving  entire  molecules  with

heavy atoms occur in the far-infrared region. The far-IR region has not

been considered in this project due to limitations of the equipment used. 

2. Mid-IR (4000-400 cm-1): 

Two main types of vibrations are observed in the mid-IR range (4000-

400 cm-1)-  stretching vibrations and bending vibrations which involve

changes in the bond length and bond angle respectively. This region can

be  sub-divided  into  4  and  the  nature  of  the  group  frequency  can  be

determined  by  the  region  in  which  it  is  located.  The  regions  can  be

generalised as: 
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1. X-H stretching (4000 – 2500 cm-1), 

2. Triple bonded region (2500 – 2000 cm-1), 

3. Double bonded region (2000 – 1500 cm-1), 

4. Fingerprint region (1500 – 600 cm-1). 

3. Near-IR (13000- 4000 cm-1):

The fundamental vibrations in the 4000-2500 cm-1 are generally due to

the O-H, C-H and N-H stretching. O-H produces a broad band in the

range of 3700-3600 cm-1. The absorptions in the near-IR region (13000-

4000 cm-1) are overtones or combinations of the fundamental stretching

bands which occur in the 3000-1700cm-1 and are due to C-H, O-H, and

N-H vibrations. The resulting bands are of weak intensity. The near-IR

region is more limited than the mid-IR region for the spectra-structure

correlation,  but  provide  information  on  the  vibrations  of  groups

containing  heavy  atoms.  Intra-molecular  stretching  modes  involving

heavy  atoms  are  helpful  for  characterising  compounds  containing

halogen atoms, metal-organic compounds, and inorganic compounds.

Table 1 lists the wavenumbers associated with common functional groups which has

been referred to regularly in this project.
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Wavenumber (in cm-1) Functional groups Reference

586, 633 Stretching mode in AlO6 [39]

543, 840 Stretching Al-O mode [49]

610 Al-O stretching in condensed AlO6 octahedra [36] [46]

668 O-Al-O [40] [39] [36] [37]

680,570 AlO6 octahedra stretching mode [42] [40] [36]

710 Al-O in AlO4 [40][39]

736 AlO6 octahedra vibration [46]

740 Al-O stretching [55]

750-850 Al-O stretching [36] [37]

820 Si-O bending mode [38]

828 Crystalline aluminum oxide [40] [39]

920-970 Al-O [41]

1000 Al-O4 tetrahedra stretching mode [42]

1060 Si-O stretching mode [36] [44] [37] [45] [43]

1065 Symmetric Al-OH bending [46]

1067 Al=O [38]

1080 Stretching Al=O [47]

1100 Si-O-C [48]

1155 Bending O-H [47]

1162 Asymmetric Al-OH bending [46]

1270 Stretching C-C in C-CH3 [47]

1350 Al=O stretching mode [36][42][49]

1368 Neutral O2 species adsorbed on the surface [49]

1445 Symmetric COO stretching [42]

1450, 1390 Bending C-C in CH3 [47]

1469 C=C Stretching [50]

1484 CH2 bending mode [42]

1520 C=C [47]

1575 C-C Stretching [50]

1600 C=O [47]

1630-1634 Bending O-H [49] [51]

1638 Asymmetric COO stretching [42]
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Wavenumber (in cm-1) Functional groups Reference

1639 Bending O-H [46] [52]

2850, 2920, 2960 C-H stretching [47] [52]

2916 CH3 vibration [50]

2930 Symmetric CH2 stretching mode [42]

3085 Symmetric Al-OH stretching [46]

3020 Asymmetric CH3 stretching mode [42]

3304 Asymmetric Al-OH stretching [46]

3430 O-H [42] [49] [52] [54] [43]     

[53] [45] [38]

Table 1: Wavenumbers associated with molecular bonds that are referred in this study.

2.5 X-ray diffraction

Diffraction effects are observed when electromagnetic radiation impinge on thin films

with a periodic arrangement of the molecules in a certain orientation in the length scale

of the radiation wavelength [56]. X-ray diffraction (XRD) is based on the Bragg’s law

given in 1913 by W.H Bragg and W.L Bragg, which correlates the interplanar spacing to

the angle of diffraction of the incident x-rays, given by [57]:

2 dsinθ=nλ  --- (11)

where, d is the interplanar spacing, θ is the angle of diffraction and λ is the wavelength

of the incident radiation.

2.5.1 Principle of operation

X-rays are generated when electrons with high kinetic energies impinge on the target

material. The incident radiation releases the bound electrons in the target specimen and
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excites it to a higher energy level. As the electron relaxes to a lower energy state, it

emits x-rays with an energy equivalent to the energy difference between the 2 energy

levels. The energy depends on the nature of the material from which the electron is

excited and are named according to the orbital shells involved in the process, as either

Kα, Kβ, Lα, Lβ, Mα, and Mβ and so on.

2.5.2 Components

1. X-ray tube:

X-ray tubes are vacuum tube diodes with the filaments biased at

-40 kV. The electrons are emitted thermionically and accelerated

towards  the  anode,  maintained at  ground potential.  The  typical

elements used in the manufacture of the anode are given in Table

2, with copper being the widely preferred material. The operating

voltage and current are optimized to increase the emission of the

characteristic radiation. The intensity of the characteristic x-rays

depends on the accelerating voltage (V) by the relation:

I char∝(V−V c)
1.5 -- (12)

where, Vc is the energy of the characteristic x-ray. For maximum

intensity of the characteristic x-rays, the accelerating voltage has

to be 4 times the energy of the characteristic x-rays. 

A direct beam slit is used to obtain a narrow x-ray beam with a

typical  take-off  angle  of  3-6o.  The  sample  is  positioned  in  the
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centre  of  the  instrument  and the  x-ray beam is  directed  to  the

sample surface at an angle θ. 

Element Atomic Number (Z) λ -  Kα (in Å)

Cr 24 2.29

Fe 26 1.94

Co 27 1.79

Cu 29 1.54

Mo 42 0.71

Ag 47 0.56

Ni 28 1.66
Table 2: Anodic materials used as x-ray source in diffractometers

2. Goniometer:

The Debye-Scherrer method uses a goniometer to accurately

measure the movements of the detector  and specimen with

respect to the source monochromator. The specimen is rotated

by  an  angle  θ  and  the  detector  by  2θ  to  capture  all  the

scattered  radiations.  The  goniometer  also  provides  for  the

rotation of the specimen in the plane of its surface by angle φ

and in the plane of the goniometer by an angle ω. Slits are

present to collimate the incident and the diffracted beams. φ

and ω do not affect the diffraction pattern for a crystalline

material but are necessary for identifying film texture. 
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3. Monochromators:

The monochromator is built with a Johannson crystal with slits

at  the  source  and the  detector  to  make efficient  use  of  the

divergent beam and improve the signal-to-noise ratio. 

4. X-ray detector:

The  detector  monitors  the  reflected  radiation  and  the  angle

between the incoming and reflected beam is varied during the

scan. It generates a pulse of current on absorbing an x-ray.

Fig 2.14: Schematics of a diffractometer – the incoming x-
rays are diffracted from the different planes of the film and 
collected by the detector. The angle of incidence and 
diffracted angle provides information on the inter-planar 
spacing and lattice parameters.
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2.5.3 XRD of Aluminium oxide studies

Table 3 shows the 7 crystal structures along with the interplanar spacings dhkl and their

dependency on the Miller indices (hkl).

Crystal

structure

Cell parameters 1

d2
(interplanar spacing)

α β γ

Cubic a=b=c 90 90 90 h2
+k2

+l2

a2

Tetragonal a=b 90 90 90 h2
+k2

a2 +
l2

c2

Orthorhombic 90 90 90 h2

a2 +
k2

b2 +
l2

c2

Hexagonal a=b 90 90 120 4
3

(h2
+hk+k2

)

a2 +
l2

c2

Trigonal/

rhombohedral

a=b=c α=β=γ≠90o
(h2

+k 2
+l2

)sin2
α+2(hk+kl+hl)(cos2

α−cosα)

a2(1−3 cos2α+2cos α)

Monoclinic α≠90o 90 90
(

h2

a2 +
k 2

b2 sin2
β+

l2

c2−
2 hlcosβ

ac
)csc2

β

Triclinic α=β=γ≠90o h2

a2 sin2
α+

k 2

b2 sin2
β+

l2

c2 sin2
γ

1−cos2
α−cos2

β−cos2
γ+2cos αcosβ cos γ

Table 3: Crystal structures and the calculation of their inter-planar spacing and lattice 
constant

Aluminium oxide has 7 known crystalline phases – gamma (γ), theta (θ), delta (δ), chi

(χ), eta (η), kappa (κ), alpha (α).  Table 4 provides the crystal structure, 2θ values and

interplanar spacings for the different phases of alumina. 
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Phase Crystal 

structure

a 

(in Å)

b 

(in Å)

c 

(in Å)

XRD peaks 

(2θo )

References

χ 1 Cubic , hexagonal 7.95, 5.56 13.44,

86.4 

67.37, 42.5, 50 [58] [61] [59] [60]

η Cubic spinel 7.9 66.82 [58] [59] [60] [62]

[63]

γ 2 Defect  spinel,

hexagonal,  cubic,

tetragonal 

7.91, 5.62 7.8 7.9 46, 67,32, 37.64 [58] [59] [60] [63]

[64]

κ 3 Orthorhombic,

[10]–[12]

4.69  [10],

[11], 8.49

8.18 , 

[10], 

[11], 

12.73

8.87 [10][

11], 13.39

34.91, 67.37 [59] [60] [63] [66]

[66] [65] [52]

θ Monoclinic 11.24,  ,

5.63

2.79  ,

5.72 

5.5,

11.74, 

67.46, 46.46, 36.7,

31.5

[58] [59] [60] [63]

[64] [67]

δ 4 Orthorhombic,

Tetragonal

7.97,, 4.25 15.8,

12.75 

11.85 , 

23.47 , 

10.21

67, 45.68, 37.44 [58] [59] [60] [63]

[67] [64]

α Rhombohedral 4.75 12.97 26, 32, 43, 57, 68 [58] [60] [63] [68]

Table 4: Crystal phases of aluminium oxide, structure and cell constants
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1  A hexagonal layer has been suggested χ- Al2O3 with a layered structure. However, the

crystal structure is still yet undefined [52].  

2  The  structure  for  γ-Al2O3 is  highly  dependent  on  the  preparation  conditions  [69].

Tetragonal γ-Al2O3 has been reported to form from highly crystalline boehmite while it

adopts a cubic structure if it is prepared from amorphous sources. Traditionally, γ- Al2O3

has been reported to have a cubic spinel structure  [70], but it has been found that the

spinel structure distorts with an increase in temperature or increased time of treatment.

The cubic structure exhibits the same diffraction peak as the tetragonal structure. The

decrease in the tetragonal content coincides with the formation of the cubic structure.

Several reports have listed different structures for γ- Al2O3 with one of the critical issue

in understanding its structure is its poor crystallinity making it difficult to obtain single

crystals of suitable size for studies. 

3 κ- Al2O3 was initially reported as having a hexagonal structure [58] [66] [65] though

later  studies  revealed  an  orthorhombic  configuration.  The  hexagonal  structure  is  a

super-lattice composed of three twin-related orthorhombic domains rotated at 120o with

respect to each other. 

4  δ-  Al2O3 has  been  suggested  to  consist  of  2  unit  cells  [60] –  tetragonal  and

orthorhombic.  Tetragonal  unit  cells  are formed when the aluminium oxide has been

formed from boehmite while quenching or thermal oxidation of aluminium oxide results

in  an orthorhombic  structure.  There  has  been strong evidence  for  the  orthorhombic
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structure while the tetragonal structure could also be derived from an orthorhombic unit

cell. It is still not clear if both structures co-exist or whether the tetragonal structure is a

misinterpretation of the data.

2.6 Substrate cleaning

Clean substrates are crucial for all applications, particularly for semiconductor devices

and microelectronic applications [71]. The device performance, reliability and product

yields are adversely affected by the presence of contaminants and particulates on the

device surface. Techniques have been developed to produce ultra-clean silicon wafers

with less than 1010  metal atoms per square centimetre area or less than 30 particles per

200 mm wafer. A critical consideration while developing wafer cleaning techniques is

that  it  should  remove the  contaminants  without  damaging the  surface  of  the  wafer.

These techniques include wet- chemical treatment, dry-physical treatment and vapour

phase methods. 

2.6.1 Wafer cleaning process

Prevention of contamination of the silicon substrate is given priority since it makes the

cleaning process less difficult. This is achieved by proper maintenance of the device

equipment by eliminating the dust, eliminating frictions between the various moving

parts, avoiding turbulent gas flows and undergoing periodic clean-ups. Impurities in the
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chemicals used in the fabrication process also affect the device performance and hence

chemicals with purities >99% is desirable. De-ionised (DI) water is the most commonly

used diluent for cleaning and rinsing and its  quality must be carefully monitored. A

combination of several approaches is required to remove the contaminants and achieve a

high level of cleanliness, which includes:

1. Piranha clean:

The  removal  of  organic  contaminants  from  the  surface  is

accomplished with mixtures of 98% H2SO4 and 30% H2O2 which are

mixed in the volume ratio of 3:1, 5:1 or 7:1. A treatment for 10-15

minutes  at  130oC is  most  effective followed by a  thorough rinsing

with DI water. The treatment, called the piranha etch, must be carried

out wearing proper protective clothing. The treatment removes all the

organic contaminants by the wet-chemical reaction but the inorganic

contaminants are not desorbed. This is followed by an HF dip and a

thorough DI water rinse.

2. Hydrofluoric acid (HF) solutions:

Mixtures of concentrated HF and DI water are used to remove silicon

oxide layers by etching. A thin layer of oxide is formed on the silicon

substrate which is removed by immersing the substrates in a dilute HF

solution (1:50 or 1:100) at room temperature. The removal of oxide is

confirmed by the change in the wetting characteristics of the substrate.
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The  hydrophilic  surface  changes  to  a  hydrophobic  indicating  the

removal of the oxide layer due to the hydrogen passivated surface.

The modified surface is highly sensitive to contaminants in the water

and atmosphere and hence the treatment should be done using ultra-

clean DI water in clean ambient. The primary aim of the HF treatment

is  to  expose the  silicon surface to  subsequent  chemical  treatments.

Mixtures  of  HF  and  ammonium  fluoride  (NH4F),  also  known  as

buffered oxide etch where the HF2- is added to increase the pH to 3-5,

maintain the fluoride concentration and stabilise the etching rate. The

most commonly used concentrations of HF and NH4F is in the ratio of

1:7 which has a pH of 4.5 and contains very little free acid.

3. RCA clean (Standard clean 1 and 2):

The most commonly used and best established wet chemical cleaning

treatment involves the treatment of the silicon wafer using DI water,

hydrogen peroxide and hydrochloric acid/ammonium hydroxide. These

are done in 2 steps known are Standard Clean 1 (SC 1) and Standard

Clean 2 (SC 2). The first step uses a mixture of DI water, H2O2 and

NH4OH in the volume ratios of 5:1:1 at 70oC for 5 min followed by a

thorough  rinsing  using  DI  water.  The  procedure  removes  organic

contaminants and metal contaminants (group IB, IIB, Au, Ag, Co, Cr,

Ni, Cd, Cu) by dissolution. The solution is kept at 70oC for efficient

thermal activation but not to exceed 80oC to avoid fast decomposition
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of H2O2 and loss of NH3. The process is followed by a thorough rinse

of running DI water to cool the substrate temperature and avoid drying.

The thin oxide layer is removed and replaced with another layer which

has  self-cleaning  property  and  aids  in  the  removal  of  particles  by

dislodging them. The second step of the process is called the SC 2 and

involves immersing the substrate in a solution of DI water, H2O2 and

HCl in the volumetric ratio of 6:1:1 at 70oC for 10-15 min followed by

a thorough rinse in running DI water.  The treatment removes alkali

ions,  undissolved hydroxides  and residual  metal  atoms.  There is  no

etching of the silicon surface and there is a less stringent control over

the temperature of the solution. A 15-second immersion in dilute HF is

preferred in between SC 1 and SC 2. The substrates are not exposed to

the HF treatment post SC-2 clean as the surface loses its protective

oxide layer.

2.7 Materials 

The  direct  liquid  injection  (DLI)  technique  employed  in  PP-MOCVD  requires  the

selection of a  proper  solvent  which can inject  the precursors  to  the deposition area

[72]. The selection is based on the physiochemical, safety characteristics of the solvent

along with their cost, compatibility with the precursors and stability in the deposition

conditions. The solvent must have the same molecular dipole moment as the precursor
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to ensure maximum dissolution. The solvent should have a saturated vapour pressure as

close to that of the precursor to avoid an early vaporization of the solvent. 

All precursor chemicals are purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and stored in a glove box

(Fig 2.15) since the chemicals are air- and water- sensitive. Dry solvents are obtained

from the Department of Chemistry, University of Canterbury, as shown in Fig 2.16.

Fig 2.15: A glove box is used to store and handle all chemicals, operated under N2 ambience.
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Fig 2.16: Solvent drying towers used at the Department of Chemistry, University of Canterbury to 
store the solvents in a dry environment.

2.7.1 Precursors

1. Aluminium tert-butoxide:

Aluminium tert-butoxide (ATB) (Al[OC(CH3)3]3) is a white powder,  highly moisture

sensitive with a melting point of 241oC, boiling point of 156oC, and a density of 1.0251

g/ml. It is used as a catalyst for Oppenauer reaction for converting alcohols to ketones.
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2. Aluminium tri-sec-butoxide:

Aluminium tri-sec-butoxide  (ASB)  (C12H27AlO3)  is  a  highly  viscous  liquid  and is  a

slightly yellow, clear, air- and moisture-sensitive liquid with a vapour pressure of 0.133

kPa at  138oC  [73].  Its  density  is  0.967g/ml  with  a  boiling  point  of  200oC.  ASB is

employed in the preparation of alumina sols and as a primer for adhesives on mild steel.

3. Aluminium tri-isopropoxide:

Aluminium tri-isopropoxide (AIP) (C9H21AlO3)  is  a  white  powder with a  density  of

1.035 gm/ml, melting point 128-133oC, and a boiling point of 135oC. It is soluble in

ethanol, isopropanol, benzene, toluene, chloroform, carbon tetrachloride and petroleum

hydrocarbons.

4. Aluminium acetylacetonate:

Aluminium acetylacetonate (Al(acac)3) (C15H21AlO6) is a white powder with a boiling

point of 315oC, melting point of 190-193oC. 

Table 5 lists the physical and chemical properties of the precursors used in this project.
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Properties Aluminium tri-
isopropoxide

Aluminium tri-
sec-butoxide

Aluminium tert-
butoxide

Aluminium
acetylacetonate

Chemical formula C9H21AlO3 C12H27AlO3 Al[OC(CH3)3]3 C15H21AlO6

CAS # 555-31-7 2269-22-9 556-91-2 13963-57-0

Purity ≥98% 99.99% Technical grade 99%

MW (gm/mole) 204 246 246 324

Density (g/ml) 1.03 0.967 1.025 1.42

Melting point 118.5oC 30oC 241oC 190oC

Boiling point 135oC 200oC 156oC 315oC

Flashpoint 27oC >65oC

Vapour pressure** 0.13 hPa 23 hPa No data available < 1 hPa

Viscosity Solid 1800 mPa.sec
(20oC)

Solid Solid

Enthalpy of 
vaporisation 
(kJ/mole) *

81.22 90.01 90.4 19.18
(sublimation)

Table 5: Chemical properties of the precursors used in the study

* Source: Gelest Inc. **Arcos

Fig 2.17: Chemical structure of the precursors used in the study - (a) Aluminium tert-
butoxide, (b) Aluminium tri-sec butoxide, (c) Aluminium tri-isopropoxide, (d) 
Aluminium acetylacetonate
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2.7.2 Solvents

1. Hexane:

Hexane (C6H14) is a clear colourless solvent with a gasoline-like odour, with a molecular

weight of 86 g/mole. It is used to extract edible oils from seeds and vegetables, solvent

and cleaning agent.  Acute  (short-term)  exposure  to  high concentrations  causes  mild

nervous system effects, including, dizziness, giddiness, nausea, and headache.  Long-

term exposure causes muscular weakness, numbness, blurred vision and headache. No

carcinogenic effects have been reported in animals or humans.

2. Toluene:

Toluene (C7H8) is a clear colourless liquid with a characteristic aromatic odour with a

molecular weight of 92 g/mol. It is added to gasoline and is used to produce benzene.

Symptoms, like fatigue, headaches and sleepiness have been observed after exposure to

toluene (long-term or short-term). It has also been found to cause irritation of the eye

and respiratory tract. 

Table 6 lists the physical and chemical properties of the hexane and toluene.
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Properties Hexane Toluene

Chemical formula C6H14 C7H8

Molecular Weight (gm/mole) 86.17 92.13

Density (g/ml) 0.66 0.86

Melting point -95oC -95oC

Boiling point 68oC 110oC

Flashpoint -22oC 16oC

Vapour pressure 17 kPa 3.8 kPa

Solubility (mg/lt in water) 9.5 526

Heat of combustion (kJ/mole) 4163.2 3910.3 

Heat of vaporisation (kJ/mole) 31.56 38.01

Surface tension (mN/m) 17.89 28.93
Table 6: Chemical properties of the solvents used in the study

2.8 Pulse pressure MOCVD

Pulse pressure MOCVD (PP-MOCVD) is a specialised CVD technique with a periodic

injection of the precursors directly into a continuously evacuated chamber [74] so that

deposition is proceeding in sequence. In almost all variants of CVD process, a steady

flow of the precursors  [75] and carrier  gas is maintained inside the chamber during

which the precursors adsorb and the reaction by-products desorb from the surface. PP-

MOCVD uses no carrier gas and a direct liquid injection system carries the precursors

dissolved in a suitable solvent to the reaction zone. Flash vaporisation of the droplets

causes  an  unsteady  but  well-mixed  vapour  flow in  the  reaction  chamber  [76].  The

regulation of the deposition temperature and precursor concentration allows customising

the process to achieve the desired microstructure.
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2.8.1 Components

1. Liquid delivery system:

The precursor solution bottles are 250-500 ml SCHOTT DURAN glass

bottles  that  can  withstand  high  pressure.  These  come  with  a

polypropylene screw cap and ring, redesigned and modified to fit with an

in-house stainless steel part for quick connect and tube fitting. The quick-

connects  prevent  the  solution  from  coming  in  contact  with  the

atmosphere. The push gas is nitrogen which is supplied to the solvent

bottles at 75-90 kPa. 

Fig 2.18: Precursor supply system- the precursors are dissolved in the solvent to the 
desired molar concentration and sealed off using quick-connects.

2. Sample loop:
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The  tubings  for  transporting  the  solution  from their  container  to  the

reaction  chamber  are  made  from  polytetrafluoroethylene  (PTFE)  or

Teflon, with an outer diameter (OD) of 3.33 mm, internal diameter (ID)

of 1.60 mm. A sample loop is present to collects the precursor solution

before injecting it  into the chamber. It  has the same diameter and the

other tubings with a length of 55.48 mm. The liquid precursor volume is

equal to the volume of the sampling loop of length L (Vsample) plus the

internal volume of the valve (Vvalve) [77]. The specifications from Burkert

valves  indicate  that  the  valves  used  have  ultra-low dead  volume,  i.e.

Vvalve~ 0 μl. The precursor volume injected during each pulse, is given

by:

V pulse=V valve+V sample

=0+π(
ID
2

)
2

L
 ~100 ± 10 μl/pulse --(13)

3. Quick connect and tube fitting:

The  stainless  steel  quick-connects  and  tube  fitting  are  provided  by

SWAGELOK.

4. Solenoid valve:

The solenoid valve used for controlling the pulsing system is a 16 mm

miniature  rocker  solenoid  with  an  isolated  diaphragm.  The  control

valves are BURKERT 6122/6126 three-way valve. The bodies are made

from stainless steel that can withstand fluid temperature from 0-50oC and

ambient temperature of 50oC. The operation pressure range is from 0-
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10.31 kPa. The solenoid valve is supplied with a 24 V/DC actuator with

a  power  consumption  of  3.4  W.  The  response  time  of  the  valve  is

approximately 25 ms.

Fig 2.19: 3/2 solenoid valves with a rubber 
diaphragm which controls the flow of the precursor 
solution from the sample loop to the chamber.

5. Ultrasonic spray nozzle:

The  ultrasonic  nozzle  is  the  main  component  of  the  PP-MOCVD  setup

obtained from SONO-TEK Corp ©. The nozzle body is made from titanium

alloy housed in a 316 stainless steel casing and is powered by the Broadband

Ultrasonic Generator operating at a power of 4.9 W and 120 kHz. It consists

of  piezoelectric  transducers  which  convert  the  high-  frequency  electrical

signal to vibrational energy of the same frequency which are amplified by

titanium cylinders. The excitation produces standing waves along the length

of the nozzle with the maximum amplitude at  the atomising surface.  The
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atomization of the droplets is achieved by an ultrasonically vibrating surface

[78]. 

Fig  2.20:  (a)  Schematics  of  the  working  of  an  ultrasonic  nozzle,  (b)  SONO  TEK
ultrasonic nozzle used in the study

The orifice size affects the droplet size [79]  in conventional nozzles and the

ejection of fine droplets is explained by the capillary wave hypothesis and

cavitation  hypothesis.  The  size  of  the  solvent  droplets  formed  by  the

ultrasonic nozzle is given [80] [81]:

d p=0.34(
8×π×ρ
σ×f

)
1
3 --- (14)
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where, f is the frequency (Hz), σ is the surface tension (in dyne/cm), and ρ is

the liquid density (g/ml). Droplets of mean size 18 μm are produced for the

settings used in the project. 

The properties of the fluid affect the operating power with viscous liquids

requiring higher power levels. The power level is also influenced by the flow

rate. The nozzle is designed to work with a continuous liquid flow. Fig 2.21

shows the variation of the droplet diameter generated by the nozzle with the

operating frequency. 

Fig 2.21: Dependence of droplet diameter on the frequency of the ultrasonic vibration. 

6. Reactor chamber:

The reactor chamber is made from PYREX glass cylinder with a diameter of

85 mm, thickness of 3.5 mm and a height of 350mm. Two VITON O-rings

are used at both ends of the glass cylinder together with fittings and screw

flanges as a vacuum seal that maintains the low pressure inside the reactor. 
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Fig 2.22: Glass  chamber used in
the  study  housing  the  heater,
supported on a metal base by O-
rings

7. Pressure controller:

The pressure in the chamber is measured using an MKS 947 convection-

enhanced Pirani (CEP) vacuum sensor system. The pressure transducer can

measure  pressure  in  the  range  of  0.13  Pa-133  kPa.  The  transducer  is

connected to an MKS PDR-C-2C power supply and a digital pressure data

display MKS 947 convection-enhanced Pirani. 
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Fig  2.23:  A  Pirani  gauge  is  used  to  measure  the
pressure inside the chamber which is then displayed on
a read-out device.

8. Susceptor:

A stainless steel susceptor is used to hold the samples in place using clamps

as shown in Fig 2.24. The susceptor has a small opening made on the sides

through which the thermocouple is inserted. The void is up to the middle of

the susceptor (shown in Fig 2.24 with dotted lines) where the thermocouple

measures the temperature. The width of the susceptor is ~10 mm with the

thermocouple  inserted  midway.  It  is  assumed that  the  temperature  at  the

centre of the susceptor is the same as the top surface. The heat distribution is

also assumed to uniform as long as the samples are placed close to the centre

of the susceptor.
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Fig 2.24: Stainless steel susceptor is 
used as a base and holds the substrate
in place using clamps. A 
thermocouple slides through a hole on
the sides and measures the 
temperature at the centre of the 
susceptor.

9. Thermocouple:

A Type-K thermocouple  compatible  with  vacuum operating  conditions  is

used to detect the temperature of the susceptor over which the sample is

placed.  The accuracy of the thermocouples is  between ± 3-4.5% and the

temperature range is between 0-1000oC.

10. Control software:

A National Instruments LabView program is utilised to collect and store the

data and control the system. The pressure data is stored in Excel file format,

which is easy to interpret. Fig 2.25 shows a demo LabView window which is

used to  control  the deposition process.  The number of  pulses required is
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entered along with the sample loop filling time (filling time) and injection

time (shot time). The pulse time is the sum of the filling time, shot time,

valve 3 safety delay and valve 4 safety delay.  The pressure curve can be

saved by switching on the “Save Data” button while the chamber pressure is

displayed both graphically and numerically. The process begins by clicking

on the Start button.

Fig 2.25: A screen shot of the LabView program used to control the deposition process.
The experimental details, such as the total number of depositions, filling time, shot time
are entered. The reactor pressure is visible both in the digital and analog form and can
be saved for future reference.

11. Vacuum pump:

The vacuum system is so designed to provide the desired residence time for

the reactant molecules to get deposited on the substrate. The vacuum system
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provides a low base pressure for efficient vaporization of the droplets. The

vacuum system is connected to the chamber via a cold trap using a 25 mm

PVC hose. 

12. Cold trap:

The liquid nitrogen cold trap is a glass tube of 20 mm ID and an external

glass tube of ID of 60 mm. The trap is connected directly to the reaction

chamber using  25 mm ID Swagelok fittings while the other end is connected

to the vacuum pump. The cold trap is immersed in a thermos flask filled with

liquid  nitrogen  during  the  deposition.  It  entraps  the  waste  solvent  and

reaction by-products, preventing it from entering the vacuum motor which

would be detrimental to the vacuum system. 

13. Heater:

The  substrate  heater  is  made  from  kanthal  which  can  withstand  a

temperature of up to 1200oC and placed inside an in-house ceramic holder

mounted on 10 mm OD, 45 mm high stainless steel poles.  The heater is

connected to the power supply using ceramic connector blocks. The heater

power  and  temperature  are  controlled  using  a  POWERTECH  MP 3090

power  supply.  The  temperature  is  controlled  manually  by  adjusting  the

current  and  voltage  of  power  supply.  The  temperature  measured  by  the

thermocouple is displayed on the readout device.
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Fig 2.26 (left)  A resistive heater coil made of Kanthal wire is housed in a ceramic container,
(right) POWERTECH MP 3090 power supply used to control the current through the coil.

14. Shield:

The objective of the studies is to understand the vaporisation mechanism and

its effect on the film morphology. This is achieved by observing the films

formed in a shower-head reactor design and another with a shield placed

over the substrate. The shield acts an umbrella and prevents particles from

falling on to the substrate. It is made of the same material as the susceptor

and is held over the substrate using rods at a distance of approximately 15

mm as shown in Fig 2.27. 
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Fig 2.27: A view of the shield used in the study to 
investigate into the vapour phase deposition using the 
precursors.

2.8.2 Working principle

The operation of the PP-MOCVD can be divided into 3 phases based on the injection

time (ti) and pump-down time (tp), given as:

1. 0< t < ti (injection phase):

The desired amount of liquid precursor is injected into the chamber via an

ultrasonic  atomiser.  The  sample  loop  ensures  that  a  constant  volume  of

precursor solution is injected during each pulse. The injection is an example

of a choked flow since the fluid (precursor solution) flows from a higher
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pressure  (sample  loop)  to  a  lower  pressure  region  (reaction  chamber)

through an orifice (ultrasonic nozzle). The peak pressure (Pmax) is a function

of  the  choked inlet  mass  flow rate,  injection  time as  well  as  the  vapour

pressure of the precursor solution. The reactor pressure is affected by the

performance of the vacuum system speed (S) and chamber volume (Vr). The

vacuum speed is  a  function of the pump speed rate (Sp)  and the exhaust

system conductance (Cv), given as S=
S pC v

S p+C v

. The minimum pressure is

determined by the efficiency of the vacuum pump and the machine leak rate.

The maximum and minimum pressures are repeated in a cyclic fashion if the

pump-down time  (tp)  is  4  times  the  reactor  evacuation  time  constant  (τ,

τ=
V r

S
). Pulse time < 0.6 times τ would cause the minimum pressure to

increase affecting the vaporization process. 

2. t=ti (reaction phase):

The  injection  of  the  precursors  into  the  evacuated  chamber  cause  an

instantaneous  pressure  spike,  shown  in  Fig  2.28.  The  precursor  droplets

undergo  flash  vaporization  to  form  a  mist  which  disperses  rapidly  in  a

homogeneous manner.  Flash vaporization is  the phenomenon of the rapid

reduction of a superheated liquid mass to vapour and is associated with the

ambient pressure being below the vapour pressure of the liquid drop  [82].
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Most of the deposition from the vapour phase occurs during this phase. The

molecular  flux  of  the  precursor  vapour  arriving  on  the  substrate  surface

(Φ(t)) is given by:

ϕm(t )=
N A P (t)

√2 π MRT
--- (15)

where, NA is the Avogadro's number, P(t) is the chamber pressure, M is the

molecular mass, R is the ideal gas constant and T is the vapour temperature. 

Fig 2.28: A sample pressure graph of precursor injection into a continuously evacuated chamber.
Precursors enter the chamber and experience flash vaporization. The evaporation slows down and
any precursors arriving later in the pressure curve evaporates in a continuous manner forming
aerosols.

The conditions in the reactor resemble an unsteady and well-mixed condition

as  shown  by  Krumdieck  et  al.  [83] with  experimental  evidence

[84] revealing  the  presence  of  expansion  mass  transport  dynamics.  The
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chamber experiences a rapid increase in the pressure, whereas, the molecules

experience rapid expansion and pressure drop. Viscous flow structures, such

as, boundary layer, recirculation zones, etc. which depend on intermolecular

collision cease to be of any importance. The random motion of the molecules

during the pulsed injection dominate the mass transport. Short injections and

sufficiently  long  pump-down  time  ensure  that  the  unsteady  flow  is

maintained  resulting  in  spatially  uniform  molecular  distribution  in  the

chamber. 

There are two modes of vaporization observed as shown in Fig 2.29  [85],

[86]-

1. Instantaneous phase change, 

2. Aerosol formation.

Under ideal conditions, the liquid delivery set-up and atomiser provide 100%

vaporization of the precursors, but large drops which survive even for a short

time will have the solvent evaporate from the surface. This would result in a

higher concentration solution being exposed to the chamber pressure which

would eventually dry out and form aerosols. A higher concentration would

result  in  increased  growth  rate  due  to  increased  amount  of  injected

precursors but with reduced vaporization of the precursors.  The vaporised

precursor molecules react with the heated substrate to decompose into the

oxides.  The nucleation of the film is influenced by the peak pressure (Pmax)

which  influence  the  maximum  molecular  arrival  rate  as  shown  by

Viliwaugson et al. [87], even though the peak pressure has been found to be
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insensitive to the concentration of the precursors. The reactor pressure drops

rapidly  increasing  the  gas  diffusivity  and  increased  deposition  of  the

molecules  on  the  surface.  A quick  injection  is  necessary  as  the  particles

coming later in the pressure curve are likely to evaporate in a continuous

manner leading to aerosol formation. 

Fig 2.29: Vaporization modes of a precursor-solvent droplet in pulse pressure MOCVD
(a) Precursor droplets undergo an instantaneous phase change by flash evaporation
when injected into the chamber, (b) Aerosol formation due to aggregation of precursor
particles by solvent evaporation in a larger or higher concentration droplet.

3. ti < t < tp (pump-down phase):

During  the  pump-down,  there  is  an  exponential  decay  in  the  chamber

pressure, given by [88]:

P(t)=Pmin+(Pmax−Pmin)e−t / τ --- (16)
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The  precursor  mist  in  the  reactor  volume experience  increased  diffusion

driven motion and gets incorporated into the growing film as the pressure

reduces to the base pressure during this phase. The by-products and solvent

vapours are continuously removed from the chamber and gets condensed in

the cold trap [87]. The pump-down time is the relaxation time between two

pulses  during  which  no new precursor  molecules  are  introduced into  the

chamber. The maximum arrival rate, total pulse exposure, relaxation time,

and  surface  diffusion  are  some  of  the  factors  which  influence  the

microstructure of the deposited film which can be controlled to  a certain

degree in PP-MOCVD [89]. The pulsed pressure flow conditions are affected

by the total pulse cycle time, injection time, injection source pressure and the

maximum pulse pressure. For enhanced efficiency of precursor utilisation,

i.e. % of incoming precursor getting deposited on the substrate as a solid

film, the rate of adsorption, diffusion, and thermal decomposition must be

faster than the pump-down time [90]. 
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Fig 2.30: Schematics of a pulse pressure MOCVD – N2 gas is used to pressurise the precursor
solution which is transported to the deposition chamber. A sample loop collects a known volume of
the solution and injects it into the chamber via through an ultrasonic nozzle. Any unreacted gas
and reaction by-products get removed from the system through the cold trap.

2.8.3 Advantages of the pulsed MOCVD

1. The process is a low-cost route for the deposition of oxide coatings.

2. A high conversion efficiency ensures that most of the precursors injected

gets deposited on the surface.

3. The  process  has  higher  growth  rates  compared  to  conventional  CVD

process.

4. There is no requirement for a carrier gas to transport the solution from the

source to the chamber.

5. Ability to coat on patterned surface and 3-D surfaces. 
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2.9 Design of experiment

The  effect  of  the  processing  variables  on  the  morphology  and  growth  rate  of  the

deposited film has been investigated.  The processing variables are the choice of the

precursor-solvent  pair,  concentration,  temperature  and  the  presence  or  absence  of  a

protective shield. The film morphology is characterised by the planar view to study the

morphology,  thickness  and  growth  rate  determined  from  the  cross-sectional  view,

surface roughness determined by AFM and chemical bonds on the surface of the film by

FTIR. All  depositions are carried out on clean silicon substrates. Table 7 shows the

experimental range of the processing parameters and the principal processing variables. 

Parameter Units Experimental value

Precursor Aluminium isopropoxide

Aluminium tert-butoxide

Aluminium acetylacetonate

Aluminium sec butoxide

Solvent Hexane

Toluene

Temperature oC 350-550

Concentration mol% 0.05-0.5
Table 7: The variables used for PP-MOCVD investigation on the droplet evaporation 
mechanism and control of film morphology.

Fig 2.31 shows the flowchart for the systematic investigation of each variable and its

effect on the film morphology and growth rate. The study is divided into 3 parts -

1. Study on the effect of temperature at constant concentration.
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2. Study on the effect of concentration at a constant temperature with a shield over

the substrate.

3. Study  on  the  deposition  mechanism  by  depositing  without  a  shield  and

comparing it with previous film properties.

4. Proposed growth mechanism based on the evidence collected from the above

studies.
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Fig 2.31: Flowchart on the systematic approach to investigate growth mechanism of 
film using PP-MOCVD.
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Chapter 3

Precursor Screening

Precursor-solvent choice is a critical selection criterion for the deposition of oxides by

direct  liquid  injection.  The  solvent,  precursor,  concentration  and  their  interaction

determine  the  physical  and  chemical  properties  of  the  solution  and  subsequently,

influence the deposition process and the film morphology and growth rate. The outline

of the chapter can be summarised as below:

3.1. Solubility test.

3.2. Evaporation of solvent.

3.3. Evaporation of precursor solution.

3.4. Discussion.

3.5. Droplet vaporisation.

Appendix

φvap Mass vaporisation flux Vreactor Volume of reactor

Adroplet Surface area of droplet at any given time Ndroplets No. of droplets 
generated in one pulse

αc Condensation coefficient
Qpump Pump speed

αE Evaporation coefficient χ Mole fraction of species in solution

R Gas constant mprecursor Mass of precursor
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Psat Vapour pressure of species M Molecular mass of the species

Tdroplet Temperature of the droplet Cpmixture Heat capacity of solution mixture

Preactor Pressure in the reactor Tdroplet

Droplet temperature in liquid phase

Treactor Temperature of the reactor wall
Pprecursor Vapour pressure of precursor

msolvent Mass of the solvent
Psolvent Vapour pressure of solvent

Cpdroplet Specific heat capacity of droplet ε emissivity

ΔHvap Enthalpy of vaporisation of species σ Stephan-Boltzmann constant

3.1 Solubility test

The direct liquid injection (DLI) technique requires the precursor to be dissolved in the

solvent and its selection is critical for the transport of the precursors to the reaction zone

[1]. Solubility of the precursors is of critical importance [2] and an understanding of the

solvent-precursor chemistry would allow a rational choice for the precursor selection for

improved deposition process. Solubility parameters have great use in coating industries

where liquids and solids are dissolved in solvents to obtain a uniform solution without

any concentration gradient [3]. The Hildebrand solubility parameter (HSP) is defined as

the square root of the cohesive energy density, given as:
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δ=√ E
V

E=ΔH v−RT

-- (17)

where, E is the measurable energy of vaporisation, V is the molar volume of the pure

solvent,  ΔH  is  the  heat  of  mixing,  R  is  the  gas  constant,  and  T  is  the  absolute

temperature.

There are three major types of interaction in organic solvents – dispersion interactions,

dipole interactions and hydrogen bonding. The solubility parameter or the difference in

the solubility parameter between the precursor-solvent is important in determining the

solubility of the system. HSP for hexane is found to be 14.9 MPa1/2 while for toluene it

is 18.2 MPa1/2. Similar HSP implies a stronger affinity between the components, with

ideal  solvents  having  smaller  molecular  volumes  (V)  or  higher  HSP.  Theoretically,

toluene (V=106.3 ml/mol) is a better solvent than hexane (V=130.7 ml/mol). The choice

of  the  solvent  has  an  impact  on  the  composition  of  the  film,  especially  with  the

incorporation of  carbon in the growing film,  though the role  of  the solvents  is  still

unclear [4]. Some of the important points to be considered while selecting the solvent is

that  it  should  have  the  same  dipole  moment  as  the  precursor  to  ensure  maximum

dissolution. 

The  precursor  molecules  under  consideration  in  this  study  present  a  non-polar

symmetry. Hence, non-polar solvents as cyclohexane, n-pentane, toluene are suitable

candidates for dissolving them. The relative polarity of n-hexane is 0.009 and that of

toluene  is  0.099,  an  increase  of  10%  in  toluene.  Other  factors  that  influence  the

properties of the solution is its melting point, boiling point, flash point and saturated
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vapour pressure. The melting point of the solution should be low to avoid solidification,

while the boiling point should be high to avoid partial vaporisation of the solvent in the

flask. The flash point should be high to avoid ignition at room temperature, while the

vapour  pressure  should  be  high  and  close  to  that  of  the  precursor  to  prevent  early

vaporisation of the solvent. The properties of the solvents based on the above points are

tabulated in Table 8. Additional properties such as the viscosity and turbidity of the

solution, i.e., the presence of insoluble particles in the solution are visually observed

and are also an important criterion for the selection of the solvent. 

Properties Hexane Toluene

Polarity (in D) 0 0.36 

Melting point (oC) -95 -93

Boiling point (oC) 69 110.6

Flash point (oC) -26 6

Saturated vapour pressure 
(at 20oC in kPa)

17.6 2.8

Table 8: Physical and chemical properties of 
hexane and toluene 

Hexane has better properties than toluene in terms of its polarity, vapour pressure, and

melting point while toluene is superior in terms of its boiling point, flash point. The

effect  of  viscosity  on the  solution  properties  is  neglected  due  to  the  extremely  low

concentration (< 0.5 mol%) used because of which the solution would behave as a pure

solvent. 

The evaporation of the precursor solution is critical for PPMOCVD thin film deposition,

if the droplet does not evaporate instantly, it would result in the formation of an aerosol
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or arrive at the surface as a liquid droplet. A thermodynamic model of the low-pressure

PP-MOCVD flash vaporisation process has been developed by Biochot and Krumdieck

[5]. The low-pressure deposition generates a high flux of reactants and products through

the bulk phase and substrate surface [6]. The model provides an insight on the solvent

selection  to  achieve  complete  liquid-gas  phase  conversion  in  the  shortest  time.  The

model uses TTIP as the precursor using hexane and toluene as the solvent since TTIP is

a widely studied material with most of its properties readily available. The same model

is applied to the various aluminium oxide precursors used in this project to correlate

between the theoretical  predictions  and experimental  results.  Comprehensive models

have been developed for bubbler systems [7], spray pyrolysis  [8]–[10], however, they

do not resemble the same conditions as those experienced by the precursors droplets in

PP-MOCVD. Earlier models developed by Krumdieck et al.  [11], [12] reflect on the

deposition kinetics from the decomposition of the vapour on a heated substrate at low

pressure and the movement of the molecules inside the chamber.  Prior  models  deal

primarily with the deposition kinetics of the precursor molecules on arriving on the

substrate and subsequent film formation.  

The model predicts the behaviour of a droplet (pure solvent, precursor solution) when it

is injected into the chamber. The initial conditions are the same under both conditions –

injection of a droplet into the chamber at low pressure that is far  below the vapour

pressure  of  the  pure  solvent/precursor  solution.  The  assumptions  made  during  the

analysis are:

1. Initial diameter of the droplet is maintained constant at 18 μm. 
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2. The droplet temperature is the same as the temperature of the solution supply

bottle at room temperature. 

3. Only Hertz-Knudsen mass flux is considered.

4. The droplet temperature is constant with radius.

5. The precursor is well mixed in the solution droplet, such that, each droplet

contains the same concentration of the precursor. The local accumulation of

the precursor/solvent or the internal mixing of the precursor-solvent is not

taken into consideration.

6. Freezing of the droplets is not taken into consideration.

7. The vapour is assumed to be in equilibrium with the reactor wall temperature

which has a uniform heat distribution. 

8. The volumetric pumping rate  is  considered to  be constant  throughout  the

process. 

The main equations considered for the model are the mass balance of the droplets, heat

balance  of  the  droplets  and  the  gas  mass  balance  with  pumping.  At  low pressure,

molecules escape from the surface of the droplet as allowed by the droplet temperature,

given  by  the  Hertz-Knudsen  kinetic  of  vaporisation:

ϕvap=Adroplet
2

(2−αc)√2πM solvent R
(αE Psat

(T droplet )

√T droplet

−αC

Preactor

√T reactor

) M solvent  -- (18)

αC and αE are the condensation and evaporation coefficients respectively and are taken

to  be  about  0.1  for  a  liquid  or  solid  surface  vaporising  into  a  vacuum.  The  above

equation describes a balance between the molecules escaping from the surface of the
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droplet and those returning from the gas phase to the surface.

The molecules escaping from the droplet result in a drop in the droplet temperature,

given as:

dmdroplet

dt
=−ϕvap

mdroplet Cpdroplet

dTdroplet

dt
=−ϕvap Δ H vap+Adroplet σϵ(T reactor

4
−T droplet

4
)

-- (19)

The rate of pressure change in the reactor due to the constant pumping of the vacuum

pump is given by:

dPreactor

dt
=

RT reactor

V reactor

(N droplets

ϕvap

M solvent

−Qpump

Preactor

RT reactor

) -- (20)

 

3.2 Evaporation of solvent

The evaporation  of  the  solvent  decreases  the  solution  temperature  and increases  its

concentration [13]. Table 9 provides the variables used to model the droplet behaviour

with the precursor and solvent. Fig 3.1 shows the evolution of a droplet of pure hexane

and toluene with time. The droplet vaporisation is not instantaneous but occurs in two

steps  –  a  flash  vaporisation  followed  by  a  pseudo-equilibrium  where  the  droplet

diameter gradually reduces till the end of the pulse cycle. The energy for the droplet to

flash vaporise is provided by the droplet's enthalpy. The loss of the molecules from the

surface also cools down the droplet at the same time along with a pressure decrease. At

one point the droplet pressure and the reactor pressure is in equilibrium and the flash

vaporisation stops at the point and the droplet is said to be in a pseudo-equilibrium with
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the chamber pressure. During the pseudo- equilibrium, the only heat source available to

the droplet is those radiating from the chamber and the vaporisation continues until the

entire  drop is  evaporated.  The surviving droplets  remains  either  as  a  liquid state  or

deposit as a white powdery stuff on the walls depending on the concentration of the

precursor in the droplet. An important parameter of the droplet affecting its vaporisation

is its lifetime. A short lifetime implied a faster vaporisation and a higher pressure spike

when flash vaporised. Another important factor affecting the vaporisation time is the

reactor  wall  chamber which affects  the droplet  during the pseudo-equilibrium phase

providing additional heat source for the droplet to evaporate.  

Table 9: Variables used in the model to simulate the droplet vaporisation in PP-
MOCVD

Properties Units Solvent Precursors

Hexane Toluene AIP ATB ASB Alac

Molecular weight gm/mole 0.08617 0.09214 204.25 246.32 246.32 324.31

Enthalpy of vaporisation kJ/kg 334 404 397 367 365 60

Specific heat capacity J/kg K 2293 1703 2096*

Density kg/m3 659.4 870 1040 1025 967 1420

Melting point oC -93.5 -95 128 241.6 30 190

Reactor conditions

Concentration Mass ratio 0.9

Pulse time sec 6

Reactor wall temperature oC 23, 223

Initial droplet diameter mm 1.8×10−6

Reactor volume mm 0.1

Susceptor distance mm 0.25
* specific heat capacity of aluminium tri-ethyl is used as the information is unavailable
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for the precursors

Fig 3.1: Evolution of a pure solvent droplet using the model developed by Raphael et 
al. The droplet vaporisation occurs in 2 stages- flash vaporisation followed by a 
pseudo-equilibrium phase.  

3.3 Evaporation of precursor solution droplet

As the droplet is continuously evaporating, the decrease in the droplet diameter would

result in an increase in the droplet concentration forming a concentration gradient. The

precursor  precipitates  on  the  droplet  surface  when  the  concentration  exceeds  the

solubility  limit.  This  forms  a  porous  crust  and  hollow particles.  Solid  particles  are

formed when the reactor temperature is low or when the precursor concentration is low.

The droplets would evaporate completely before reaching the heated substrate resulting
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in  a  powdery  deposit.  Under  non-ideal  PPMOCVD  conditions,  the  deposition

temperature plays a vital role in the surface morphology. At low temperature, the droplet

splashes on the surface and decomposes on the surface while at high temperature, a dry

precipitate strikes the surface as the droplet completely evaporates by the time it reaches

the  surface.  At  even higher  temperatures,  the  solvent  evaporates  and the  precursors

evaporate  from the melt  resulting in  a  CVD process.  It  has  been observed that  the

optimum temperature for a heterogeneous CVD reaction lies between 400-450oC where

the solvent evaporates close to the substrate and the precursor is volatilised near the

substrate to yield a dense film.   

The  kinetics  of  vaporisation  is  applied  for  each  species  individually  using  their

respective  partial  pressure  and  mole  fractions.  Thus,  the  equations  (18)-(20)  gets

modified as below:

1. Vapour flux

ϕvap , solvent=ϕvap , solvent , Labuntsov .χ solvent

χsolvent=

msolvent

M solvent

msolvent

M solvent

+
mprecursor

M precursor

ϕvap , precursor=ϕvap , precursor , Labuntsov .(1−χ solvent )

--(21)
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2. Mass loss

dmsolvent

dt
=−ϕvap , solvent

dm precursor

dt
=−ϕvap , precursor

mdroplet=msolvent+mprecursors

mdroplet Cpmixture

dT droplet

dt
=−ϕvap ,solvent Δ H vap , solvent−ϕvap , precursor Δ H vap , precursor+ Adroplet σϵ(Treactor

4
−T droplet

4
)

Cpmixture=
Cpsolvent msolvent+Cp precursor mprecursor

msolvent+m precursor

-- (22)

3. Pressure variations in the chamber

dPprecursor

dt
=

RT reactor

V reactor

(Ndroplets

ϕvap , precursor

M precursor

−Q pump

Presonance

RT reactor

)

dP solvent

dt
=

RT reactor

V reactor

(N droplets

ϕvap ,solvent

M sovlent

−Q pump

Presonance

RT reactor

)

Preactor=Pprecursor+Psolvent

--(23)

Fig  3.2  shows  the  progression  of  a  droplet  diameter  using  different  precursor

concentrations (0.125 mol%, 0.5 mol%),  pulse cycle of 6 sec and the reactor walls at

23oC. It  is  found that  the behaviour  of  the droplet  diameter  changes  when the wall

temperature reaches 223oC, i.e. up to 223oC, the external heat does not influence the

vaporisation of the droplet in any significant manner.

During  the  process,  the  flash  vaporisation  converts  most  of  the  components  of  the

droplets  to  the  vapour  phase.  Following  the  initial  stage,  the  solvent  evaporates

followed by the evaporation of the precursors remaining in the droplet at the end of the

pulse  cycle  (Fig  3.2  (right)).  Any droplet  still  surviving  at  the  end  of  the  pulse  is
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removed from the system by the vacuum pump and the next set of precursor droplets are

injected into the system. From the model, it is observed that toluene evaporates much

slower  than  hexane  with  the  rate  of  solvent  evaporation  for  toluene  being  ~

−5.3×10−6 m/sec  while  for  hexane  it  is  ~ −7×10−6 m/sec,  irrespective  of  the

concentration and precursor.  The negative sign signifies the reduction in the droplet

diameter. This implies a longer pseudo-equilibrium region for toluene where the solvent

evaporates before the evaporation of the precursors take place. The flash vaporisation

step shows a steep reduction in the droplet diameter for hexane compared to toluene

which  indicates  that  more  droplets  are  converted  to  the  vapour  phase  when  using

hexane. Once all the solvent has evaporated and only the precursor is present in the

system, the rate of the precursor shrinkage is approximately the same for all precursors

at ~ −2×10−6 m/sec. This is because most of the properties used in the model for the

precursors  are  the  same  as  shown  earlier  in  Table  9.  The  duration  of  the  flash

vaporisation and pseudo-equilibrium depends on the solvent used. Solvents having a

higher vapour pressure has a larger reduction in the droplet diameter during these initial

stage. The concentration of the precursor dictates the period of shrinkage after most of

the solvent has evaporated. 
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Fig 3.2: (left) Results from the model developed to simulate the droplet vaporisation mechanism in
PP-MOCVD using different precursors-solvent pairs at different concentrations. (right) Region of
precursor evaporation after all the solvent has evaporated in the pseudo-equilibrium phase. All
precursor, except aluminium acetylacetonate have near identical shrinkage rate.

The output log from the model is presented below in Table 10 for different reactor wall

temperatures using ASB in hexane. The model log displays a warning of the presence of

liquid drop at the end of the cycle when the reactor wall is less than 223oC. The hot wall

reactor conditions predicts an increased peak pressure under ideal conditions of 100%

flash vaporisation. The model however, does not consider the deposition temperature

and hence the possibility of the liquid droplet to survive the high temperature before

adsorbing on the surface is very low. Any surviving liquid droplet undergoes continuous

solvent/precursor evaporation as it approaches the hot substrate causing the formation of

precursor aerosols resulting in an aerosol-like deposition process. 
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23oC 223oC

Maximal total pressure if 100% flash
vaporization (Pa)= 253.7529

Maximal precursor pressure if 100% flash

vaporization (Pa)= 10.1259

---------------------------------------------------

----------------

State after the flash vaporization (relevant

only if X<50%):

Pseudo-equilibrium mass fraction

vaporized % = 28.2956

Pseudo-equilibrium pressure (Pa) =

76.5953

Pseudo-equilibrium temperature  =

-32.5833

Warning: WARNING: Liquid phase

still present at the end of pulse!!! 

-----

Case of a plug flow reactor:

Distance to travel to susceptor (m) = 0.25

Time to reach susceptor (s) = 0.45319

Falling distance before 100% vaporization

(m) = 3.6748

Falling distance / Distance to susceptor =

14.6994

---------------------------------------------------

------------------ 

DeltaH/Cp solvent: 210.0442

DeltaH/Cp precursor: 174.1412

Maximal total pressure if 100% flash
vaporization (Pa)= 445.7957

Maximal precursor pressure if 100% flash

vaporization (Pa)= 3.2065

---------------------------------------------------

----------------

State after the flash vaporization (relevant

only if X<50%):

Pseudo-equilibrium mass fraction

vaporized % = 25.9557

Pseudo-equilibrium pressure (Pa) =

117.1022

Pseudo-equilibrium temperature =

-27.6685

---------------------------------------------------

----------------

Case of a plug flow reactor:

Distance to travel to susceptor (m) = 0.25

Falling distance before 100% vaporization

(m) = 0.088143

Falling distance / Distance to susceptor =

0.35257

---------------------------------------------------

------------------ 

DeltaH/Cp solvent: 210.0442

DeltaH/Cp precursor: 174.1412

Table 10: Simulation output log from the model for PP-MOCVD simulation at different
reactor  wall  temperature.  At  all  temperatures  less  than  223oC,  the  log  displays  a
warning about the presence of liquid drops at the end of the cycle.
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3.4 Discussion 

The droplet  vaporisation time must  be as  short  as  possible  to  allow the droplets  to

vaporise before reaching the chamber wall or arrive at the substrate at liquid droplets.

This would result in non-uniform films. A sharp spike in pressure is desirable as that it

ensures that the strong pressure variations in the whole reactor volume for a short time

period drives the mass transport by gas expansion. The vapour pressure of the solvent

and precursor  must  harmonise  with  each other  to  ensure  control  over  the  precursor

supply and uniformity of the transport of the species. The maximal amount of precursor

must be injected during each pulse to provide highest growth rate while maintaining

film uniformity. This is achieved by ensuring that more droplets are converted to the

vapour phase during the flash vaporisation phase by using precursors and solvents with

high vapour pressure. An important factor is to control the reactor chamber temperature

to provide an external heat for the droplets to undergo a phase change. It has been found

that  the  particle  size  and the  initial  liquid  temperature  has  very  little  affect  on  the

vaporisation mechanism.  

3.4.1 Solubility

Table 11 shows the precursor solutions prepared using hexane and toluene used in the

study at their highest concentration. ASB being a liquid precursor is completely soluble

in both the solvents at high concentration (0.5 mol%). ATB is soluble in toluene at 0.125
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mol% but  seems to  reach  the  solubility  limit  in  hexane  at  the  same concentration.

Al(acac)3 is  completely  soluble  in  toluene  but  not  in  hexane,  even  at  the  lowest

concentration of 0.05 mol%. AIP is more compatible with toluene than hexane at low

concentrations, while at 0.5 mol% it saturates the solution. In some cases, the solution is

kept stirring for overnight to improve the solubility of the precursors into the solution. 

The  reactor  pressure  for  pulses  between  400-420  under  different  experimental

conditions are shown in Fig 3.3. As expected, hexane exhibits a higher vapour pressure

compared to  toluene  due  to  its  higher  vapour  pressure.  Table  12  shows the  Pmax at

different concentrations for the precursor-solvent pairs used in the study.
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Table 11: Precursor solution at the highest concentration used in the study. Among all 
the precursors, aluminium sec-butoxide is the only precursor which is compatible with 
both hexane and toluene at high concentration.
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Fig 3.3: Reactor pressure graphs for using different precursor-solvent at constant concentration. 
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Table 12: Reactor peak pressure for different precursor-solvent.

Precursor Concentration (mol%) Pmax (Pa)  

Hexane Toluene

AIP 0.05 638.5 400.4

0.075 642.1 503

0.1 671.6 474.9

0.125 624.42 426.4

0.5 - 364.8 *

ASB 0.05 579.6 620.4

0.075 631.7 405.01

0.125 ** 967.1 466.5

0.125 664.4 403.34

0.5 ** 681.43 451.5

0.5 625.2 429.4

ATB 0.05 607.4 389.8

0.125 824.67 439.4

Alacac 0.05 - 445.4

0.075 - 447.5

0.1 - 434.2

0.125 - 432.78
* A gradual decrease is observed in the vapour pressure from 500 Pa to 365 Pa when
using AIP at high concentrations due to the gradual accumulation of the dried powders
in the nozzle thereby choking up the entrance to the chamber.
** With heat tape

3.4.2 Reactor

Fig  3.4  shows  the  deposition  chamber  before  and  after  deposition  using  different

precursor  concentrations.  It  is  seen  that  under  all  experimental  conditions,  a  white

powdery coating is deposited on the side-walls. The mist leaving the nozzle enters the
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reaction  chamber  at  a  very  high  velocity  and  the  droplets  that  survive  the  flash

vaporisation  stage  collide  with  the  walls  of  the  chamber  leading  to  a  de-laminated

coating [14].

(a) Before deposition (b) AIP 0.5 mol% 

(c) ATB 0.125 mol% (d) ASB 0.5 mol% 
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Fig 3.4: Deposition chamber before and after the deposition process. A white 
powdery stuff is observed under all cases, indicative of droplets surviving the 
flash vaporisation and getting decomposed on the reactor walls.

3.4.3 Heat tape

A BriskHeat HSTAT silicone rubber heating tape with adjustable thermostat control is

used to see the effect of an external heat source on the evaporation of the droplets. M.

Jir et al  [15] have reported that a hot wall reactor causes complete evaporation of the

droplets, while only a partial evaporation occurs in a cold wall reactor. The results from

the  model  concur  that  an  external  heat  source  is  an  important  factor  which  could

contribute  to  faster  and  better  solvent  evaporation  avoiding  the  liquid  droplets  to

impinge on the substrate. The heater tape is wound around the chamber and heated upto

80oC, but as seen in Fig 3.5, it is effective only in the area that it is in contact. The heat

provided by the heater is not sufficient to have an extended influence on the injected
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droplets.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig 3.5: Deposition chamber (a) before deposition and (b),(c) after deposition. The heat tape is 
effective only in the area it is in contact with and brings out a slight improvement in the peak 
pressure.

Fig 3.6 shows the effect of the heat tape on the peak pressure using ASB in hexane and

toluene. The heat tape is expected to increase the peak pressure in the chamber as more

droplets are converted to vapour, however, the low surface area covered and the low

temperature restricts its usefulness.
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Fig 3.6: Reactor pressure for the depositions with and without using the heat tape. The
presence of the heat tape results in only a slight improvement on the peak pressure and
does not have a significant impact on the deposition process.

3.4.4 Droplet evaporation

The progression of the droplet from a liquid state to a thin film on the substrate can

follow several pathways as shown in Fig 3.7 [16]. For an ideal PP-MOCVD process, the

process moves from droplet solution to (3) where the droplet flash evaporates as soon as

it experiences a low vacuum and the precursors are released into the chamber in the

vapour phase to be deposited on the substrate.  The pulse time and the residence time is

critical  in  determining  the  progression  of  the  droplet.  The  flash  vaporisation  stage
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causes most of the droplets to release the precursors into the vapour phase following

which, the surviving droplet experiences a gradual reduction in the diameter through

either step (2) or (4) depending on the solvent vapour pressure and the solvent-precursor

interaction. If the solvent has a high vapour pressure (as hexane), it would evaporate

instantaneously. For a lower vapour pressure solvent as toluene, the droplet evaporates

slowly and forms a hollow sphere with the precursor molecules forming the periphery.

If the residence time is low, then the liquid drop arrives at the substrates intact before

evaporating, thereby resulting in a deposition from the liquid phase. Thus, the different

growth mechanism that can be expected includes vapour phase deposition, gas phase

nucleation, aerosols and direct liquid impingement.

Fig 3.7: The different possible mechanisms that can lead to thin film deposition from a precursor
droplet.  The stages experienced by the droplet depends on the vapour pressure of the solvent,
solution and the residence time of the droplets. 
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Summary

The selection of a suitable precursor-solvent pair for thin film deposition by MOCVD

must be based on a proper scientific approach. One of the key things to consider is the

chemical  compatibility  between  the  precursor  and  solvent.  The  precursor  must  be

completely soluble in the solvent. For the pulsed MOCVD which is based on the flash

vaporisation  of  the  droplets,  a  higher  vapour  pressure  solvent  would  be  highly

advantageous  which  ensures  more  injected  droplets  converting  to  the  vapour  phase

during flash vaporisation.  Hexane is  thus proposed to  be a better  solvent  due to  its

higher vapour pressure though toluene is chemically better matched to more precursors.

A proper  enthalpy  match  between  the  precursor  and  solvent  would  ensure  that  the

precursors do not form clusters by preferential evaporation of the solvent. Simulation

results have shown that the temperature of the reactor walls is important in enabling

complete vaporisation. At temperatures below 223oC, the model predicts the presence of

liquid droplets at the end of the pulse cycle. The model, however, does not consider the

heat from the substrate, and the likelihood of the droplet surviving for the entire cycle is

highly improbable. The additional heat from a heat tape is insufficient to affect the peak

pressure as the surface area covered is less and the temperature is not high enough to

affect the process significantly. As the reactor used in this study is a cold wall type,

there is a high possibility of the precursors forming clusters as the droplet evaporates

during the cycle and approaches the substrate leading to the different growth mechanism

that  are  likely  to  occur  -  vapour  phase  deposition,  aerosol  deposition,  gas  phase
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nucleation and direct liquid impingement.
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Chapter 4

Aluminium isopropoxide as precursor

This chapter summarises and discusses the results obtained from the depositions using

aluminium isopropoxide  (AIP)  as  the  precursor.  The  objective  is  to  understand  the

various  factors  affecting  the  deposition  process  and  the  manner  in  which  the  film

properties,  such as,  morphology, composition and the growth rate is affected by the

process. An outline of the results and the discussions included in this section are given

below:

4.1. Introduction

4.2. Design of experiments

4.3. Results and discussion

4.3.1. Effect of temperature (at constant concentration)

1. Surface composition.

i. Normalised at.% O: Al.

ii. at.% Carbon content.

2. Surface morphology.

4.3.2. Effect of concentration (at constant temperature)

1.Surface composition

 i. Normalised at.% O: Al.

 ii. at.% Carbon content.
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2. Reactor pressure.

3. Surface morphology and microstructure of the 

deposited films.

4. Growth rate 

4.3.3. Effect of a shield (at constant temperature, concentration)

1. Surface composition

i. Normalised at.% O: Al.

ii. Surface morphology of the deposited films.

2. Surface roughness.

3. Surface bonds.

4.1 Introduction

Solid aluminium isopropoxide (AIP) melts at 140oC to form a supercooled melt after

cooling to room temperature. The degree of oligomerization for the melt is 2.8 which

suggests the presence of trimeric and partially dimeric species. The melt has a structure

analogous to aluminium tert butoxide at higher temperatures and is a mixture of dimeric

and trimeric species at room temperature.  AIP has a molecular structure made up of

oligo-nuclear units of [Al(OiPr)3]n  , where  n is the degree of association which varies

according to the state, thermal history and storage conditions [1]. The crystal structure

consists of tetra-nuclear units built about a 6-fold coordinated, central Al atom [2], [3].

The vapour phase of AIP has been proposed to consist of trimer-tetrameric molecules

[4], [5] in an equilibrium depending on whether the vapour originated from the solid or
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the melt.  AIP is cheap and a better precursor than alkyl halides due to its relatively

better stability but suffers from several drawbacks, such as air and moisture sensitivity,

short shelf life, polymerisation and condensation properties [6]. Aluminium oxide films

from AIP has been deposited using several techniques, such as direct liquid injection

[6],  [7],  thermal  MOCVD  [8],  and  CVD  [9].  Mekasuwandumrong  et  al.  [10] have

deposited  χ-alumina  by  thermal  decomposition  of  AIP  dissolved  in  toluene.  With

regards to the decomposition of AIP, two mechanisms have been proposed – one, the

first  step  of  decomposition  is  hydrolysis  leading  to  the  formation  of  Al(OH)3 or

intermediate radicals, depending on the residence time. These integrate into the growing

Al2O3 film by removal of excess oxygen. The water required for hydrolysis is from the

pyrolytic decomposition of the precursor. The second mechanism is the decomposition

by a free radical and a β-hydride elimination, resulting in the elimination of propanol

and propylene at 200oC, followed by a second pyrolysis at 280oC forming AlO(OH)

which gets absorbed into the growing film.

The overall reaction of AIP with toluene can be written as [4], [10]–[12]:

Al(OCH (CH 3)2)3→0.5 Al2O3+3C3 H6+1.5 H2 O
( Al(OCH (CH 3)2)3)4→2(Al2 O3)s+12(C3 H 6)g+6(H2 O)g

--(24)

The rate limiting step is the dehydration of AlOOH to aluminium oxide. The chemical

reactions involved depend strongly on the operating conditions, deposition temperature

and vapour pressure of AIP.  According to Etchepare et al.  [7],  solvents for MOCVD

must have a low boiling point with a high ratio of the vapour pressure of the solvent and

precursor. They have concluded on cyclohexane as a suitable solvent for AIP with the
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condition that it should not be subjected to thermal or reactive decomposition during

deposition. 

4.2 Design of experiments

Alumina  films  are  deposited  on  clean  silicon  substrates  from  AIP  of  known

concentration dissolved in hexane and toluene. The details of the depositions parameters

are given below. The pulse cycle time is kept at 6 sec with a 1 sec injection time. A

magnetic stirrer ensures that the solution is homogeneous.

At constant concentration (0.05 mol%)

Substrate ID Temperature 

(in oC)

Pulses

AIPH-0.05-425 425 1100

AIPH-0.05-450 450 923

AIPH-0.05-475 475 1000

AIPH-0.05-500 500 800

AIPT-0.05-425 425 1000

AIPT-0.05-450 450 840

AIPT-0.05-475 475 713

AIPT-0.05-500 500 1200

At constant temperature (475oC) – with shield

Substrate ID Concentration

(in mol%)

Pulses

AIPH-0.05-WS-475 0.05 980

AIPH-0.075-WS-475 0.075 1000

AIPH-0.1-WS-475 0.1 900
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Substrate ID Concentration

(in mol%)

Pulses

AIPH-0.125-WS-475 0.125 900

AIPT-0.05-WS-475 0.05 880

AIPT-0.075-WS-475 0.075 935

AIPT-0.1-WS-475 0.1 1000

AIPT-0.125-WS-475 0.125 933

Effect of shield

Substrate ID Concentration

(in mol%)

Pulses

AIPH-0.05-NS-475 0.05 1100

AIPH-0.125-NS-475 0.125 450

AIPH-0.05-WS-475 0.05 980

AIPH-0.125-WS-475 0.125 900

AIPT-0.05-NS-475 0.05 1000

AIPT-0.125-NS-475 0.125 500

AIPT-0.05-WS-475 0.05 880

AIPT-0.125-WS-475 0.125 933

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Effect of temperature

The deposition temperature is varied from 425-500oC with the concentration fixed at 

0.05 mol%. 
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1. Surface composition:

The normalised O: Al ratio is shown in Fig 4.1. The films deposited are found to be

oxygen-rich and progressively increasing with deposition temperature as reported by

Etchepare et al.  [7]. Non-stoichiometric films have been reported by Etchepare et al.

[7][13] and Schied at al. [14] at low temperatures (460-600oC) and pressure (~ 600 Pa)

and  has  attributed  it  to  the  formation  of  AlOOH  and  partially  hydroxylated

(AlO1+x(OH)1-2x)  films  [1].  These  hydroxylated  groups  decrease  with  an  increase  in

temperature and hence the O: Al ratio approaches closer to the stoichiometric value with

increase in deposition temperature. The O: Al ratio of the precursor is 3:1 and additional

chemistry is required to remove the excess oxygen and avoid its incorporation into the

film. Films deposited using hexane are closer to stoichiometric alumina than toluene,

which is indicative that hexane is a better solvent for depositing aluminium oxide films.

This is caused due to the higher vapour pressure of hexane which converts more AIP

precursor  solution  to  vapour  phase,  while  toluene  results  in  the  formation  of  dried

decomposed  powders  on  the  surface.  There  is  a  higher  film formation  when  using

hexane, while using toluene results in the formation of weakly adhering powders on the

surface. Averaged over the entire surface, films formed using hexane would show better

stoichiometric values compared to the samples prepared using toluene.
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Fig 4.1: Normalised O: Al for AIP in hexane and toluene at 0.05 mol% under different deposition
temperatures.

The carbon content  increases  with temperature  from 4.7 at.% to  6.5 at.% for  films

deposited at 425oC – 475oC which is in agreement with reported trends though Schmidt

et al.  [15] reported values of 1.5 at% to 8 at.% for temperatures ranging from 417-

659oC.  An  opposite  trend  has  been  reported  by  Kobayashi  et  al.  [16] during  the

pyrolysis of AIP. The presence of carbon supports the case that the deposition consists

of  a  partially  hydrolysed precursor  [16],  [17].  The absence  of  water  vapour  or  any

oxidants during the deposition process also has an effect on the composition  [1]. The

absence  of  an  oxygen-rich  environment  reduces  the  oxidation  of  the  hydrocarbons

converting them to species which incorporate into the growing film [9], [18], resulting

in a high carbon and oxygen content in the deposited film [19]. The carbon content is
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lower for hexane for deposition temperatures higher than 475oC. One of the possible

reasons is due to the difference in arrangement of the carbon atoms in the solvents –

hexane  being  a  straight  chain,  while  toluene  has  a  ring  structure.  This  causes  the

adsorption  and ring closure of  the  fragments  being  catalysed  to  a  greater  extent  in

toluene [18].

Fig 4.2: Carbon concentration for AIP in hexane and toluene at 0.05 
mol% under different deposition temperatures.

2. Surface morphology

The morphology of the films under different deposition temperatures are shown in Fig

4.3 and Fig 4.4 for hexane and toluene respectively. The surface is porous and covered

with decomposed precursors showing that the films are of inferior quality. The absence

of the flaky powder in the case of toluene is suggestive that hexane has evaporated

faster and formed decomposed precursor agglomerates which gets loosely adsorbed on
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the  surface.  In  addition  to  the  flaky  decomposed  material  on  the  surface,  a  film

deposition is also observed under the flakes, formed from the vapour phase during the

initial flash vaporisation stage of the droplet. The depositions at 475oC – 500oC yielded

a denser film compared to other temperatures and hence further investigations on the

growth mechanism is carried out at 475oC. 

(a) 425oC (b) 450oC

(c) 475oC (d) 500oC

Fig 4.3: Planar view of the films deposited using hexane at different temperatures at 
constant concentration of 0.05 mol%. Presence of decomposed particles shows that the
solvent evaporated before reaching the substrate, while the precursors decomposed in 
the gas phase.
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(a) 425oC (b) 450oC

(c) 475oC (d) 500oC

Fig 4.4: Planar view of the film deposited using toluene at different temperatures at constant 
concentration (0.05 mol%). The films are porous with comparatively less of the decomposed 
precursors.

4.3.2 Effect of concentration
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The temperature is fixed at 475oC since it has been observed to be within a temperature

range ensuring a robust process [11]. The precursor concentration is increased as long as

it is completely soluble in the solvent and the upper limit was found to be 0.125 mol%.

Higher  concentrations  (3-18  mol%)  of  AIP has  been  reported  to  have  dissolved  in

toluene  [10],  though  the  current  experiments  are  performed  at  much  lower

concentrations (0.05-0.125 mol%) to avoid blockage of the lines and the condensation

of solid precursors in the valves and ultrasonic nozzle by solvent evaporation which is a

common problem with AIP due to its low shelf life  [6]. A shield is placed over the

substrate to ensure that the film is from vapour phase deposition and any decomposed

precursors are filtered out. 

1. Surface composition

The normalised O: Al ratio decreased progressively for different concentrations of AIP

in toluene, while it is fairly constant for hexane (shown in Fig 4.5). The ratio is the

highest at a lower concentration in toluene due to almost no film formation while at

higher concentrations, a thin solid film is formed on the substrate under the shield. 
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Fig 4.5: Normalised O: Al for the films deposited under the shield using hexane and toluene at
different concentrations

There is a progressive decrease in the carbon content of the film as well (Fig 4.6).
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Fig 4.6: Carbon concentration for the films deposited under the shield using hexane and toluene
at different concentrations

2. Pressure curve

The pressure variations of the chamber using AIP at different concentrations are shown

in Fig 4.7. The vapour pressure of AIP is less than 133 Pa at 60oC [20] and has been

found  to  vary  with  temperature  with  the  values  ranging  from 93-285  Pa  at  110oC

suggesting a thermal dependence on the molecular structure. Hexane shows a higher

peak  pressure  compared  to  toluene  due  to  its  higher  vapour  pressure  which  is  as

expected. The pressure curves also provide information on the flash vaporization of the

droplets, where under ideal conditions and 100% vaporization, a high peak pressure is

followed by an exponential decay during the pump down time during which the vapours
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diffuse to the substrate. The concentration of the precursors does not affect the peak

pressure  significantly.  Operating  under  reduced  pressure  regimes  ensures  that  the

residence time is low, avoiding the gas phase nucleation that is observed in conventional

CVD and favours thin film growth on the surface [9].  
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Fig 4.7: Reactor pressure variations for depositions using AIP in hexane and toluene 
at different concentration. Concentration has no influence on the peak pressure which 
is mostly governed by the vapour pressure of the solvent.

3. Surface morphology

The surface morphology for the depositions using the shield is shown in Fig 4.8 and Fig

4.9 for hexane and toluene respectively. The surface is devoid of the flakes observed

when no shield is used, shown previously in Fig 4.3 and Fig 4.4. The shield filters out

any decomposed or surviving droplets from adsorbing to the substrate,  and thus the

depositions are from the vapour phase. If the process was similar to aerosol deposition

or spray pyrolysis, one would not expect to a film getting deposited under the shield as

the process is based on the evaporation of the droplet as it approaches the hot substrate

and getting deposited on the surface. This is indicative that the growth mechanism in

PP-MOCVD is a complex hybrid of vapour phase deposition and droplet evaporation

techniques, such as aerosol assisted CVD.
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(a) 0.05 mol% (b) 0.075 mol%

(c) 0.1 mol% with shield (d) 0.125 mol% with shield

Fig 4.8: Planar view of the film deposited under the shield in hexane.

No material  is  found to be  deposited  at  low concentration of  toluene since enough

precursor  is  not  available  to  vaporize and form a  film.  Thus,  concentration  plays  a

crucial  role  for  deposition  under  the  shield  with  a  threshold  below  which  no  film

formation takes place under the shield.
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(a) 0.075 mol%

(b) 0.1 mol% with shield (c) 0.125 mol% with shield

Fig 4.9:Planar view of the film deposited under the shield at different concentrations 
using AIP in toluene.

4. Growth rate

The growth rate increases with increasing concentration as demonstrated by Aboaf et al.

[3]. This is due to increased material available for deposition under the shield. Fig 4.10

and Fig 4.11 shows the cross-sectional SEM micro-graphs of the films deposited using

different concentrations. Hexane has a higher growth rate compared to toluene as shown

in  Fig  4.12,  confirming  that  a  higher  percentage  of  the  injected  droplets  is  getting
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converted to the vapour phase. This means that more precursor material is available for

the film formation under the shield. 

(a) 0.075 mol% with shield

(b) 0.1 mol% with shield (c) 0.125 mol% with shield

Fig 4.10: Cross-sectional view of the film deposited under the shield at different 
concentrations using AIP in hexane.
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(a) 0.075 mol% with shield

(b) 0.1 mol% with shield (c) 0.125 mol% with shield

Fig 4.11: Cross-sectional view of the film under the shield using toluene.
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Fig 4.12: Comparison between the growth rates for hexane and toluene at different concentration.

4.3.3 Effect of shield

The growth mechanism of the deposited film is studied by removing the shield and

performing the deposition at 0.125 mol% and maintaining the deposition temperature at

475oC. The flash vaporisation produces a uniform, dense film with nano-sized particle

features  but  simultaneously  the  precursors  decompose  during  their  transport  to  the

surface by the preferential solvent evaporation resulting in an aerosol based deposition

mechanism.  

1. Surface composition
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The normalised O: Al ratio with and without using the shield is compared in Fig 4.13. It

is observed that the films are closer to stoichiometry when no shield is present. This is

due to surface being covered with decomposed aluminium oxide powders. The actual

stoichiometry of the film deposited under the flakes is difficult to measure since the area

of interaction of the EDS with the surface would cause signals to come from the flakes

as well. 

Fig 4.13: Comparison of the normalised O: Al for the aluminium oxide films deposited with and
without the shield using both hexane and toluene as the solvent.

2. Surface morphology and growth rate

Fig 4.14 and Fig 4.15 compares the cross-sectional and the planar views of the films

deposited with and without the shield using hexane and toluene. It is clear that in the

absence  of  a  shield,  the  surface  is  covered  with  flaky  decomposed  material  on  the

surface. The shield helps in filtering out these decomposed precursors and we observe a
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more uniform film deposition under the shield. It also gives an insight into the droplet

vaporisation mechanism for AIP in both hexane and toluene.  Hexane vaporizes faster

and hence has a higher growth rate under the shield, however in the absence of a shield,

toluene shows a faster  growth rate.  This  is  due to  the formation of  particles in  the

droplet as it travels down the reactor chamber and deposit on the surfaces. The film

formation occurs in a mechanism similar to particle deposition. In the presence of a

shield, these particles are filtered out and only those present in the vapour phase are

deposited on the surface. The % of conversion from vapour to solid in the vapour phase

is also affected by the particles attaching to the walls of the chamber and the pumping

rate of the system, which are occurring simultaneously. Previous depositions done using

AIP on stainless steel by Krumdieck et al. [21] has observed the appearance of nodules

on the film morphology. These nodules are present due to the inconsistent evaporation

of  the  droplet  and  getting  deposited  onto  the  substrate  in  a  process  akin  to  spray

pyrolysis.  A possible  reason  for  the  inconsistent  droplet  evaporation  is  the  lack  of

external heat to evaporate the solvent, as shown in the modelling in Section 3. The cold

wall heater chamber prevents the droplet to evaporate completely before it comes under

the influence of the heated substrate. 
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(a) Hexane 0.125 mol% with shield (b) Hexane 0.125 mol% with shield

(c) Hexane 0.125 mol% no shield thickness (d) Hexane 0.125 mol% no shield

Fig 4.14: Cross-sectional view and planar of the film deposited with and without the shield at 
0.125 mol% of AIP in hexane.
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(a) Toluene 0.125 mol% with shield (b) Toluene 0.125 mol% with shield

(c) Toluene 0.125 mol% no shield (d) Toluene 0.125 mol% no shield

Fig 4.15: Cross-sectional view and planar of the film deposited with and without the 
shield at 0.125 mol% of AIP in toluene.
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Fig 4.16: Comparison of the growth rates for hexane and toluene to show the effect of the shield
on the growth rate.

3. Surface roughness

Fig 4.17 shows the AFM images of the depositions performed using a shield under

different solvent. They show a globular film deposited under the shield with the RMS

surface roughness measured for hexane and toluene showing values of 5 nm and 7.9 nm

respectively. This shows that the surface formed under the shield is relatively smooth

with hexane forming smoother films than toluene. The smoothness is less than reported

by Schied at al. [14] which was carried in a hot wall chamber. 
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(a) Toluene 0.125 mol% with shield (a) Hexane 0.125 mol% with shield

Fig 4.17: AFM micro-graphs showing the surface of the films deposited using toluene 
(left) and hexane (right) using a shield to avoid the decomposed precursors from 
adsorbing on the surface. A uniform film with nano-sized particles is observed for 
hexane due to a better conversion of the droplet to vapour.

4. FTIR

Fig 4.18 shows the FTIR spectrum comparing the depositions made using toluene with

and without the shield. The spectrum shows peaks at 1105 cm-1 corresponding to Si-O-Si

stretching vibrations  [22]. The peaks between 750-850 cm-1  are characteristic of Al-O

stretching bonds [23] while the peak at 737 cm-1  is due to the Al-O stretching for AlO6

[24]. No O-H peaks are recorded beyond 3000 cm-1  . The absence of any O-H peaks

suggests that the O-H bonds are not incorporated into the deposited oxide [3]. 
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Fig 4.18: Comparisons of surface bonds using FTIR for the depositions using toluene 
with and without the shield at 0.125 mol% confirm the presence of Al-O bonds on the 
surface. 

Summary

Aluminium oxide thin films are deposited using AIP as the precursor using hexane and

toluene  as  the  solvent  for  delivery.  Preliminary  tests  using  a  constant  concentration

showed that the films are oxygen rich with the surface covered with flaky decomposed

precursors  which are loosely adhered  to  the  substrate.  The films  are  porous and of
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inferior quality with significant carbon contamination. Increasing the concentration in

the presence of a shield over the substrate showed that films deposited using hexane has

a higher growth rate compared to toluene. This shows that hexane has a higher liquid-

vapour phase transition than toluene, due to its higher vapour pressure The surviving

droplets post-flash vaporization experience a gradual decrease in the droplet diameter as

it  travels  down  the  reactor  chamber  resulting  in  the  formation  of

agglomerates/decomposed clusters which gets deposited on the surface. In the presence

of a shield, these spherical structures get filtered out and the film formed is from the

vapour phase deposition. The increase in the concentration has no effect on the reactor

pressure, while the surface consists of a solid film with spherical features. 
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Chapter 5

Aluminium tert-butoxide as precursor

This  chapter  summarises  and  discusses  the  results  obtained  from  the  study  using

Aluminium tert-butoxide (ATB) as the precursor.  The objective is  to  understand the

various  factors  affecting  the  deposition  process  and  the  manner  in  which  the  film

properties,  such  as,  composition,  the  growth rate  is  affected  by  the  parameters.  An

outline of the results and the discussions included in this section are given below:

5.1 Introduction

5.2 Design of experiment

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1. Effect of temperature (at constant concentration)

1. Surface composition

i. Normalised at.% O: Al.

ii. at.% Carbon content.

2. Surface morphology.

3. Growth rate.

4.Surface roughness.

5.3.2. Effect of concentration (at constant temperature)

1. Surface morphology.

2. Reactor pressure.
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3. Surface composition

i. Normalised at.% O: Al.

ii. at.% Carbon content.

5.3.3. Effect of a shield (at constant temperature, concentration)

1. Surface composition

i. Normalised at.% O: Al.

ii. Surface bonds by FTIR

2. Surface morphology.

3. Growth rate.

4. Surface roughness.

5.1 Introduction

Metal alkoxides are preferred for deposition of oxide films by CVD due to their ease of

purification,  their  chemical structure contains sufficient oxygen to form stable oxide

films, and they can be decomposed at relatively lower temperatures than conventional

CVD [1] The volatility of the metal alkoxides is strongly influenced by their tendency

to form oligomers which in turn is affected by the positive charge of the core metal ion.

Aluminium alkoxides are found to oligomerise due to the lower charge of the central

metal atom (+3) compared to the preferred coordination number of aluminium (4-6) [2].

The  increase  in  the  steric  demand  causes  aluminium  tert-butoxide  to  be  a  dimer,

aluminium sec-butoxide to be trimer and aluminium isopropoxide to be a tetramer. A
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temperature- and concentration- dependence has been found between the tri-, di- and

tetrameric equilibria and a fixed state of oligomerisation do not exist. The ability of the

ligands to suppress oligomerisation and thereby improve volatility also depends on the

atomic radius of the central metal atom. Aluminium has a covalent radius of 1.18 Å

which  is  less  than  zirconium  (Zr)  and  hafnium  (Hf)  which  are  known  to  form

monomeric alkoxides and thorium (Th) which forms oligomeric tert-butoxides.  [3]

Very  few  literature  reports  are  available  on  the  deposition  of  alumina  films  using

aluminium  tert-butoxide  [4],  though  metal  tert-butoxide  is  a  popular  choice  for

deposition of other metal oxide thin films, such as Zr films [5] and HfO2 [6]. 

5.2 Design of experiments

Alumina  films  are  deposited  on  clean  silicon  substrates  from  ATB  of  known

concentration dissolved in hexane and toluene. The pulse cycle time is kept at 6 sec with

a 1 sec injection time. 

At constant concentration (0.05 mol%)

Substrate ID Temperature 

(in oC)

Pulses

ATBH-0.05-400 400 1000

ATBH-0.05-500 500 1000

ATBH-0.05-550 550 1000

ATBH-0.05-600 600 1000

ATBT-0.05-400 400 1000

ATBT-0.05-500 500 1000

ATBT-0.05-550 550 1000
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Substrate ID Temperature 

(in oC)

Pulses

ATBT-0.05-600 600 1000

At constant temperature (550oC) with shield

Substrate ID Concentration

(in mol%)

Pulses

ATBH-0.125-WS-550 0.125 875

ATBT-0.125-WS-550 0.125 680

Effect of shield

Substrate ID Concentration

(in mol%)

Pulses

ATBH-0.125-NS-550 0.125 500

ATBH-0.125-WS-550 0.125 875

ATBT-0.125-NS-550 0.125 1000

ATBT-0.125-WS-550 0.125 680

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Effect of temperature

The preliminary investigation looks into the suitable range of deposition temperature for

film formation.  The deposition temperature is  varied from 400oC to 600oC with the
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concentration maintained at 0.05 mol%.  

1. Surface composition:

The decomposition pathway for metal tert-butoxides is given as [7]:

[Al (Ot Bu)3]2→' Al−O '+iso−C4 H8+But OH+H2 O --(25)

There is a gradual decrease in the stoichiometry of the films, as shown in Fig 5.1, and

approaches close to 1 as temperature increases for the depositions using hexane. For

toluene,  an  increase  in  the  normalised  O:  Al  is  observed  with  an  increase  in  the

deposition temperature, in the same manner as for AIP. The stoichiometry, however, is

closer to that of Al2O3 and is much better than those observed for AIP for the same

concentration. This indicates that the ATB as a precursor is more efficient in forming

stoichiometric aluminium oxide than AIP. 

Fig 5.1: Normalised O: Al for oxide films deposited using ATB in hexane and toluene at different
temperatures.
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The carbon content in the film also shows a similar trend with increasing carbon content

in  films  deposited  using  toluene  and  decreasing  carbon  content  for  hexane.  The

decreasing carbon content at higher temperature is caused due to the decomposition of

the solvents to volatile products. As toluene has a more complex structure than hexane,

its decomposes at a slightly higher temperature [8]. The carbon content, however, is less

than  those  reported  in  the  literature  at  high  temperatures  (>500oC)  for  ZrO2 using

zirconium tert-butoxide (ZTB)  [9].  Tert-butoxides produce cleaner films compared to

other precursors because the gas phase decomposition products are volatile and can be

easily removed from the deposition zone [7]. 

Fig  5.2:  Carbon  concentration  of  the  films  deposited  using  hexane  and  toluene  at  different
temperatures.
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2. Surface morphology:

The SEM micrographs indicate that the film formation occurs best between 550-600oC

as shown in Fig 5.3 and 5.4 There is an increase in the particle size with an increase in

temperature when hexane is used, while it is uniform when using toluene. SEM micro-

graphs  show  the  presence  of  agglomerates  caused  by  rapid  preferential  solvent

evaporation  which  is  not  the  case  with  toluene,  along  with  a  solid  film  formed

comprising of spherical particles.

(a) 400oC (b) 500oC

(c) 550oC (d) 600oC

Fig 5.3: Planar SEM view of the deposition of Aluminium oxide using ATB in hexane 
at different temperatures, with the concentration of 0.05 mol%.
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(a) 400oC (b) 500oC

(c) 550oC (d) 600oC

Fig 5.4: Planar SEM view of the deposition of Aluminium oxide using ATB in toluene 
at different temperatures, with the concentration of 0.05 mol%.

3. Growth rate:

Films deposited at 550oC and 600oC are used to compare the growth rate for hexane and

toluene, shown in Fig 5.5 and Fig 5.6. Toluene shows an improved growth rate at the

higher temperature, whereas hexane shows a slight reduction in the growth rate. Similar

trends have been observed for increased growth rate with increased temperature (up to

500oC) using ZTB [10]. Beyond 500oC, there is a decrease in the growth rate due to the
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poisoning of the ZTB precursor by carbon contamination or desorption of un-reacted

precursors. It has also been reported by K.Li et al.  [6] that for HfO2 that the growth

kinetics is a function of concentration and temperature. It has been reported by Cameron

and George  [9] that  the growth rate  of oxide films from tert-butoxide precursors  is

dependent  on  the  carbon  contamination  in  the  films.  As  the  carbon  contamination

increases, the growth rate decreases and this is the reason why hexane shows a decrease

in the growth rate while toluene exhibits an increase. The incorporation of the carbon in

the growing film competes with the β-hydride elimination pathway and causes pyrolytic

decomposition of the tert-butoxide precursor, thereby poisoning the growth. 

(a) Hexane 550oC (b) Hexane 600oC
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(c) Toluene 550oC (d) Toluene 600oC

Fig 5.5: Cross-sectional SEM view of the deposition of aluminium oxide using ATB in 
hexane and toluene at 550oC and 600oC, with the concentration at 0.05 mol%.
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Fig 5.6: Comparison of the growth rate for the films deposited at 550oC and 600oC.

4. Surface roughness:

The surface roughness of the deposited films using hexane is found to be 9.5 nm at

550oC and 11 nm at 600oC which shows that the surface is not smooth. AFM micro-

graphs (Fig 5.7) reveal the presence of clusters which is caused by the rapid solvent

evaporation, forming clusters in the droplet as it approaches the substrate which has

already been observed under the SEM.  
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(a) Hexane 0.05 mol% 550oC (b) Hexane 0.05 mol% 600oC

Fig 5.7: AFM micro-graphs of depositions made using hexane as the solvent at different 
temperatures.

5.3.2 Effect of concentration

The temperature is maintained at 550oC and the concentration is increased to 0.125 mol

%. A shield is placed over the substrate so that any deposition that occurs is from the

vapour phase while  all  the decomposed precursors and surviving liquid droplets  are

filtered out.

1. Surface morphology:

The planar view and the cross-sectional SEM of the films is shown in Fig 5.8. The films

are continuous and uniform with the absence of any large clusters. The growth rate of

the films deposited using hexane and toluene at 0.125 mol% is determined to be 52

nm/hr and 26 nm/hr respectively. The growth rate of the films deposited using hexane
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and toluene at 0.05 mol% is determined to be 59 nm/hr and 24 nm/hr respectively.

(a) Hexane 0.125 mol% with shield 

(b) Toluene 0.125 mol% with shield

Fig 5.8: Cross-sectional and planar view of the films deposited using (a)hexane and 
(b) toluene at 550oC and 0.125 mol% with a shield over the substrate

2. Pressure:

Fig 5.9 shows the variation of the reactor pressure with change in the concentration. For

hexane, a 33% increase in the reactor pressure is observed with increased concentration

while  a  28%  increase  is  observed  for  toluene.  This  implies  that  at  the  higher

concentration more material is released into the vapour phase resulting in an increased
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reactor pressure. The higher magnitude for hexane also confirms what has already been

stated earlier – the higher vapour pressure of hexane and its ability to vaporise better

than toluene. The vapour pressure of ATB is still unknown, but values for other common

tert-butoxide  precursors  has  been  determined  [11] and  tabulated  in  Table  13.  The

clustering of  the alkoxide molecules  is  suppressed by the addition of  bulky ligands

which shield the core atom from the neighbouring molecules, and hence, the volatility

of the ligands increases by the order Tert> but> prop> eth. This causes an increased

vapour pressure compared to AIP when injected into the chamber.

Fig 5.9: Reactor pressure for different concentrations of ATB in hexane and toluene.
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Precursor Vapour pressure (at 27oC, in Pa)

Zirconium tert-butoxide 8.8

Titanium tert-butoxide 430

Potassium tert-butoxide 130 @ 220oC

Hafnium tert-butoxide 9.2
Table 13: Vapour pressure of commonly used metal tert-butoxide precursors

3. Surface Composition:

Fig 5.10 shows that for higher concentrations, the normalised O: Al value lies between

1.2-1.4.  Both  hexane  and  toluene  show  an  increase  in  the  O:  Al  with  increased

concentration. Toluene shows a reduction in the carbon content of the deposited film

while hexane shows an increase in the carbon contamination with an increase in the

precursor concentration. It has been seen that there is a dependency between the carbon

content in the film and its thickness [8]. In the absence of the shield, the growth rate of

the films deposited using toluene is 25.7 nm/hr and 26 nm/hr respectively. This is the

reason why there is a decrease in the carbon content in the films for toluene (increase in

the growth rate), while for hexane it increases (decrease in the growth rate).  
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Fig 5.10: Comparison of the normalised O: Al ratio at different concentrations.

Fig 5.11: Comparison of the carbon content in the deposited film at different concentrations.

5.3.3 Effect of shield
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The influence of the shield on the film morphology is studied by removing the shield

and performing the depositions at higher concentration (0.125 mol%) and 550oC. In the

absence of the shield, the substrate is exposed to the complete precursor dose injected

into the chamber. The film morphology would differ from the those obtained when a

shield is used and this would provide an insight into the behaviour of the droplet and the

growth mechanism. 

1. Surface composition:

A reversal of trend is observed in the case of stoichiometry for hexane and toluene in the

absence of the shield,  as shown in Fig 5.12.  The presence of a shield increases the

normalised O: Al ratio for hexane while it decreases in the case of toluene. 
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Fig 5.12: Comparison of the normalised O: Al concentration in the 
deposited film in the presence and absence of a shield.

2. FTIR:

The  surface  composition  of  the  films  deposited  with  and  without  the  shield  are

characterised using FTIR, as shown in Fig 5.13. The spectrum reveals peaks at 737 cm-1,

812 cm-1, a broad peak at 877 cm-1 and 1104 cm-1.  These correspond to AlO6 vibrations,

Al-O vibrations, AlO4 stretching bonds, and Si-O bonds, respectively. This confirms the

formation of Al-O bonds on the substrate. No O-H peaks are detected in the case of

ATB. Similar  peaks have been observed for  the depositions  made using AIP as  the

precursor, which indicates the nature of the bonds on the film surface is not affected by

the precursor used. 
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Fig 5.13: FTIR spectrum of the films deposited with/without the shield.
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3. Surface morphology:

The planar view of the films deposited with and without the shield are shown in Fig

5.14. The surface is rougher when the shield is removed since the precursor clusters get

adsorbed on the growing film. The film in the absence of the shield is more uniform

with  nano-sized  particles.  The  SEM  micro-graphs  confirm  that  there  are  aerosol

formation in both solvents due to preferential solvent evaporation.  

(a) Hexane 0.125 mol% with shield (b) Hexane 0.125 mol% no shield

(c) Toluene 0.125 mol% with shield (d) Toluene 0.125 mol% no shield

Fig 5.14: Comparison of the films deposited using hexane and toluene in the presence 
and absence of a shield.
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4. Growth rate:

The cross-sectional SEM micro-graphs for the depositions shown in Fig 5.15 show the

deposition of a uniform continuous solid film on the substrate. 

(a) Hexane 0.125 mol% with shield (b) Hexane 0.125 mol% no shield

(c) Toluene 0.125 mol% with shield (d) Toluene 0.125 mol% no shield

Fig 5.15: Cross-sectional SEM of the films deposited using hexane and toluene in the 
presence and absence of a shield.

Fig 5.16 shows the comparison of the film thickness deposited in the presence of a

shield and without it. A higher growth rate is expected when the shield is removed as the

substrate  is  exposed to  more precursor  material  without  the  shield,  while  under  the
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shield, only the droplets converted to vapour results in the formation of the film. Under

the shield,  toluene is  found to have a  slightly higher thickness compared to  hexane

which suggests that more precursor is available for deposition under the shield. The

growth rates are higher than those reported for AIP in the previous sections, implying

that ATB is a better precursor for thin film deposition by PP-MOCVD compared to AIP,

with toluene being a better solvent than hexane.

Fig 5.16: Comparison of the film thickness deposited using hexane and 
toluene in the presence and absence of a shield.

5. Surface roughness:

Fig  5.17  shows  the  AFM  micro-graphs  to  present  the  effect  of  the  shield  on  the

deposited film. The surface roughness determined from the AFM is found to be 4.51±
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0.6 nm with and 2.18± 0.6 nm without the shield for hexane and 1.68± 0.7 nm with and

5.35± 2.3 nm without the shield for toluene respectively. The surface roughness is better

compared to  the  ones  observed for  AIP indicating a  more uniform film with  fewer

clusters. This can also be due to the excess decomposed precursors observed on the

surface using AIP.  

(a) Hexane 0.125 mol% with shield (b) Hexane 0.125 mol% no shield

(a) Toluene 0.125 mol% with shield (b) Toluene 0.125 mol% no shield

Fig  5.17:  Comparison  of  the  surface  roughness  deposited  using  hexane  and  toluene  in  the
presence and absence of a shield.
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Summary

Al2O3 thin films are deposited using ATB as  the precursor  dissolved in  hexane and

toluene. The preliminary examination is based on varying the deposition temperature

maintaining the concentration as a constant. Temperatures above 550-600oC are found

to produce oxide films with near stoichiometry with hexane showing a decrease in the

O: Al with the  increase in  temperature and toluene  showing the reverse trend.  The

increase in O: Al with temperature is similar to the trend observed for AIP. The carbon

content  is  found  to  decrease  with  increasing  temperature  for  hexane.  For  further

investigation, the concentration is increased to 0.125 mol% at a constant temperature

with the presence of a shield over the substrate. The increase in concentration has a

similar increase in the chamber pressure irrespective of the solvent. It also resulted in an

increase in the O: Al content, though the increase is marginal. A decrease in the carbon

content is also found. The shield is then removed and the study is carried out at 0.05

mol% and 0.125 mol% to study the impact of the shield on the deposition mechanism.

The absence of a shield results in reduced carbon concentration. FTIR studies reveal the

presence of Al-O bonds and Si-O bonds with similar peak locations as those for AIP.

The growth rate under the shield is marginally higher for toluene than hexane, while

without the shield, hexane shows a much higher growth rate. AFM shows a uniform

solid  film  deposited  at  higher  concentrations,  which  shows  that  ATB  is  a  better

precursor than AIP. An increase in the steric effect by the presence of a bulky alkyl

group aids in the faster vaporisation of the droplet.   
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Chapter 6

Aluminium acetylacetonate (Al(acac)3) as precursor

This  chapter  summarises  and  discusses  the  results  obtained  from  the  study  using

aluminium acetylacetonate (Al(acac)3) as the precursor. The objective is to understand

the various factors affecting the deposition process and the manner in which the film

properties, such as, composition and the growth rate are affected by the parameters. An

outline of the results and the discussions included in this section are given below:

6.1. Introduction

6.2. Design of experiments

6.3. Results and discussion

6.3.1. Effect of temperature (at constant concentration)

1. Surface composition

i. Normalized at.% O: Al.

ii. at.% Carbon content.

2. Surface bonds from FTIR.

3. Surface morphology and microstructure of the 

deposited films.

4. Growth rate.

6.3.2. Effect of concentration (at constant temperature)

1. Reactor pressure.

2. Surface composition.
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i. Normalized at.% O: Al.

ii. at.% Carbon content.

3. Surface morphology and microstructure of the 

deposited films.

4. Growth rate.

6.3.3. Effect of a shield (at constant temperature, concentration)

1. Surface composition

i. Normalized at.% O: Al.

2. Surface morphology and microstructure.

3. Surface roughness.

6.1 Introduction

Aluminium acetylacetonate  (Al(acac)3)  is  non-toxic  and  among  the  least  aggressive

precursor commonly used for alumina deposition in CVD. It  sublimes at 190oC [1] and

has been reported to form aluminium oxides at temperatures exceeding 280-323oC in

the presence of oxygen [2]. It has also been reported that for hot wall reactor and low-

pressure depositions, precursor depletion starts occurring at around 600oC [2][3][4] and

the  deposited  films  are  amorphous  or  have  poor  crystallinity.  Most  metal

acetylacetonates decompose at low temperatures (200oC-600oC), are air- and moisture-

insensitive  and  are  sufficiently  volatile  to  be  used  in  CVD  processes  [5].  Several

techniques have used Al(acac)3 as the source material, such as combustion CVD [6], [7],

thermal  CVD  [2],  MOCVD  [8],  [9],  sputtering  [10],  aerosol  deposition  [1],  spray

deposition [11]. Commonly used carriers/solvents for transporting the precursor to the
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reaction  zone  includes  ethanol  [6],  N,N-dimethylformamide  [12],  Ar  [13],  H2 [14],

butanol  [1],  oxygen  [2],  isopropanol  [7],  N2 [15],  synthetic  air  (79% N2:  21% O2)

[8] with or without the presence of water vapour. It has been suggested that the solvent

vapour post-vaporisation is not an inert media and influences the film growth process

[16].

6.2 Design of experiments

Section 3 (Precursors screening) shows that Al(acac)3 is not compatible with hexane,

and precipitates in the solution even for low concentrations. Hence, only toluene is used

as a solvent for depositing alumina films on clean silicon substrates from Al(acac)3. The

pulse cycle time is kept at 6 sec with a 1 sec injection time. 

At constant concentration (0.05 mol%)

Substrate ID Temperature 

(in oC)

Pulses

AlacT-0.05-400 400 1000

AlacT-0.05-450 450 1000

AlacT-0.05-550 550 1200

AlacT-0.05-600 600 1088

At constant temperature (550oC) with shield

Substrate ID Concentration

(in mol%)

Pulses

AlacT-0.05-WS-550 0.05 935
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Substrate ID Concentration

(in mol%)

Pulses

AlacT-0.075-WS-550 0.075 1100

AlacT-0.1-WS-550 0.1 1000

AlacT-0.125-WS-550 0.125 800

Effect of shield

Substrate ID Concentration

(in mol%)

Pulses

AlacT-0.05-NS-550 0.05 1200

AlacT-0.05-WS-550 0.05 935

AlacT-0.125-NS-550 0.125 430

AlacT-0.125-WS-550 0.125 800

6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Effect of temperature

The  preliminary  investigations  are  on  the  effects  of  deposition  temperature  on  the

surface composition and morphology. The concentration is maintained constant at 0.05

mol% and the temperature is varied from 400-600oC.

1. Surface composition:

The thermal decomposition pathway for metal acetylacetonates is given as [17]:

Metalacetylacetonates→acetone(g)+CO2(g )
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There is a gradual decrease in the normalised O: Al ratio from 2.5 to 2.1 with increasing

temperature as seen in Fig 6.1. Values close to 2 has been reported by Q.Y Shao et al.

[15] where the excess oxygen has been attributed to carbon contamination resulting in

the  formation  of  C-O  bonds  and  Si-O  interface  bonds.  Non-stoichiometric  films

reported by Dhonge et al. [18]  using spray pyrolysis have attributed the excess oxygen

to the chemisorption of oxygen at the surface. 

Fig 6.1: Normalised O: Al concentration for aluminium oxide films deposited using aluminium
acetylacetonate at different deposition temperatures

Non-stoichiometric AlOx films have been deposited using MIST CVD where x=1.4-1.6

[19], however, water and methanol is used as the solvent which acts as a strong oxygen

source.  Stoichiometric  aluminium  oxide  has  been  reported  to  be  deposited  using

conventional MOCVD process, but all the process involves the presence of an oxygen

source, in the form of water [14], [20], oxygen [2], [4], [15], or air [21] which serves as

the carrier gas.
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An increase in temperature results in increased carbon content (Fig 6.2) in the deposited

film which  is  common trend reported  in  several  works  [22]–[24] which  have  been

attributed  to  the  formation  of  a  graphitic  matrix  containing  the  aluminium  oxide

particles [25], [26]. The presence of carbon can also be attributed to the precursor used

and the absence of any oxidants [12], [20], [27], [28]. Carbon contaminations due to the

partial decomposition of the precursors, particularly at lower temperatures is one of the

drawbacks of using Al(acac)3  as a precursor  [20]. Similar trends of decreasing O: Al

ratio and increasing carbon content has been observed for AIP and ATB.

Fig 6.2: Variation of the carbon concentration found in the aluminium oxide films deposited using
aluminium acetylacetonate at different deposition temperatures

2. FTIR:
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Fig  6.3  shows  the  FTIR  spectroscopy  for  the  thin  films  deposited  at  different

temperatures. Distinct peaks are observed at  730 cm-1,  820 cm-1 and 1100 cm-1 with

broad peaks at 893 cm-1 and 957 cm-1. These peaks correspond to Al-O4 stretching mode

[29], [30], Si-O bending mode [31] and Si-O-C [32] respectively. The broad peaks are

associated with longitudinal optical mode of alumina [10]. The peaks between 800-900

cm-1 have been associated with AlO4 and AlO6 species [29]. No O-H peaks have been

observed normally associated at around 1600 cm-1 and between 3000-3500 cm-1. The

presence of Al-O bonds even when no oxidant gas is used has also been reported by M P

Shankar et al.[25]. No peak is observed at 1368 cm-1 which has been attributed to

the combined feature of O2 species adsorbed on the surface and Al=O bond [18]. 
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Fig 6.3: FTIR spectrum of the films deposited at different temperatures

3. Surface morphology:

Fig 6.4 shows the planar views for the depositions at different temperatures using a

constant concentration of 0.05 mol%. The surface consists of a crack-free film made up

of  granular  alumina  particles  as  confirmed  by  EDS.  One  of  the  proposed  growth

mechanism suggested by M P Shankar et al.  [25]  for aluminium oxide thin films by

acetylacetonate is the melting of the precursors on the surface. Acetylacetonate vapours

condense to form clusters when exposed to a low chamber pressure which subsequently

melt on the surface. The clusters arrive rapidly to the substrate and experience a sudden

rise  in  temperature  causing  the  clusters  to  melt  on  the  surface.  This  results  in  the

formation of spherulitic features.
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(a) 450oC

(b) 550oC (c) 600oC

Fig 6.4: Planar view of the films deposited at different deposition temperatures

4. Growth rate:

Fig 6.5 and Fig 6.6 shows the cross-sectional SEM images and compares the growth

rate for the films deposited at different temperatures. The deposition rate increases with

temperature as the surface reactions start dominating the process.  An increase in the

deposition rate with an increase in the deposition temperature as reported by  [2], [6],

[18] though the deposition rate is much less than those reported due to the absence of
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any oxidant gas. The film growth rate is limited by the removal of the organic ligands

which remain after the decomposition of the precursor [28].  

(a) 450oC (b) 550oC

(c) 600oC

Fig 6.5: Cross-sectional SEM for the films deposited at different temperatures
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Fig 6.6: Comparison of the growth rate for the films deposited at different temperatures

6.3.2 Effect of concentration

The deposition temperature is fixed at 550oC and the concentration of the precursor is

varied from 0.05 to 0.125 mol% with an increment of 0.25 mol% to understand the

effect  of  concentration.  A  shield  is  placed  over  the  substrate  to  ensure  that  the

depositions are occurring from the gas phase.
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1. Pressure:

The peak pressure for the depositions at various concentrations are shown in Fig 6.7.

Unlike the previous precursors  (AIP, ATB) which showed a slight dependence of the

reactor pressure on the concentration, the increases in the concentration of Al(acac)3 has

no effect on the reactor peak pressure. 

Fig  6.7:  Reactor  pressure  variations  with  an  increase  in  concentration.  The
concentration seems to have no effect on the peak pressure
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2. Surface composition:

The normalized O: Al decreases with an increase in the concentration of the precursor

though the ratio is always greater than 2. Aguilar-Frutis et al.  [23] have reported an

increase in the O: Al ratio with an increase in concentration, however, they had water

mist  in  addition  to  the  precursor  spray.  At  low  concentration,  there  is  not  enough

precursors available deposited on the substrate which indicates that the vaporisation has

resulted in most of the precursors to form aerosols and getting blocked by the shield,

whereas, with an increase in the concentration, there is sufficient material converting

into the vapour phase and getting deposited under the shield on the substrate. 

Fig 6.8: Normalised O: Al ratio for films deposited at 550oC with different concentration

The increase in the concentration also results in an increase in the carbon content of the

film which has also been reported in the works of Aguilar-Frutis et al.  [23]. It is clear
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that there is a correlation between the stoichiometry and carbon content irrespective of

the mode of deposition. An increase in the O: Al content results in a decrease in the

carbon content in the film. 

Fig 6.9: Normalised O: Al ratio for films deposited at 550oC with different concentration

3. Surface morphology:

A uniformly deposited film is observed under the shield as seen in Fig 6.10. This is

similar to earlier observations from AIP and ATB, where the film deposition under the

shield occurs from the vapour phase deposition and is smooth with very few clusters on

the surface.
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(a) 0.05 mol% with shield (b) 0.075 mol% with shield

(c) 0.1 mol% with shield (d) 0.125 mol% with shield

Fig 6.10: Planar SEM of the films deposited under the shield at different concentrations.

4. Growth rate:

Fig 6.11 shows the cross-sectional view of the deposited films at higher concentrations.

An increase  in  the  growth rate  with  increasing  concentration  due  to  more  material

arriving on the substrate. Similar trends have been reported by [12], [27], [33].  
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(a) 0.1 mol% (b) 0.125 mol%

Fig 6.11: Cross-sectional SEM of the films deposited at higher concentrations shows 
an increase in the growth rate.

6.3.3 Effect of shield

The effect of the shield on the growth mechanism is studied by removing the shield and

depositing at a constant concentration (0.125 mol%) and temperature (550oC).

1. Surface composition:

Fig 6.12 compares the normalized O: Al ratios for the film deposited with and without

the shield. It is found that the ratio decreases with the removal of a shield over the

substrate at lower concentration while it is fairly constant at higher concentration. This

is  due  to  decrease  in  the  thickness  of  the  deposited  film  with  the  shield  over  the

substrate at a lower concentration. 
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Fig 6.12: Comparison of the normalised O: Al composition of the films deposited with and without
the shield

2. Surface morphology

Fig  6.13  shows  the  surface  morphology  with  and  without  the  shield.  No

clusters/agglomerates  are  observed  on  the  surface  which  confirms  that  most  of  the

droplets have converted to the vapour phase before arriving at the substrate. Al(acac)3

sublimes at around 190oC which further decreases the possibility of forming clusters

and agglomerates.
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(a) 0.125 mol% with shield (b) 0.125 mol% no shield

Fig 6.13: Surface morphology of the films deposited with and without the shield

3. Surface roughness:

Fig 6.15 shows the AFM images of the surface with and without the shield. The surface

roughness is determined to be 5.4 nm and 4.59 nm for the deposition with and without

shield  respectively.  This  shows  that  the  surface  is  smooth  and  unlike  the  other

precursors,  the shield has  very little  effect  on the surface roughness as most  of  the

precursors are sublimed before arriving at the surface. This results in a more uniform

deposition process.
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(a) 0.125 mol% with shield (b) 0.125 mol% no shield

Fig 6.14: AFM micro-graphs of the surface with and without the shield.

Summary

Aluminium acetylacetonate (Al(acac)3) is used to deposit crack-free aluminium oxide

on silicon substrates using toluene as the solvent. Initial tests using hexane showed that

Al(acac)3 is  incompatible  with  hexane  and  hence  hexane  as  a  solvent  is  rejected.

Preliminary  investigations  at  constant  concentration  showed  a  film  formation  at

temperatures exceeding 550oC. The films are rich in oxygen with O: Al > 2 which is

highest among all the precursors used so far. The O: Al decreased with an increase in

temperature with the lowest at 600oC. The carbon content increased with temperature

due to the absence of any oxidants which helps in  removing the organic ligands as

volatile by-products. The decomposition of acetylacetonate results in the formation of

acetone and CO2  which gets incorporated into the growing film. FTIR study confirms

the  presence of  Al-O bonds in  the film with the  peaks  similar  to  AIP and ATB.  A
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marginal  increase  in  the  growth rate  of  the  film with  the  deposition  temperature  is

observed. The absence of any oxidant gas is related to several properties found in the

deposited film, such as, high O: Al ratio, increased carbon content and lower growth

rate  compared  to  those  reported  with  the  presence  of  oxidants.  Increasing  the

concentration has no effect on the overall peak pressure of the chamber which shows

that the peak pressure is not dependent on the concentration of the precursor. There is a

gradual decrease in the O: Al of the film with increasing concentration along with a

corresponding increase in the carbon content of the film. SEM micrographs show a

uniform  film  with  nano-sized  particles  forming  on  the  substrate  under  the  shield.

Depositions carried out at higher concentrations without the shield show that there is a

decrease in the O: Al with the removal of the shield at lower concentrations while at

higher concentrations, there is only a slight difference in the stoichiometry of the film.

The surface roughness is almost independent of whether a shield is present or not, since

most of the precursors get sublimed before arriving at the substrate.
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Chapter 7

Aluminium sec- butoxide as precursor

This chapter summarises and discusses the results obtained from the study using aluminium sec-

butoxide (ASB) as the precursor. The objective is to understand the various factors affecting the

deposition process and the manner in which the film properties, such as, composition, the growth

rate is affected by the parameters. An outline of the results and the discussions included in this

section are given below:

7.1. Introduction

7.2. Design of experiments

7.3. Results and discussion

7.3.1. Effect of temperature (at constant concentration)

1. Surface composition

i. Normalised at.% O: Al.

ii. at.% Carbon content.

2. Surface morphology and microstructure.

3. Growth rate.

7.3.2. Effect of concentration (at constant temperature)

1. Reactor pressure.

2. Surface composition

i. Normalised at.% O: Al.

ii. At.% Carbon content.

3. Surface morphology and microstructure.
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4. Growth rate.

7.3.3. Effect of a shield (at constant temperature, concentration)

1. Surface composition

i. Normalised at.% O: Al.

ii. Surface morphology and microstructure.

2. Growth rate.

3. Surface roughness.

4. Surface bond.

5. XRD.

7.1 Introduction

An advantage of using aluminium sec- butoxide (ASB) is that it is a liquid at room temperature,

which is highly preferred in MOCVD processing due to the ease and uniformity of source feeding

[1].  The thermal decomposition of aluminium sec- butoxide produces 2-butanol,  2-butanone, n-

butane, 1- and 2-butene with water  [2]. The thermal pyrolytic decomposition of alkoxides can be

described  by  3  mechanism-  free  radical,  β-hydride  elimination  and  α-hydride  elimination

mechanism. The free radical mechanism, however, is valid only when large organic compounds are

formed, while the β- hydride elimination dominates over α-hydride elimination, due to the large

alkyl  group  attached  to  the  central  metal  atom.  It  has  been  reported  that  at  low pressure,  the

diffusivity and mean free path of ASB molecules are large enough for the reactive molecules to

reach the substrate without colliding with other particles [3].  
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7.2 Design of experiments

Alumina  films  are  deposited  on  clean  silicon  substrates  from  ASB  of  known  concentration

dissolved in hexane and toluene. The pulse cycle time is kept at 6 sec with a 1 sec injection time. 

At constant concentration (0.05 mol%)

Substrate ID Temperature 

(in oC)

Pulses

ASBH-0.05-350 350 1000

ASBH-0.05-425 425 1000

ASBH-0.05-450 450 1100/705

ASBH-0.05-475 475 1100/740

ASBH-0.05-500 500 1070/1000

ASBT-0.05-350 350 1000

ASBT-0.05-425 425 1000

ASBT-0.05-450 450 1378/747

ASBT-0.05-475 475 1000

ASBT-0.05-500 500 1000

At constant temperature (475oC) with shield
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Substrate ID Concentration

(in mol%)

Pulses

ASBH-0.05-WS-475 0.05 1000

ASBH-0.075-WS-475 0.075 1000

ASBH-0.1-WS-475 0.1 900

ASBH-0.125-WS-475 0.125 900

ASBT-0.05-WS-475 0.05 980

ASBT-0.075-WS-475 0.075 980

ASBT-0.1-WS-475 0.1 1000

ASBT-0.125-WS-475 0.125 1050

Effect of shield

Substrate ID Concentration

(in mol%)

Pulses

ASBH-0.05-NS-475 0.05 1100/740

ASBH-0.05-WS-475 0.05 1000

ASBH-0.1-NS-475 0.1 849

ASBH-0.1-WS-475 0.1 900

ASBH-0.125-NS-475 0.125 500

ASBH-0.125-WS-475 0.125 510

ASBH-0.5-NS-475 0.5 500

ASBH-0.5-WS-475 0.5 500

ASBH-1.0-NS-475 1.0 1000

ASBT-0.05-NS-475 0.05 1000

ASBT-0.05-WS-475 0.05 980

ASBT-0.125-NS-475 0.125 500

ASBT-0.125-WS-475 0.125 1050

ASBT-0.5-NS-475 0.5 500

ASBT-0.5-WS-475 0.5 500

ASBT-1.0-NS-475 1.0 300

ASBT-1.0-WS-475 1.0 300
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7.3 Results and discussion

7.3.1 Effect of temperature

The  preliminary  study  is  to  determine  the  optimum  range  of  temperature  for  deposition  of

aluminium oxide  films  using  sec-butoxide.  The  temperature  is  varied  from  350-475oC with  a

constant concentration of 0.05 mol%. 

1. Surface composition:

Preliminary studies at a constant concentration and varying deposition temperatures show that the

normalised O: Al lies between 1.2-1.3, as shown in Fig 7.1. This is as expected in the absence of

any oxidants  [4] and has  been a  common feature throughout  this  project,  though the films are

closest  to  stoichiometry  than  any of  the  other  precursors.  The  normalised  O:  Al  reduces  with

increasing temperature for hexane reducing from 1.23 at 350oC to 1.09 at 475oC, while for toluene it

remains fairly constant between 1.21-1.28. Aluminium oxide films with stoichiometric ratios have

been deposited using an oxidant gas, such as water vapour or O2  [5]. The O: Al ratio depends on the

deposition  temperature  –  low temperature  results  in  a  rupture  of  the  O-R bond,  and at  higher

temperatures, the O-Al bonds are also liable to break. V.A.C Haanapel et al. [6] has reported that no

O-Al bond rupture occurs at temperatures < 400oC. 
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Fig 7.1: Normalised O: Al composition of films deposited at different 
temperatures

Fig  7.2 shows the  carbon content  in  the  films  deposited  at  different  temperatures.  The carbon

concentration decreases with an increase in temperature for toluene while for hexane it decreases

and  then  increases  at  475oC.  The  carbon  is  expected  to  be  present  from  the  incomplete

decomposition of the precursor. Haanapel et al. [7] have reported carbon content between 3-7 % for

films deposited at  lower temperatures (200-400oC) and have reported an increase in the carbon

content with increasing deposition temperature. A possible reason for the increase in the carbon

content  in  hexane  at  475oC is  due  to  the  increased  film thickness  (Fig  7.6)  which  allows  the

incorporation of more carbon into the growing film.
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Fig 7.2: Carbon composition of films deposited at different 
temperatures

2. Surface morphology:

The surface morphology of the thin films, shown in Fig 7.3 and Fig 7.4, shows a granular texture as

reported  in  the  literature  [4].  SEM micrographs  reveal  that  500oC is  unsuitable  for  deposition

purpose with the optimum range between 450-475oC. Agglomerated clusters are observed on the

surface which may have been deposited from the drying of the solvent close to the heated substrate

resulting in an aerosol-based deposition mechanism. 
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(a) 350oC (b) 450oC

(c) 475oC (d) 500oC

Fig 7.3: Planar view of the deposited film using hexane as the solvent at different temperatures.
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(a) 350oC (b) 450oC

(c) 475oC (d) 500oC

Fig 7.4: Planar view of the deposited film using toluene as the solvent at different temperatures.

3. Growth rate:

Fig 7.5 and Fig 7.6 shows the cross sectional SEM micro-graphs and the growth rate of the films

deposited  at  different  temperatures  and  using  different  solvents,  respectively.  The  growth  rate

follows a reverse trend with respect with hexane and toluene. For hexane, the growth rate increases

as the temperature increases while for toluene, it decreases. The general trend for the growth rate is

an increase with an increase in temperature [4], [7] however, the dependence of the growth rate on

temperature decreases beyond 290-300oC  [3],  [6]–[8].  Haanapel  et  al.  [9] have reported on the
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decrease in the growth rate for temperatures above 420oC beyond which the growth rate becomes

irreproducible.  A possible  explanation  for  the  observed  decrease  in  the  growth  rate  at  higher

temperature is due to the change in the deposition mechanism from reaction limited to a diffusion

limitation. Also at higher temperature, there is a higher probability of the films formed from toluene

to form aerosols/powder due to the heat from the substrate evaporating the solvent slowly before

depositing on the substrate. The contribution of the aerosols to the thin solid films formation is less

as seen from the SEM micro-graphs.
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(a) Hexane 450oC (b) Hexane 475oC

(c) Toluene 450oC (d) Toluene 475oC

Fig 7.5: Cross-sectional view of the deposited film using different solvents.
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Fig 7.6: Growth rate comparison of the deposited film using different 
solvents.

7.3.2 Effect of concentration

From the observation made from about the film properties at various temperatures, 475oC is chosen

as the optimum temperature for further investigation. Another reason for choosing this temperature

is to enable to compare its features with the depositions made at the same temperature using other

precursors. The effect of the precursor concentration is studied by varying the concentration from

0.05-  0.5  mol%  with  a shield  placed  over  the  substrate  to  block  out  unwanted  particles  and

aerosols. 

1. Pressure:

Fig 7.7 and Fig 7.8 shows the reactor pressure variations with change in the precursor concentration
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for the different solvents. As seen throughout the study, no appreciable change is observed in the

peak pressure of the chamber irrespective of the solvent or the concentration. The smooth curve

shows that the precursor is behaving properly in terms of its flash vaporisation and pump down

diffusion. 

(a) 0.05 mol% (b) 0.075 mol%

(c) 0.1 mol % (d) 0.125 mol%

Fig 7.7: Pressure variations using hexane as the solvent at different concentrations.
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(a) 0.05 mol% with shield (b) 0.075 mol% with shield

(c) 0.1 mol % with shield (d) 0.125 mol% with shield

Fig 7.8: Pressure variations using toluene as the solvent at different concentrations.

2. Surface composition:

Fig 7.9 shows the normalised O:Al in the films deposited using hexane and toluene at different

concentrations. An increase in the concentration causes a drop in the normalised O: Al ratio for the

films deposited using toluene. A similar trend is observed in hexane except for an anomaly at 0.125

mol% where the O: Al increases to ~ 1.5. A similar trend of decreasing carbon content, as shown in

Fig 7.10, in the film with increasing concentration is also seen in the deposited films.
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Fig 7.9: Comparison of the normalised O: Al composition at different concentrations.

Fig 7.10: Comparison of the carbon composition at different concentrations.

 3. Surface morphology:

It is clear from the SEM micro-graphs (Fig 7.11 and Fig 7.12) of the planar view of the substrates
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that  the  deposition  is  from the  vapour  phase  since  aerosol/particle  deposition  would  result  in

increased particle size with increasing concentration due to more precursor material available inside

the droplet to form clusters [10]. 

(a) 0.05 mol% (b) 0.075 mol%

(c) 0.1 mol% (d) 0.125 mol%

Fig 7.11: Planar SEM of the surface using hexane at different precursor concentrations.
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(a) 0.05 mol% (b) 0.075 mol%

(c) 0.1 mol% (d) 0.125 mol%

Fig 7.12: Planar SEM of the surface using toluene at different precursor concentrations.

4. Growth rate:

Fig 7.13 and Fig 7.14 show the cross-sectional SEM micro-graphs for the depositions using hexane

and  toluene  respectively.  The  growth  rate  increases  with  concentration  with  hexane  slowly

overtaking toluene as concentration increases. The growth rate, shown in Fig 7.15, increases with

concentration for toluene, though the increase is insignificant at low concentration and jumps at

higher concentration. Since hexane has a high vapour pressure, more material is converted to the

vapour phase and hence there is an increase in the growth rate as concentration increases [11].
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(a) 0.075 mol% with shield

(b) 0.1 mol% with shield (c) 0.125 mol% with shield

Fig 7.13: Cross-sectional SEM of the surface using hexane at different precursor concentrations.
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(a) 0.075 mol% with shield

(b) 0.1 mol% with shield (c) 0.125 mol% with shield

Fig 7.14: Cross-sectional SEM of the surface using toluene at different precursor concentrations.
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Fig 7.15: Comparison of the growth rate of the film at different 
precursor concentrations.

7.3.3 Effect of shield

The growth mechanism of the deposited film is studied by removing the shield and performing the

depositions under different concentrations at 475oC. As it is seen that ASB is the most compatible

precursor to the solvents and the process, the concentration is increased up to 1 mol% up to which

the precursor is still soluble in the solvents. This suggests that the solubility limit of ASB in organic

solvents is higher than other precursors which make it an ideal candidate for thicker oxide films

through DLI MOCVD processes. 

1. Surface composition:

Fig 7.16 shows the comparison of the film composition and the effect of the shield on it. There is a

decrease  in  the  stoichiometry  with  the  removal  of  the  shield  irrespective  of  the  solvent.  The
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exception is for toluene at 0.5 mol% where it increases with the shield.

Fig 7.16: Comparison of  the normalised O: Al  composition of  the film at  different  precursor
concentrations indicating the influence of the shield on the film composition.

 

2. Surface morphology:

The effect of the shield at different concentrations for the different solvents is shown in Fig 7.17 and

Fig 7.18. There is an increase in the particle size when the shield is removed. This is due to the

rapid growth of the films under a high vapour flux which forms agglomerates on the substrate. The

shield slows the arrival rate of the vapour flux to the substrate and hence a more uniform film is

obtained under the shield. Additional agglomerations are also deposited on the substrate which are

not formed from the vapour phase. These clusters can be proposed to be formed from the breaking

of the aerosols into nano-droplets, clustering of the particles before landing on the substrate or the

deposition from liquid phase due to the partial evaporation of the droplet [12]. 
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(a) 0.125 mol% with shield (b) 0.125 mol% no shield

(c) 0.5 mol% with shield (d) 0.5 mol% no shield

(e) 0.1 mol% with shield (f) 0.1 mol% no shield

Fig 7.17: Planar view of the film using hexane with and without the shield.
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(a) 0.125 mol% with shield (b) 0.125 mol% no shield

(c) 0.5 mol% with shield (d) 0.5 mol% no shield

(e) 1.0 mol% with shield (f) 1.0 mol% no shield
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(g) 0.1 mol% with shield (h) 0.1 mol% no shield

Fig 7.18: Planar view of the film using toluene with and without the shield.

3. Growth rate:

Fig 7.19 and Fig 7.20 shows the cross sectional  SEM micro-graphs using hexane and toluene,

respectively of the deposited film using hexane and toluene at the different concentrations. Fog 7.21

compares the growth rate of the deposited films in the presence and absence of the shield. The

growth rate increases with an increase in concentration. It is interesting to note that in the absence

of the shield,  toluene shows a higher growth rate than hexane,  whereas, in the presence of the

shield, hexane shows a higher growth rate. This shows that hexane has a better liquid-gas phase

conversion efficiency due to its high vapour pressure. The deposition rate increased with increasing

precursor input as reported by Kuo et al. [4]. 
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(a) 0.125 mol% with shield (b) 0.125 mol% no shield

(c) 0.5 mol% with shield (d) 0.5 mol% no shield
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(e) 0.1 mol% with shield (f) 0.1 mol% no shield

Fig 7.19: Cross-sectional view of the film using hexane with and without the shield.

(a) 0.125 mol% with shield (b) 0.125 mol% no shield
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(c) 0.5 mol% with shield (d) 0.5 mol% no shield

(e) 1.0 mol% with shield (f) 1.0 mol% no shield
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(g) 0.1 mol% with shield (h) 0.1 mol% no shield

Fig 7.20: Cross-sectional view of the film using toluene with and without the shield.

Fig 7.21: Comparison of the growth rate with and without the shield at different concentrations.
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4. Surface roughness:

Fig 7.22 shows the AFM micro-graphs of the films deposited using hexane and toluene with and

without the shield. Films without the shield experience a higher exposure to the injected precursors

and hence are rougher than those deposited with the shield as reported in [4]. The films deposited

under the shield show a uniform granular structure without any cracks or pores.

(a) Hexane 0.5 mol% with shield (b) Hexane 0.5 mol% no shield

(c) Toluene 0.5 mol% with shield (d) Toluene 0.5 mol% no shield

Fig 7.22: AFM view of the film using different solvents with and without the shield.
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5. FTIR:

FTIR spectrum in  Fig  7.23  shows the  presence  of  Al-O bonds  and asymmetric  Al-O in  AlO 4

tetrahedra.  The peaks  have been associated  with  the  formation  of  crystalline aluminium oxide,

particularly the κ-phase. The FTIR peaks are similar to those detected using the other precursor

sources which indicate that the nature of the material formed in all cases is the same. The peaks are

prominent in ASB due to the higher concentration of the precursors used for deposition resulting in

a thicker film. Sharper peaks for the films deposited using toluene are observed compared to the

ones deposited using hexane. According to Haanapel et al. [6], the sharpness of the FTIR peaks can

be related to the crystallinity of the material  [13][14] which is an indication of micro-crystalline

phases present in the film.  This is  because the IR spectra  is  sensitive to the conformation and

binding of the molecules in the film which can be used to characterise materials in terms of their

crystallinity [15]. 

. 
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Fig 7.23: FTIR spectrum of the film using different solvents at different deposition conditions.

6. XRD:

XRD of the films deposited with and without the shield at  higher  concentration of 0.5 mol %

reveals the presence of nano-crystallinity in the deposited films, as shown in Fig 7.25. The peaks at

38o, 44o, 64o and 77o are those which are associated with the κ- phase as shown in Table 4. This is in

confirmation with FTIR which shows a peak at 817 cm-1 and 737 cm-1 which have been reported to

be  due  to  the  AlO4 and  AlO6 bonds  in  κ-Al2O3,  which  is  a  metastable  phase  of  Al2O3.  The

measurement of the crystallinity is not easy due to limitations in calculating the scattering invariant,

and one of the simpler techniques is to calculate the ratio of scattering due to crystalline regions and

the total area under the curve [16], [17], given as:

crystallinity (%pc)=
Area under eachcrystalline peak

Total Areaunder the spectra
×100

The % of crystallinity is thus measured, and it is found to be close to 50%, which shows that the
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film deposited is partly crystalline. This is promising as crystallinity of Al2O3 at low temperature is

difficult to achieve. It is also important to note that the XRD is speculative as there is a significant

background noise in the spectra.

Fig 7.24: XRD of the aluminium oxide films deposited with and without the shield.

Summary

Aluminium sec- butoxide (ASB) is used to deposit aluminium oxide thin films on silicon. ASB is

one of the preferred precursors for deposition by MOCVD as it is a liquid and hence there are no

solubility issues. Films deposited at different temperatures shows that 450oC-475oC is the optimum

range for the deposition of solid films and 475oC is chosen as the deposition temperature for further

studies. The film composition approaches to stoichiometric Al2O3 with an increase in temperature
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and lies between 1.2-1.4. For toluene, the carbon content of the film decreases with temperature.

SEM micrographs reveal spherical particles throughout the film which is consistent with typical

alumina particles, while cross-sectional view reveals a continuous uniform thin film. As seen with

other  precursors,  the  increase  in  concentration  does  not  affect  the  reactor  peak  pressure.  The

stoichiometry of the film also reduces with concentration with a similar pattern seen for the carbon

content  of  the  film.  Planar  view shows a  uniform film depositing  under  the  shield,  while  the

removal of the shield results in films with large granular features. This is due to the deposition

process occurring as a combination of vapour phase and particle deposition. Also without the shield,

the substrate is exposed to a higher vapour flux with a line of sight which creates nucleation sites

and  we  observe  agglomerations.  Hexane  vaporises  faster  than  toluene  and  hence  has  a  higher

conversion of the precursors to the vapour phase resulting in a higher growth rate when a shield is

used.  Toluene forms clusters/agglomerates  as  it  evaporates  during the  process  and hence  has  a

higher growth rate when no shield is present to obstruct its path. FTIR studies confirm the presence

of Al-O bonds on the surface,  and XRD peaks show the possible formation of the micro/nano

crystallites of κ- Al2O3. 
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Chapter 8 

Proposed growth mechanism

This chapter summarises the findings of the project with regards to the growth model in

pulsed pressure MOCVD. The objective  of  this  section  is  to  put  forth  the different

mechanisms that contribute to the thin film formation using the evidence collected from

the deposition with different precursors.

8.1 Nucleation and growth of thin films

A condensation model  is  proposed for the thin film deposition using pulse pressure

MOCVD. A CVD film is formed from the nucleation and growth of the deposits on the

substrate. The initial stages of the deposition process begin with the formation of the

nucleus. A nucleus have to reach a certain size (critical  size) for it to be stable and

continue growing. The nucleation may occur in the gas phase or on the substrate, known

as homogeneous nucleation and heterogeneous nucleation respectively. Several factors

are involved in the bonding of the deposits onto the substrates – adsorption energy of

the atoms, binding energy between the adatoms and the substrate, diffusion energy of

the adatom [1]. There are 7 regimes of nucleation and growth:

1. Random nucleation • Lowest temperature.

• Highest arrival rate.

• Arrival rate greater than surface diffusion.
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• Adatoms  remain  in  their  arrival  lattice,

leading to an amorphous film.

2. Layer by layer adsorption • Adsorption on specific sites is preferred.

• Layer by layer adsorption and growth.

• Low temperature.

• Greater  affinity  between  adatoms  and

surface than between adatoms.

• High adsorption of adatoms on sites,  with

adatoms  diffusing  away  before  another

adatom arrives at the same spot.

3. Equilibrium adsorption • Low arrival rate.

• High temperature.

• Rapid evaporation of the atoms from the top

layers restricts the film thickness.

• Unstable solid film formation.

4. 3D nucleation • Binding energy between adatoms is greater

than  that  between  the  adatoms  and  the

substrate.

• Complete condensation at low temperatures.

• Incomplete  condensation  at  high

temperatures. The adatoms can re-evaporate

from the substrate or stick to a stable cluster
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by direct impingement.

5. 2D  nucleation  followed

by 3D nucleation

• Intermediate growth regime beginning with

the  layer  growth  for  the  1st monolayer,

followed  by  3D  clusters  on  top  of  the

monolayers.

6. No nucleation • The  binding  energy  is  too  low  for

nucleation to take place. 

• The nucleation may occur at defect sites.

According to the classical theory, crystals bounded by nearly flat atomic faces grow by

nucleation of successive layers. With advancements in modern deposition techniques,

defects are no longer necessary for film growth, and the substrate must catalyse the

formation of 3D nuclei of the new solid film, in the form of spherical caps [2] as seen in

Fig 8.1. 

(a) ASB Hexane 0.5 mol% no shield (b) ASB Hexane 0.5 mol% with shield
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(c) ASB Toluene 0.5 mol% no shield (d) ASB Toluene 0.5 mol% with shield

Fig 8.1: Droplet-like growth on the surface of the deposited film support the condensation model 
for thin film growth in pulsed pressure MOCVD.

The nuclei form randomly over the substrate or at specific sites representing the defects

on the surface structure. Similar island formations have been reported for epitaxial thin

film growth [3], where the shape and the spacings between the islands depends on the

lattice mismatch and the deposition conditions. The driving force for the formation of

these islands is the strain stored in the films and as the surface roughness increases, the

film breaks into islands. The necessary condition for the formation of an island-free film

is to ensure that the growth rate is low so that the stress formed in the film is released.

This is in a manner similar to the Stranski-Krastanov growth of thin films  [4], where

layer formation of adsorbates on the substrate is followed by nucleation and coalescence

of adsorbate islands. The measured contact angle of the island formed varied from 30-

60o for the islands that are still in the development stage, while it exceeded 80o for the

ones that have reached the maximum radius. 
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When the system reaches supersaturation, the condensation of the atoms occur on the

substrate surface and it gains energy from the adsorption [5] causing it to diffuse across

the surface in order to dissipate the excess energy. The growth of the film is contributed

by three species – existing islands on the substrate, mobile adatoms and incoming gas

molecules.  It  has  been  proposed that  under  conditions  of  supersaturation,  the  CVD

deposition  occurs  by  a  condensation  fusion  mechanism  at  high  temperatures  and

atmospheric  pressures  [6].  The  deposition  begins  in  the  conventional  manner  till  a

critical thickness is reached, beyond which the formation of hemispherical islands takes

place, explained as below [7]:

1. The deposition begins in a similar manner as a conventional CVD process.

2. As the deposition proceeds, the supersaturation exceeds a critical point resulting

in the formation of liquid droplets.

3. The liquid droplets fuse to form a thin film.

8.2 Proposed growth mechanism

The growth mechanism proposed in PP-MOCVD is a combination of either one or more

of the processes, shown in Fig 8.2, are given below:

a) Vapour phase deposition under low arrival rate, 

b) Vapour deposition under high arrival rate, 

c) Particle formation,  

d) Liquid droplet impingement, and
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e) Leidenfrost aerosol formation. 

• Vapour phase deposition.
• Uniform arrival rate.
• Low growth rate.
• Low arrival rate (Φvap,1).
• Factors controlling process: low precursor 

concentration – no shield, high precursor 
concentration – with shield.

• Desirable.

• Vapour phase deposition.
• High arrival rate (Φvap,2).
• Uniform arrival rate.
• (Φvap,2) > (Φvap,1).
• High growth rate.
• Factors controlling process – high concentration –

no shield.
• Desirable.

• Leidenfrost aerosol formation.
• Localised high Φ.
• Factors controlling process- solvent with high 

enthalpy of vaporisation, high concentration.
• Desirable under controlled conditions.

• Homogeneous powder formation.
• Formed due to high heat flux from the 

surrounding.
• Formation, impingement along with vapour 

deposition.
• Factors controlling process – external heat from 

surrounding.
• Undesirable.
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• Droplet impingement.
• Splating of the droplets on the surface.
• Factors controlling process – malfunction of 

ultrasonic nozzle.
• Undesirable.

Fig 8.2: Different growth mechanisms proposed for thin film formation in pulse 
pressure MOCVD- (a) vapour phase deposition under low precursor flux, (b) vapour 
phase deposition under high vapour flux, (c) Lidenfrost aerosol formation, (d) 
homogeneous particle formation, and (e) direct liquid impingement.

The combined effect of all the processes is the formation of a solid thin film along with

the presence spheroidal features on the surface. The film morphology is governed by the

precursor concentration, enthalpy of vaporisation of the solvent, and the presence of a

shield over the substrate. A uniform film is obtained under conditions of a low arrival

rate of the precursor vapour flux to the substrate, which is achieved by using a low

concentration  (Fig 8.3)  or  by placing  a  shield  in  the  path  of  the  vapours  at  higher

precursor concentrations (Fig 8.4). 
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(a) ATBT 0.125 mol% with shield (b) ATBH 0.125 mol% no shield

(c) ASBH 0.125 mol% no shield (d) AIPT 0.125 mol% with shield

(e) AlacT 0.125 mol% with shield (f) AlacT 0.125 mol% no shield

Fig 8.3: A uniform film is deposited when a shield is used with the absence of any non-vapour 
particles which shows the effect of the shield on the deposition process. The surface diffusion 
dominates over the surface tension resulting in a uniform film.
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(a) ASBH 0.5 mol% with shield (b) ASBT 0.5 mol% with shield

Fig 8.4: Solid film deposited from the vapour phase as the surface diffusion dominates
over surface tension under conditions of low vapour flux, formed under conditions of
high concentration when a shield is used.

A low concentration ensures a more uniform film with less spheroidal features while the

presence of a shield ensures that all the particles from non-vapour phase mechanism are

filtered  out  from the  substrate.  The  surface  tension  of  the  material  determines  the

morphology of the film  [8], particularly for amorphous materials, such as Al2O3, and

under  conditions  of  low arrival  rate  of  the  vapour  flux  to  the  surface,  the  surface

diffusion dominates the surface tension, and we observe a uniform film.

A solution with a lower ΔH ensures more material getting vaporised during the flash

vaporisation stage of the droplet evolution in the chamber. A higher concentration of the

precursors would result in a high vapour flux to the substrate which would result in the

formation of spheroidal features on the surface due to the accelerated growth rate (Fig

8.5). In the absence of a shield, the substrate is exposed to a high precursor flux as they

come in the line-of-sight and the surface tension dominates over the surface diffusivity

resulting in the precursors forming spheroidal features.
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(a) ASBH 0.5 mol% no shield (b) ASBT 0.5 mol% no shield

Fig 8.5: Spheroidal features formed on the surface of the substrate due to surface
tension dominating surface diffusion under conditions of high vapour flux.

The droplets that survived the flash vaporisation experience an increase in the ambient

temperature as it approaches the heated substrate. The solvent starts evaporating and

close to  the surface,  there is  a  high local flux of dried precursors which have been

coagulated at the core of the droplet as the solvent has evaporated. This, along with the

Leidenfrost effect, causes the spheroidal features on the surface similar to the features

commonly reported for aerosol-based deposition [9,10] (Fig 8.6). 
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(a) AIPH 0.125 mol% no shield (b) ATBH 0.125 mol% no shield

(c) AIPT 0.125 mol% no shield (d) ATBT 0.125 mol% no shield

(e) ASBT 0.125 mol% no shield (f) ASBH 0.125 mol% no shield

Fig 8.6: Liedenfrost aerosol formation resulting from the evaporation of the solvent 
(toluene/hexane) close to the substrate resulting in a high localised precursor flux, resulting in an 
aerosol-assisted thin film growth.

In other  cases,  the solvent  evaporates  much before reaching the heated zone of the

substrate and the precursors get decomposed as it approaches the substrate, These form
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weakly-adherent  powder  particles  on  the  substrate  [11] (Fig  8.7,  Fig  8.8)  and  is

undesirable for any practical applications. 

(a) AIPH 0.125 mol% no shield (b) ATBH 0.125 mol% no shield

(c) ASBH 0.125 mol% no shield

Fig 8.7: Homogeneous decomposed particles present on the deposited film formed by the solvent 
(hexane) evaporation and decomposition of the particles before arriving on the substrate. 
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(a) AIPT 0.125 mol% no shield (b) ATBT 0.125 mol% no shield

(c) ASBT 0.125 mol% no shield (d) AlacT 0.125 mol% no shield

Fig 8.8: Homogeneous decomposed particles present on the deposited film formed by the solvent 
(toluene) evaporation and decomposition of the particles before arriving on the substrate. 

There is also the possibility of a liquid droplet to survive the flash vaporisation and

subsequent  solvent  evaporation,  and arrive at  the surface  intact,  where it  undergoes

solvent evaporation and decomposition of the deposited material, in a process similar to

direct  droplet  impingement/spray  pyrolysis  [12] (Fig  8.9).  This  mechanism is  more

likely to occur at the end of the deposition process or during a nozzle malfunction where
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the liquid in unable to atomise into a mist. This results in a large droplet to impinge on

the surface, depositing the circular features on the top surface of the film. The process is

independent of the concentration of the precursors used or the solvent used, as any un-

evaporated drop would behave in a similar manner. At temperatures above the boiling

point of the droplet, the droplet spreads on the surface, and vapour bubble nucleation

occurs within the liquid [12]. The droplet boils and vanishes after some time while the

particles are deposited in a circular pattern. 

(a) AIPH 0.05 mol% no shield (b) ASBH 0.125 mol% no shield

Fig 8.9: Droplet impingement results in the formation of circular features on the 
surface. It occurs as an un-vaporised drop falls on the substrate, evaporates and the 
precursor gets decomposed.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

The study aims to investigate into the control of the morphology of thin aluminium

oxide films on silicon substrates deposited by pulse pressure MOCVD under different

conditions of growth. It also aims to show the different mechanisms that are occurring

inside the chamber during the deposition process. The main process control parameters

studied are -

1. Choice  of  precursor  (aluminium  isopropoxide,  aluminium  tert-butoxide,

aluminium acetylacetonate, and aluminium sec- butoxide), 

2. Choice of solvent (hexane and toluene), 

3. Concentration varying from 0.05 – 0.5 mol%, 

4. Temperatures ranging from 450-600oC, 

5. Effect of a shield over the substrate, and 

6. Providing external heat to the droplets through a heat tape. 

Droplet evaporation model has been used to simulate the reactor conditions and the

droplet behaviour. It is found that the presence of an external heat would aid the droplet

vaporisation  though,  the  minimum  temperature  at  which  any  significant  change  is

observed is 223oC. The model also warns about the presence of liquid droplets at the
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end of each pulse, but its does not take the deposition temperature under consideration

and hence the likelihood of a liquid drop surviving the heat is unlikely unless the drop

has a diameter in the microns. 

An  important  pre-requisite  condition  for  precursor  selection  is  its  solubility  in  the

solvent, either instantly or by continuous stirring. The precursor-solvent that failed the

pre-requisite criteria included aluminium acetylacetonate in hexane (0.05 mol%) and

aluminium isopropoxide in toluene (0.5 mol%) and hence these are not considered in

the study. All the deposited films are oxygen rich with a considerable amount of carbon

due to the absence of any oxidants, such as O2 or water vapour. FTIR spectrum analysis

of  all  the  films  shows  identical  peak  locations  which  confirms  the  formation  of

aluminium oxide on the substrate. XRD of the films deposited from aluminium sec-

butoxide  show  micro/nano-crystalline  peaks,  which  coupled  with  the  FTIR  peaks

indicate  the  formation  of  κ-Al2O3.  The  growth rate  depends  on the  presence  of  the

shield,  precursor-solvent  pair  and  the  concentration.  In  the  presence  of  the  shield,

solvents with a higher vapour pressure show a higher growth rate as a higher percentage

of  the  droplet  gets  converted  to  the  vapour phase.  The shield  ensures  that  the  film

deposition is from the vapour phase and any surviving droplets do not contribute to the

film deposition.  The growth rate also increases with an increase in concentration as

more  precursor  is  available  for  deposition.  The  deposited  films  are  rougher  in  the

absence of the shield as precursor clusters get adsorbed on the surface contributing to

the overall surface roughness. 

Aluminium sec-butoxide is found to the best precursor among the four investigated in
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this study with hexane being a better solvent than toluene.  Primarily because it is a

liquid at room temperature, thereby being more compatible with organic solvent and

allowing higher concentration deposition. Overall,  the precursors can thus be ranked

based  on  their  performance  (growth  rate,  stoichiometry,  surface  roughness)  as  sec-

butoxide > tert-butoxide> acetylacetonate > isopropoxide. This ranking also depends on

the solvent used. Hexane performs better than toluene in terms of the vapour deposition

due  to  its  higher  vapour  pressure,  but  it  fails  in  chemical  compatibility  with  the

precursors. 

A condensation model of growth has been proposed for the thin films formed by PP-

MOCVD where, hemispherical islands/caps are formed on the surface of the film due to

the  condensation  of  the  precursor  vapour  on  the  substrate.  4  different  growth

mechanisms has been proposed for thin film deposition using pulse pressure MOCVD –

vapour deposition, Liedenfrost aerosol formation, homogeneous particle formation and

direct  liquid  impingement.  The  flash  vaporisation  causes  most  of  the  precursors  to

undergo an instantaneous liquid-gas phase transition. Under conditions of low arrival

rate  (low concentration,  or  high  concentration-with  shield),  the  surface  diffusion  is

faster than the rate of arrival resulting in the formation of a uniform thin film with

spherical particles. Under condition of high precursor flux (high concentration-no shield),

the growth of the film is faster than the surface diffusion resulting in the formation of

hemispherical islands on the surface of the uniform film due to stress  developed in the

film. Following the flash vaporisation, any surviving droplet goes through a process of

solvent evaporation as it approaches the hot substrate. Preferential solvent evaporation
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and a high localised flux causes the precursor inside the droplet to agglomerate and

form clusters (Liedenfrost aerosol growth mechanism). The above growth mechanisms

are favourable  as  the process  can  be controlled to  form a uniform film.  Two other

mechanisms which occurs during the deposition process but are unfavourable are direct

liquid impingement and homogeneous particle formation. The former is possible when a

massive droplet which did not vaporise lands on the surface of the film. The solvent

evaporates and the precursors are decomposed to form a circular pattern on the surface.

Homogeneous particle formation results from the heat of the surroundings causing the

solvent to evaporate before it reaches the substrate and the precursors inside the droplet

lands on the substrate as a dried decomposed particle. 

Thus, the film morphology can be controlled by selecting the process parameters  -

1. Using  a  precursor  dissolved  in  a  compatible  solvent  both  components

possessing a similar and high vapour pressure,

2. Using high precursor concentration results in increased deposition rate.

3. The presence of a shield would ensure that the film growth is from the vapour

phase resulting in a smooth surface.

4. The absence of a shield under high precursor concentration would result in the

formation of hemispherical caps on the surface due to stress developed in the

film.

5. The shield also blocks out the aerosols formed during the process along with

any unvaporised liquid droplet or particles formed in the gas phase.
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Chapter 10

Future work

The chapter gives a summary of the possible future research using the results from this

study. The study of the precursor-solvent chemistry can be applied to the deposition of

thin films using other  precursors.  The outline of this  chapter  can be summarised as

below:

1. Investigation on the crystallinity of the film.

2. Improving stoichiometry of the films.

3. Deposition of aluminium oxide thin films on patterned surfaces.

1. Investigation on the crystallinity of the film

Preliminary XRD results have shown that the aluminium oxide films deposited using

toluene  and  without  the  shield  have  micro/nano-crystalline  peaks.  These  peaks

correspond to a  metastable phase of Al2O3 called the κ-phase,  which on subsequent

treatment of either temperature or time, results in the formation of corundum which is

crystalline Al2O3. An increase in the deposition time would increase the thickness of the

film and improve the crystallinity of the film.   
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2. Improving stoichiometry of the films

One of the important results obtained from the studies is that the deposited films under

all  experimental  conditions  are  non-stoichiometric  and show oxygen-rich films with

significant carbon content. This is due to the absence of any oxidants such as water

vapour or O2 to react with the precursor thereby eliminating oxygen.  For any potential

applications, the films are required to be stoichiometric and free from carbon, and hence

it  is  necessary  to  restructure  the  experimental  apparatus  to  allow oxidants  into  the

chamber or select precursors with a deficiency of oxygen to form stoichiometric films. 

3. Deposition of aluminium oxide films on patterned surfaces

Aluminium oxide films on patterned substrates have been successfully accomplished

using atomic layer deposition (ALD) [1] [2], though considerable work is yet to be done

using MOCVD. Weist et al [3] have reported on the conformal deposition of aluminium

oxide using MOCVD. However, even though the aspect ratio (AR) reported is high (AR

= 40-60), the deposition was carried out on trenches with depth ranging from 6-7 μm

and  width  ranging  from  10-18  μm.  With  recent  advancements  in  nano-fabrication

techniques, it  is necessary to develop methods to deposit on patterns with nanoscale

dimensions. Conformal depositions of yttrium-stabilised zirconia  [4] and TiO2 [5] has

been  achieved  using  PP-MOCVD,  making  it  an  ideal  candidate  for  conformal
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depositions of aluminium oxide. Initial depositions using patterned silicon substrates

using aluminium sec- butoxide and hexane has shown a uniform conformal deposition

on nano-scale trenches. The presence of the shield results in a lower growth rate, as

expected,  nonetheless,  the  deposition  is  conformal.  This  is  useful  for  several

applications using aluminium oxide where a complex 3-D shape has to be uniformly

coated  with  a  layer  of  aluminium  oxide  film.  A further  research  on  the  limiting

conditions  of  aspect  ratio  for  aluminium oxide  deposition  would  be  highly  useful,

particularly when the patterns are in the nano-micro scale. Fig 9.1 shows the aluminium

oxide deposition with and without the shield on patterned silicon. 

(a) 0.5 mol% with shield (b) 0.5 mol% no shield

Fig 9.1: Deposition of Al2O3 on nano-sized trenches shows the possibility of using pulse pressure 
MOCVD for conformal coatings on nanoscale patterns.
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